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)KypHaji

P03M0BA 3 IBAHOM fl3K)BOK)

HanoMaTKy 6epe3H5i 1989 p. Bi^oMHfi jiiTepaTyposHaseub i kphtmk

iBaH Zl3K)6a nepedyBaB b E^iMOHTOHi 5ik mjibh ^ejierauii 3 yKpaiHH, 5iKa

BiflBiayBcUiaKaHa/iy i CUIA y nporpaMi UJeBMeHKiBCbKHX MHTaHb. Mjichh

pe;iaKUiftHoiKOJierii<<^ypHeuiy>>0jier iJibHHUbKHft.HaTaJimriHJiHn’ioK

i MHpocjiaB lOpKeBHM Bi/i6yjiH 3 hhm po3MOBy, a ZlaBH/i Mapnji3 no/iaB

/loaaTKOBi nHTaHHi! Ha nHCbMi. no^acMO CKopoqeHHfl i 3pe/iaroBaHHK

TeKCT P03M0BH.

Mh MorjiH 6 Bm po3Ka3aTH npo oScraBHHH Pi icTopiio HanHcaHH5i

KHHXCKH "lHTepHauioHajii3M MH pycH(J)iKauiH?"

3 aa^ioBOJieHHHM posKa^y. BesnocepeziHiM npMBOziOM 6yjiH apeiiiTM

1965 p. Ajie B)Ke nepezi umm ziecb ziyMKa npo HanHcaHH^i TaKoi peni

HaspiBajia.

51 ocb Ha mo xoMy SBepHyxH yBary: h hikojih ho BBa>KaB i He BBa^aK)

ce6e nojiiTHKOM. Ajie ne Moxcy CKasaxH, mo BHnaziKOBO h 3a mo reMy

B3HBCH. Ue noHCHJOBajiocH TMM, mo npoSjieMH, npo hkI xaM HmjiocH,

B^e BojiiJiH, XTOcb MycMB npo ue CKasaxH. I h H<ziaB, mo xxocb i3

$axiBuiB, xxocb i3 JiiozieM. xpame sa Mene oSisnaHHH, ue uanume. Ajie

MOMyCb HiXXO He UHCaB. 51 npOCXO 3 UCHKHM BMKJIMKOM MyCHB B35IXHCn

3a ue caM, 3 ziyMKOio, mo pa3 Hixxo ne nume, xo 5i Mymy ue 3po6hxh. H

ycBiziOMJiK)BaBCBOK)4)axoBy neniziroxoBJieHicxb.Bo po3yMiB, monani
nojiixHK, ani eKOHOMicx, ani couiojior. 9i — jiixepaxop,

jiixepaxypo3HaBeub, kphxmk. AjieB3HBCH, xoMy, mo... xxocbMycHBnpo
ue CKa3axH.

I me oziHH MOMeHx, zipiShhh Mox<e, a.Jie 5iKocb MipoK), 5ik ne zjhbho

6yzie ziJiH Bac BByuaxM, 3o6oB’H3aHHH ^ BiKxopy HexpacoBy. Kojim B)Ke

Bi/i6yjiHCH ui apemxH (1965 p.), xo mh 3 hhm xobophjih. Bin panime

Majio 6yB o6i3HaHHH 3 yKpaiHCbKHM pyxoM, He ziy)Ke naBixb CHMnaxiK)

BizmyBaB zio uboro. Tyx hoxo MOMcna HKOiocb Mipoio BnnpaBziaxH, 6o

BiH cyziHB npo yKpai'HCbKy Jiixepaxypy, Kyjibxypy no xhx jho/jhx, hkI

xoui OMOJiK)BajiH cniJiKy. Tozii CniJiKa nncbMeHHHKiB, na Bi/iMiny Bizi

xenepimHboi CHxyauii. Byjia chjiok) peaKuiHHOK). Hy h Bin BizinoBiziHO

yKpaiHCbKy xyjibxypy, Jiixepaxypy, BBaxcaB xe^ MHMCb BizicxajiHM,

peaKuiHHHM. Baraxo JiiozieH xaK mhcjihjio, naaixb 3 xaxnx nporpe-
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CHBHHX pociHH i yKpaiHuiB, Ajie Ha Mac thx apeuiTiB, bIh y)Ke SaraTO

mo 3po3yMiB, i CTaB iiyyKe npHXHJi5iTHC5! zio yKpai'HCbKoi cnpaBM, i b

6araTfaox HauiHX aKuii^x Hac nizjTpHMyBaB, Saraxo jihctIb npoxecxy

ni^inHcyBaB. Cepe/i apemxoBaHHX yx<e SyjiH jho/jh, 5ikmx bIh MaB

BeJIHKy CHMnaxiK). TOMy MH 3 HHM pa30M BHpilllHJIH 5^KHHCb JTHCX

npoxecxy HaoHcaxH. 9i b35ibc5i HanncaxH xeKCX. Ajie kojih r noMaB

nHcaxH (ziyMaB, mo ue 6y/ie HeBejiHKMft jihcx) noSaMHB, mo xpeSa

noiiCHHXH ouHM JTK);i5iM, B MOMy cyxb cnpaBH. Baraxo xxo cnpaBH He

po3yMiB. npoxecxyioxb yxpalHui npoxH Morocb, a npoxH Moro bohh

npoxecxyioxb — He 5icho. Korocb apemxyBajiH — Ka»cyxb, 3a

aHXHpa/i5!HCbKy zii5!JibHicxb, xaK Moro yK bohh uieio anxHpaziHHCbKOK)

ZliHJibHicxK) 3aKMajiHC3q? roBopHXb xaM npo npHXHiMeHH^ yKpai'HCbKoi'

KyjibxypH, a Hxe yK npHXHiqeHHH? Hixxo im He 3a6opoHH€ roBopnxH

yKpai’HCbKOK) MOBOK), xoMexe— roBopixb, ne xoqexe— ue Bama cnpaBa.

Jlio^M He BHHHi B xoMy, mo BOHH xaK npHMixHBHO po3yMimH cnpaBy.

npocxo BOHH He MajiH FJiHSmoro norji^ziy na ui peMi, ne MajiH iH$op-

Mauii'. BH/iHMicxb xchxxh B3arajii ^e(|)opMye cyxHicxb i cnpaB^Hi

npHMHHH XHX MH iHmHX HBHm Ui OpHMHHH He Jie)KaXb Ha nOBepXHi, i ox

BJiacHe Nieni 3axoxiJiocH oohchhxh, b MOMy noji5iraK)Xb ui uphmhhh.

nepmHU a^pecax uiei khh>kkh — jijozih. HKi ne poayMiioxb noziin. ne

p03yMiK)Xb B MOMy CyXb HeBUOBOJieHH5I. CKa)KiMO, MaCXHHH yKpaiHUiB.

Ue 6yjio nepme 3aB^iaHH5i. Ajie ne e/inne. Bo Meni h HexpacoBy /lemo

X0XiJ10C5! H05ICHHXH. BiH MJIH MOHO y0C06jlK)BaB OUK) MacxHHy

iHxemireHuii. 5iKa MO)xe 6yxn zio6po3hmjihbo nacxpoena, ajie Mepea

6pax iH(|)opMauii me ne Mae xomhoxo yHBJieHH5i, b MOMy cnpaBa.

A zipyrHft a/ipecax — ue 6yB o(|)iuio3, o$iuiHHi mhhhhkh, BJiacne

5IKHM i 6yjia cnpnMOBana npau^i. 51 im xoxiB noxaaaxH, mo bohh

KJiHHyxbCH JleniHHM, aaHBJiHioxb, mo npoBounxb meniHCbKy
HauioHajibHy nojiixHxy, a nacnpaB^i poSjinxb npHMO npoxHJiejxHy

cnpaBy. XoxiB na (paxxax, na npHKJiaziax, /iobccxh, mo bohh poBjinxb

He xe, MHM KJiHHyxbC5i. npauK)K)MH Ham uieK) xeMoio, 5i naxpannB na

MaxepiamH XII a’iamy napxii, 5iKi cnpaBHJiH na Mene BejiHxe Bpa:«eHHH.

i cxajiH omHieio 3 npHMHH nanncaHH^i uiei npaui Ui MaxepiajiH 6yjiH,

BOHH iCHyBamn, ajie nacxiJibKH B»e BimiHmjiH b icxopiFO, 6yjiH aaMyjieni

HacxynHHMH nomi^MH i cnoxBopeHHHMH, mo npo ue Hixxo HiMoro ne

aramysaB. H MHxaB, « 6yB cxpamenno Bpa^eHHH. /ly>Ke rocxpo xobo-

pnmocH npo xe, mo BJiacne xpHBajio naBKomo nac. Bci xi npoSjieMH

aajiHmHJiHCH HepoaB’naaHHMH, xaM npo hhx rocxpo i mccho xobo-

pHJiocH 6araxbMa mejieraxaMH, i ue ujih Mene 6yjio Bejinxe BimKpHXX5i.

51. xax 6h mobhxh, xoxiB uhm 3 yciMa nomimnxHCH. B xoMy MHCJii n xoxiB

noKaaaxH i HamoMynapxiUHOMy,mep)KaBHOMyKepiBHHuxBy,HKKOJiHCb
cnpaB)KHi KOMyHicxH poayMiJiH ue nHxannn, hk cxaBHJiH, mo hkhx
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BHCHOBKiB npHxo/iHJiH, MOFO BHMarajiH. MeHi 3/iaBajiocb, mo ue noB-

MHHO CnpaBHTH BGJIHKe Bpa^eHHH Ha HHX CaMHX.

Mm Bh co6i yMBJiMJiH, MKHfi 6yne e^exT Bamol khh)kkh?

Hi, BH 3HaeTe, He 30BciM y^BJiMB. 3apa3 fi ao Bamoro OHTaHHM

noBepny, a ryx h xoMy CKa3aTH, mo 6yB i TpeiiH me a/ipecaT: ue nama

6iJibm-MeHm cBi/ioMa yKpai'HCbKa rpoMa/iCbKicTb, oue kojio name,

mecTH^ecHTHHKiB Tax 3Bane, jik)/ih, rki ycBizioMJiioBamH npoSjieMy, HKi

npo He! po3uyMyBajiH. 51 i 3 hhmh xotIb noroBopHTH, mo6 mh Bci xpame

y5iBHJiH i cyTb npoSjieM, i icTopiio. B toh uac dararo 6yjio pi3HHX

nizixouiB, pi3HHX norji5i/iiB — excTpeMicTCbRi norjinun,

aHTHKOMynicTHUHi. Bohm Meni 3uaBajiHC^ uy^e neSeaneMHHMM i

HenjiiziHHMM UJIM po3B’H3aHH5i UHX npoSjieM, a Tozii 6yjiM cnpoSu

MKOcb B uen 6iK noBecTH cnpaBy. CBoeio npauero m xotIb CKa3aTH,

HaBimo HaM uy»ce mocb myKaxH, xto ana ue, i xto ana na xoro

opieHTyBaTHCH, kojih normnuH, rki KOMynicTH b 20-ti poxi

BMCJioBUK)BajiH, uorjiHUH B ocTaHHix opauMX JleHiHa, uax)Tb njiar-

(|)OpMy HaM, UaX)Tb XJIHDM UO p03B’M3aHHH BCiX UHX npoSjieM. Oui

pimeHHH, Tax m yi^BJiMB, mx6h CyjiH BHxoHaui, to mh uhx npoSjieM He

anajiH 6. Oue h xotib namHM jik)Umm, ouHouyMUMM, mxhx oS’eunyBaB

6iJib Ham cniJibHHH, xoTiB uaxH ne xe, mo njiaxc|)opMy Mxycb, a cxaaaxH,

mo MO)XHa Ha ouin npaxxHUHiH nmax^opMi, nepe6yBax)HH b Me>xax

xoMyHicTHMHoro CBixorjiMuy. BHMaraxH, mo6 uiJio BiunoBiuajio cjioBy,

mo6 xe, mo aanncano b xoHcxHxyuii peajibHo 3uiHCHX)Bajiocb, mo6 xe,

mo yMBU5imoc5i xojiHCb mx xoMyHicxHMHHH lueaji. He 6yjio cnoxBopeno,

a mo6 y :«<Hxxi mh uo Hboro BepxajiHC5i.

Mepea ue, mo oxaxHX xpu aupecaxH Syjio, b moih npaui e i neBHHH

pi3Ho6iH. I cxHJibOBHH pi3Ho6iH, i B norji5iuax pi3Ho6iH €. Ue h caMoxpn-

XHMHo me xoui ycBiuoMJiioBaB. 3apaa m 6auy, mo wacoM ouni peqi b

ouHiH xoHaubHocxi HauHcaHi, inmi b inmin.

A xenep BepxajocM uo nHxaHHH npo xe, mh y^BJiMB 5i co6i peao-

HaHCH. 3oBciM He yHBJi5iB. Bh anaexe, m ne ouiniOBaB ue bhcoxo. 51

uyMaB, mo ue nepma cnpo6a 3BepxaHHM uo uboro nuxanuH. 51 Baarajii

jiK)UHHa uy>xe caMOxpnxHMHa, h caMoiu, xax 6h mobhxh. 51 aaBMcuH

myxax) ripme b co6i, a He xpame, aaB^UH 3Haxou>xy SiJibme neuojiixiB,

Hi» HXHxocb uocxoiHCXB. ToMy M i UHM He 6yB uy»e ani aaxonjieHHH,

ani aauoBOJieHHH, ne yMBJiMB, mo boho b nac 3uo6yue xaxHH poarojioc,

mo noxiM 6yue po3MHO^yBaxHC5r na MamHHui, (J)oxocnoco6oM, mo xax

BOHO niue b uk)uh.

I me Moro fi ne nepeuGauHB, ue xhx xjiyMaueHb, Mxi noxiM 6yjiH.

Pi3Hi jiK)UH30BciMno-pi3HOMyBHXJiyMaMyBajTH.BimbmicxbcnpHHMajiH,
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cxBajiHDBaJiH i 3axonjiK)Ba;iHC5i, ajie ko^oh b Mipy CBoro po3yMiHH5i ue

TJiyMaMHB, i Ko>KeH CBOi HioaHCM Ha/iaBaB. HanpHKJiazi, 6yjia noiimpeHa

Taxa ziyMKa. mobji5ib, 5ik bih XHTpo BHKopHcraB JleniHa i napTiHHi

ZloKyMeHTH. Ot 3/iopoBO — napTiK) ii xc, Tax 6a mobhtm, 36poeK) 6’e.

A6cojik)tho uiHpo a roBopio, mo Taxi noTJi^jxa mchc cnpHxpxDBajiH,

TOMy, mo MJi9i M6He ue ue 6yno Hi MacxyBaHH5i, Hi /iHumoMaTiH, Hi

HXHftcb XHTpHH npMHOM — ue 51 Tax ziyMaB, Tax H MHCJiHB. 3apa3 y
MOMycb 5! no-inmoMy B)xe uyMax), b MOMycb Te>x xax. Ajie ue aJia Meue

6yjio uy^e mnpo, ue 6yjio Moe nepexoHaHH5i. lHo6 uo5ichhth uoiviy

caMe Tax, Meui uoBejioc5i 6 ziy^Ke SaraTO po3xa3yBaTU 6iorpa$iK) CBoro

^HTT5i. AJie xopoTxo cyTb cnpaBH 3BO/iMTbC5i uo TOTO, mo 5! 3 /JouSacy

POUOM, B mXOJli H 6yB XOMCOMOJIbCbXHM aXTHBiCTOM, Zjy>xe 3aT5ITHM

TaxHM. B iHCTHTyTi Te>K ^ 6yB cexpeTapeM xoMiTeTy xoMCOMOJiy,

ZlOHeubxoro neuiucTUTyTy. To6to, h uhmh izie5JMH »:hb cnpaBUi, ropiB

HMMH, i 3apa3 5IX 3rauyx), cxiJibXH r qacy b MOJiouocTi BiuziaB

xoMCOMOJibCbxiH poSoTi, TO MOHi a>x CTpamHO CTae. 5Jx6h ueu uac 6yjio

Ha mocb xopHCHime noBepnyTH! Ajie a He 6yB TaxHM xaaeHHHM,

OpTOUOXCaJIbHHM XOMCOMOJlbUCM. 9i UpOCTO B Ui iUeaJIH BipHB, aJie H

6aMHB HeBiunoBiziHicTb noBeuinxH SaraTbox napTifiHHX Jix)ueH uhm
iueajiaM, i neBiunoBiunicTb /lificHOCTi, i r uhm oSypxDBaBCH. BaraTO ua

UbOMy rpyHTi b Meue xoH(J)jiixTiB 6yjio 3 nauajibCTBOM CBoiM. Ot 5i,

HanpHXJiau, TaxuM BHua^aox npHrauyx). Kojih h, 5jx cexpeTap xoMiTeTy

XOMCOMOJiy
,
Ha 3BiTHO-BH6opHHX 36opaX PO0HB /lOnOBiUb. TO 51 BiUXJiaB

y 6ix 3aroTOBJieHHH i nepeBipenuH TexcT. noqaB tobophtm i ayyKe

rocTpo cxpHTHxyBaB UMpexuiK) incTHTyTy, napTiuny opraHi3auix),

Henouo6cTBa. nicji5i uboro MaB Bejiuxi HenpH€MHOCTi: npoTH Mene
roTyBajiaci? cnpaBa, Ajie ue 6yB 53 pix. I TyT noMep CTajiiH — ue Meue
Bp5iTyBajTO. 51 mnpo BipuB b yci ui iueajiu, i xoTiB 5?xocb noBeuinxy

CBOK), i 5KHTT5I B3araJli 3 HHMH 5IXOCb y3rOUHTH. TOMy XOH(|)JliXT 3

OCpiUiMHHMH CnOTBOpeHH5IMH BOCb UaC Ha3piBaB i 6yB HeMHHyUHH. B

Tin MH iHmMH (J)opMi Bin 6a pano mm ni3HO BHSyxuyB,

5Ik flOBro BH nHceuiH «lHTepHauiOHaJii3M mh pycH(J)iKauiio?»

51 ue SyxBajibHo xiJibxa Mic5iuiB nucaB — Mic5iuiB Tpn mh motmpm,

He BiJibme, Ajie ue nHcamoc5i b 5ixoMycb BejiHxoMy Hanpyxcenni. 51

UHcaB ueHb i HiM, na TaxoMy niuHecenui HxoMycb, mo noTiM, xojih 5i

HauHcaB, 3HeMO)xeHHM 6yB. ripu MOMy ocHOBuy MacTuny uboro Macy b

Meue 3a6paB ne caMHU npouec nHcaHH5i.

riHcajiocb ue rap5iMxoBO, i HiSwTO Jierxo jihjioc51, jtmjioc5i i jthjioc5i.

y>xe uecb TaM HaSojiiJio, yyKe nepe/iyMano 6yjio. A ocHOBuy MacTHuy
OUHX TpbOX-MOTHpbOX MiC5IUiB 3a6paJ10 36MpaHH5I eXOHOMiMHOi CTa-
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THCTHKH, CTaTHCTHMHoro Marepiajiy npo KHHrozipyKyBaHH5i. Liboro >k

y Hac He 6yjio 3i6paHO. 51 th^hjimh npocHZPKysaB y HayKOBiH nySjiiMHiPi

6i6jiioTeui, [MHxaB] 6iojieTeHi XapKiBCbKoi' pecnySjiiKaHCbKOi KHH»:KOBoi

naJiaXH, i no KO^HiH KHH)KUi BHpaXOByBaB, CKiJlbKH KHH^OK
yKpaiHCbKOK) MOBOK), CKlJlbKH pOCiMCbKOK), i 5IKHX KHH>KOK. Ope TaKHM

KycTapHHM cnocoSoM BHnncyBaB, najiHMKM cxaBHB.

3 cboroflHiuiHboi nepcneKTHBH, 5ik Bh poarji^j^aeje uio npapio?

MaH>Ke Bce, mo xaM 6yjio nanHcaHO cboro^jHi roBopHXbC5i B:4<e y
Hac. e O/IHH XiJIbKH MOMGHX, aO 5JKOFO MH Ilje H6 /liMUIJIH — pe XOCXpa

KpHXHKa pociMCbKoro iuoBiHi3My. Ta, 5iKa e y KHH>Kpi, cboroziHi me ne

3Haxo^HXb M1CP5I B opeci. Ue xoh nynxx, 51khh mh me ne bhSopojih co6i

— npaBO KpHXHKyBaxH rocxpo pociMCbKHH moBiHi3M. Bce inme MaM>Ke

rOBOpHXbCM.

A 5!Ke Moe cboropHimne cxaBJieHHH /jo npapi? Tyx Meni npocxo

3paexbC5i, mo cboroziHi Mir 6h pe rjindme, Kpame, nepeKOHJiHBime

HanHcaxH. Bo xaM e i naiBHi peni. Bona ne piBHopinna. £ xaxe, 3 mhm
i cboro/iHi 3roz(HHH, Mo»:y nizixBep^HXH, e 5iKicb naiBHimi peni, flpaB^iy

Ka:^<ypM, 5i ne 30BciM i y5^BJi5iK) 3apa3 pio KHMM<Ky, 60 nicji5i xoro, 73-

ro poKy B Mene Bce 6y;io BHJiyMene, ^ ii ne MHxaB. Flpo nei h cyzi^y no

naM’5ixi noKHmo.

y 1969 p. TOBapHCTBO KyJIbXypHHX 3B'iI3KiB 3 yKpaiHP5IMH 3a

KopflOHOM BHflaJio naM(|)jieT n.H. «IHo i «k oScxoioe I. 7l3K)6a» 3a

niflOHCOM Bor/iaHa CxeHqyKa. Mh pe cnpaB)KH€ npi3BHme aBXopa?

Ue nceBpoHiM. 51 HKOcb ne ziy^e piKaBHBCH, xxo 3a phm cxoixb.

Meni 6araxo xobophjih bchkhx BepciH, iMena, ajie pe mBHpme KOJieK-

XHBHO [HanHcaHo], HaBiXb ne mBHpme, pe naneBHO.

y CniJipi OHCbMeHHHKiB Bip6yjiacH iKBaBa^HCKycin npo Bac i Bamy
KHH*Ky, a 6 ciHHH 1970 p. "/lixepaxypHa yKpalna" 3BixyBcuia npo B<un

BMCxyn nepe^ npeaH/iieio.

UHCKycii, Meni 3paexbCH, ne Oyjio. ByjiH /jeHKi nariHKH, xax 6h

MOBHXH, Ha Mene. rojioBOK) CnijiKH 6yB K). Cmojihm, ajie Bin ne OpaB y
PbOMy yqacxi. Bin y pymi Meni rjiHSoKO cniBPyBaB, pe h 3Haio. i 3 Moro
BJiacHHx cjiiB, i 3 Oaraxbox inmHx poKa3iB. Ajie Bin ne mbb My>KHOCxi m

Mo^jiHBOcxi opBepxo 3acxynHXHCH ph BHCxynHXP. Bin jik)pmhok) 6yB

XBopoK),cjia6KOioHapeM nac, iKOJiHxaKaKpHXHPnacHxyapiHBHHHKajia,

xo BiH XBopiB i He npHxopMB HaaacipaHHH. ToMy y Bcix phx 3acipaHH5ix,
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<ae TdKa npopoSKa eejiacii, mh 5iKiCb xaKi piiueHH5i yxBajnoBajiHC5i, bih

He 6paB yqacTi.

lie BH Maere Ha yaasi 69-hh piK, ue kojih Mene me oSctohjih. liepezi

UHM 6yjio 3aci/iaHH5! npaBJiiHHH KHiBCbKoi opranisauii cniJiKH, TaM

MaM^e Bce npaBJiiHH5i iiyyKe BHCxynHJio na Min aaxMCT. Araxa

TypMMHCbKa ziy^e aKTHBHo To/ii BHCxynajia na aaxHCT, Caaa

rojioBaHiBCbKHM, i iHuiHx. 51 B)Ke Bcix He npnraziyK), ajie naM’HTaio.

mo ui ziy^e axTOBHi 6yjiH . I xaKHM qHHOM Man^e o/iHocxafiHO npaBJiiHHH

KHiBCbKoi opraHiaauii nporoJiocyBajio npoxH BHKJiioqeHHH. EUcjih

Uboro pecny6;iiKaHCbKa 6yjia 3B’H3aHa neBHOio Mipoio uhm pimeHHHM,

i xe>K He Moxjia [BHKJiioqHXH]. TaM xaKHM KOMnpoMic 6yB /locHrHyxHH;

H 3aCy/IHB BHKOpHCXaHHH CBO€l KHH^KH 3a KOp/JOHOM, CKa3aB, mO MeHi

ue HenpH€MHO, i mo h uboro ne xoxiB, ajie 6iJibme Hiqoro h ne roBopHB

Ha UK) xeMy. PimeHHH yxHJibue, KOMupoMicue 6yjio, mo6 3ajiHmHXH

Mene b cniJiui, ajie 3 Ha/iieio, mo h uajii 3po6jiK) HKicb bhchobkh

ce6e. Tax na ubOMy i cxa6iJii3yBajiac5i xHMqacoBO cnpaBa.

^Ka Bama aareuibHa ouiHKa Ulejiecxa i fioro nojiixHKH, aoKpeMa b

HauiOH5UIbHOMy UHXaHHi?

Tozii, xpe6a CKa3axH, mh mofo ue/ioouiHHJiH. Toui b nepmy qepry

3BepxajiH [yBary] ua zieHKi hofo ue^ojiyFU. MacoM na nepmufi njiau

BHXOZIHJIH aneK^IOXHUHi MOMeHXH: HOFO CUpoSH yKpaiHi3aUii. KOJIH BiH

yKpaiHCbKi mjthhh cxaBMB, pecxopaHH yKpaiHCbKi, xe, mo bIh He jiyyKe

XapHOK) yKpai'HCbKOK) MOBOK) FOBOPHB. MaJlO XXO B cyxb HOFO nOJliXHKH

HKOcb BjiyMyBaBCH. Ajie ni3Hime cxajio 3po3yMiJiHM, mo bIh 6aFaxo mo
jloSpoFO 3po6hb 3a uen qac. y BH/iaBHHqiH cnpaBi ziemo 6yjio 3po6jieHO,

i B eKOHOMiui BiH HaMaFaBCH ziochfxh 6iJibmoi caMocxiHHOcxi, i [6yjiH]

cnpoSH BHMXH Ha eKOHOMiqni 3b’h3kh 3 KpainaMH couiajiicxHqHHMH. 51

3HaK), mo 3a hofo 3aBZiaHH5IM iHCXHXyX eKOHOMiKH p03po6jIHB UHXaHHH
npo zieHKy nepeopieHxauiio eKOHOMiKH, npo HeuouiJibHicxb,

HanpHKJia/i, BiziziajTeHHX uepeBe3eHb, nepepo3nouiJiy poSixHHqnx
pecypciB. OpH xoMy BCbOMy, ue JiioziHHa cxajiiHCbKOFO Fapxy,

cxajiiHCbKOi mKOJiH, ajie HKacb HeSanziy^icxb zio YKpaiHH, Z30

yKpaiHCbKHx cnpaB, HKecb po3yMiHHH ejieMeHxapHe b hbofo Syjio,

npoSyzi^yBajiocH. 51 3Haio — ue po3uoBiziaB Bojtozihmmp ZleHHceHKO,

pe^Mcep (JiiJibMy "Coh" — mo kojih BHpimyBajiocH nnxaHHH 6yxH qn He

6yxH UbOMy (piJibMy. 6o xaM xeMa YKpaiHH i LDesqeHKa xpaKxyBajiacH

Bce xaKH xpoxH He3BHqHo, xo nojiixSjopo nepexjiHuajio [uen (piJibM],

ZieHHceHKO onoBi/iaB, mo UJejiecx 6yB ziy^e 3BopymeHHH (piJibMOM,

mocb BiH HOFO ziymi CKa3aB.

Zlo peqi noxiM, nicjiH 73-fo poKy, h npauioBaB Ha aBia3aBoui
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6araro poKie, a LLIejiecT nech b 50-Ti — Ha noMaTKy 60-hx poKie 6yB

ziHpeKTopoM KHiBCbKoro aBiaaaBo^y. Tan npo Hboro /ly^e ao6pi

cnora/iH 6yjiH. rioTiM BHHiujia He bobcIm opziHHapHa Horo KHHxcKa —
"yKpaiHO Hama pa/jHHCbKa". JJo peqi, h He 3Haio, mm ue npaB^a, mh hi,

ajie MeHi roBopw jih
,

i Tax SaraxbMa y nac cnpHfiH5iTO, mo ue 6yjia neena

cnpo6a BiunoBiui na "iHTepnauioHajiiBM mh pycH(J)iKauiio". Ue, mob;i5ib,

mo6 noKaaaTH, mo Hiqoro nouiSHoro, mo y nac e YKpaiHa, npouBixae

Hama pam^iHCbKa yKpalna. He SHaio, mh ue npaBua, mh Hi,

riicjiH CKpHUHHKa y nac napTiHHoro ui^qa xaKoro panry ne 6yjio.

MojioBiK, Bce yK laxH, mocb npo 3anopi3bKy Ciq CKa3aB, i npo

HauioHajTbHy ropuicTb. Ue uyxce neopuMHapne 6yjio.

nepeft/iiMO cyqacHHX npoCjieM. Mh MorJiH 6 Bh kopotko

po3Ka3aTH npo Tpy^Homi, noB’naani 3 nomnpeHHHM y>KHTKy

yKpaiHCbKOi mobh b yxpaiHi cboro^Hi?

Uemyxce cKJiaune nHTaHHH. Kopoxxo, cborouni ochobhi xpyuHomi,

Meni BuaexbCH, xaKi. Uo-nepme, Hxmo BarajibHime CKaBaxn, ue

BiucyxHicxbnpaKXHqHoi noxpeSn. B^HBaHHnyKpaiHCbKoi mobh cxajio

cnpaBOK) naxpioxHBMy. Xxo yKpai'HCbKoio moboio roBopHXb? A6o xi

jiiouH, HKi me He onanyBajiH pocifiCbKy, qepe3 oGcxaBHHH cbofo >khxxh,

cejiHHH, MajioocBiqeHi BepcxBH MicbKoro HacejieHHH, a6o xa

iHxejiireHuin, a6o xa qacxHHa poSixHHUXBa, Hxa npHHmjia mo
ycBiuoMJieHHH BHaqeHHH mobh. To6xo, [MOBa cxajia] cnpaBOio

naxpioxHBMy. A MOBa, Hxa cxae cnpaBOK) naxpioxHBMy— ue npoSjieMa-

XHqHapiq,ueuy^eHe6e3neqHecxaHOBHme mobh. rojioBHe[3aBuaHH5i],

ue HKOcb uo6hxhch xoro, mo6 Bona cxajia noxpiSnoK). Ha ubOMy 3apa3

ocHOBHi BycHJUiH 3ocepeu>KeHi.

A HK ue 3Po6hxh? Uo-nepme, b c(J)epy ocBixH ii BnpoBau^ysaxH,

no-upyre, b C(|)epy c{)yHKUioHyBaHHH uepxcaBHHX i inmnx
auMiHicxpaxHBHHx ycxanoB. Bce boho, MaSyxb, CKOHueHxpoBane y
BHM03i uepx<aBHOCxi yKpaiHCbKOi mobh, HKa Mae BejiHKy niuxpHMKy
cborouHi. Uo BciH yKpaini niunncyioxbcn jihcxh. G uecnxKH XHcnq

niunnciB, npn qoMy pauicHO, mo, CKaxdMo, ne xiJibKH 3 JlbBiBCbKoi, 3

BaxiUHHX odjiacxen, a iBCxiuHHX oSjiacxen, 3 pi3HHX Micx, b xoMy qncjii

3 XapKOBa, OuecH, UninponexpoBObKa, 3 Micx, ue 6
,
BuaBajiocn, Hiqoro

y>Ke i He JiHmnjiocn [3 yKpaiHCbKoi mobh], Ajie nacnpaBui e i MOBa
yKpaiHCbKa, i jhouh, HKi ii xoqyxb, i xe»c xncnqi JiHcxiB npnxounxb.

KyuH cnpHMOByioTbCH jihcxh, npo HKi Bh arauyexe?

CnoqaxKy cnpnMOByBajiHCb uo CniuKH nncbMeHHHKiB. Tyx xpe6a
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cKaaaTM, mo Hama CniJiKa amoSyjia bojimkhm aBTopHTOT aapaa cepem

HacejieHH5i, HacaMnepezi 6opoTb6oK) 3a yKpaiHCbKy MOBy, ame Taxo^

i eKOJioriqHOK) cBoeio nosHuieio. mo my>Ke Ba>xmHBO. li iHipiaTHBH

BHXom^iTb yyKe 3a Me»:i mobh i KyjibiypH. Mh memajii SiJibme poayMieMO,

mo myx<e Ba»:jiHBO noB’5i3aTH MOBy 3 3arajibHHMM copiajibHHMH,

KyjibTypHMMM, eKOHOMiMHHMH nHTaHH5JMH, 3 OMTaHHi^M cyBepeHiTexy

pecny6jTiKM. OziHa i3 npHMHH xpariqHoro ciaHOBHma Hamoi mobh — ue

noBHa Bjpaxa cyBepeHiTexy, noqHHatoqn ziecb 3 29-ro poxy. SBHqaHHO,

e 6araxo inmHX npHqnn — BHHHmeHH5i iHxejiireHUii, ocBixH5i nojiixHxa,

i xaxe inme, ajie xaxo>x i ue. ToMy mh 3apa3 nparneMo MOBHe nHxaHHH

noB’H3axH 3 yciM xomoM inmnx nnxaHb.

I € ncHxojioriqHHH acnexx, xyjibxypno-ncHxojioriqHHH:

BHXOBaHH5i xyjibxypH nojiixHqnoi, xyjibxypn HauionajibHoro

caMoycBimoMJieHHH, no6yxoBoi xyjibxypH. CxaxciMo, 6araxo Jix)meH

po3yMiK)Xb MOBy, MOX<yxb Hex) xopncxyBaxHCii, ajie ne naBax<yK)XbC5i.

JlKDziH, Hxi npHi3m5ixb Ha yxpainy, i no6yBax)Xb, cxa>xiMO, b KhcbI, hh b

inmnx Micxax, b hhx xpoxH Hexoqne, HeamexBaxHe BpaxceHH5i

cxjia/iaexbCH npo nomnpeHicxb yxpaiHCbxoi mobh. Bohh ne qyx)Xb Ha

ByjiHui Hime yxpai'HCbxoi mobh, i myMaK)Xb, mo B3arajii Hixxo Bxce ne

BMie Hex) roBopHXH. HacnpaBmi ue ne xax. Ton, xxo »HBe b KncBi, 3Hae,

mo € BejiHxi rpyuH jixjmen, BejiHxi ocepemxH, zie xopHcxyx)XbCH

yxpai'HCbxox) mobox). AJie xomn mx)ziHHa BHXoziHXb na ByjiHUX), Bona ue

aajiHmae ziecb, i nepexoziHXb na aaraJibHonpHHH^xy MOBy. Ox,

npHuycxiM, qacoM y xpomenSyci qn b aBxoSyci i'ziyxb jixdzih, xxocb

cxoixb co5i, ziyMae, mo Bin xiJibXH xyx ozihh no-yxpaiucbxoMy roBo-

pHXb, xoMy Z30 inmnx 3BepxaexbC5i no-pocincbxoMy. A xyx )xe nopyq
3 HHM MO)xe zipyrnn, a xaM ziecb xpexin, qexBepxnn, xijibxn bohh ozihh

npo OZ5HOXO He 3nax)Xb, 6o neMae Hi5ixHX Hi opraHiaauin, Hi (J)opM

)XHXxn, 5ixi 6 IX oS’ezmyBajin, nxi 6 yce ue bhbozihjih na noBepxHX). Ox

MoxcjiHBO xenep, 3 yxBopeuHfiM xoBapncxB yxpaincbxoi mobh xa

Saraxbox inmnx caMozii^iJibHHX opraHi3auifi, jix)zih MaxHMyxb
Mox<JiHBicxb ejieMenxapHO cniJixyBaxncb i no36yBaxnc5i noqyxxH
caMOXHOCxi. Bo inxojin ue noqyxx5i zio xpariqnnx naBixb nacjiizixiB

npHBoziHJio xaxHx jix)ziefl, 5ixi ziyMajin, mo Bin ozihh yxpaineub, mo
Hixxo Horo He 3po3yMie, Hixxo SiJibme ne e b xaxoMy cxanoBHmi, mo Bin

5IXHHCb qn HenopMaJIbHHH, qn nXHHCb BHHHXOX. A XOJIH 5IXiCb (|)OpMH

opraHi3auii icnyBaxHMyxb, xo ue i nojiermyBaxHMe. i noMHO^yBaxHMe
CHJiH. 51 xa)xy, mo 5ix6h ozihoxo paay b KneBi, 20% HacemeHH5! na Byjinui.

B rpoMazjcbXHx ycxanoBax
,
aaroBopnJio no-yxpaincbxoMy

,
xo na3aBxpa

3aroBopHJio 6 70 -80 %, 6o cj)axxHqHO, 70 -80% Moxcyxb xopncxyBaxHcn
[MOBOX)], ajie He Mo^yxb nepecxynnxn ouen ncnxojioriqHHH Oap’ep.
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JiKi BHrjiH/iH Ha Te, mo Moea CTane /lepiKaBHOio?

MeHi 3ziaeTbC5i. sapas e nepcneKTHBH zio6pi, mo yKpaiHCbKa Mosa

cTane /lep^aBHOio, ane cnepmy ^ xoTiB 6h CKaaaxH npo re, MOMy mh

Ha^jacMO TaKoro BejiMKoro 3HaM6HH5i yziepxcaBJieHHK) yKpai'HCbKoi

MOBH.

PiM y TiM, mo oziHieto i3 BHpimajibHHx npHMHH zieHauioHajii3auii i

pycHcpiKauii 3HaMHoi qacTHHH yKpai'HCbKoro HacejieHH5i 6yjio 30KpeMa

yHBJieHHH npo re, mo b HaM6jiH>KMOMy ManSyTHbOMy 3HHKHyTb

HauioHajibHi i mobhI Bi/iMiHHocTi Mix< Hapo^iaMM Pa/jnHCbKoro CoK)3y.

noH^TTn npo iHTepHauioHajii3M noB’nayBajiocn 3 noHHTTHM npo

6e3HauiOHambHicTb, MOBHy i KyjibTypny yHi(J)iKauiK). I xon y Teopii

HiXTO He /lOBO/IHB Ui nOHHTTH ^O TaKOl KpaWHOCTi i npnMOJliHiMCHOCTi,

ajie (paKTHqHO, b MacoBiH CBi/iOMocTi, ue po3yMiJiocn caMe Tax. I one

izieomorinne i ncHxojioriMHe HacxaHOBJieHHn na mBHZiKe 3HHKHeHHn

HauiM, HauioHajibHHX BizjMiHHOcjeM, i mob HanioHajibHMx, ziy^e

nojiermHJiocnpaBy/ieHauioHajiiaauii ipycH(J)iKauii. nepeciMHajiioziHHa

MHCJiHJia Tax: 5ixmo ui MOBH i xyjibxypH 6e3nepcnexTHBHi, to HeMa i

noTpeSH 3a hhx TpHMaTHcn. Mhm mBHZtme Bi/j hhx 3BiJibHHmcn, thm th

6jthx<mhh, Tax 6m mobhth, MandyTHboro, nxe ynBJinJiocn TO/ii

CboroziHi B^e xaxe y^iBJieHHn no^ojiane, i npo iHTepHauiOHajii3M,

i npo MandyTHe, Cboro/iHi B3arajii Bci ui nepcnexTHBH 3MiHHJiHcn, ajie

B MacoBifi CBi^OMOCTi OTaxa HemoouiHxa mobh i y5JBJieHHn npo ii

6e3nepcnexTHBHicTb jiMmujiacn. ToMy yziep)xaBJieHH5i yxpaiHCbxoi

MOBH — ue, nxoK)Cb MipoK), e yTBep/ix<eHH5iM ii nepcnexTHBHocTi, ii

MaH6yTTH. Bjiacne, ue toh ^ep^aBHHH aaxHCT /yin yxpaincbxoi mobh,

nxoro Bci ocxaHHi /lecnTHniTTn 6paxyBajio. Ue nepme, ue. Tax 6h

MOBHTH, ncHxojioriMHHH i i/ieojiorMHHH 6ixcnpaBH. A xpiMToro, nxmo
yxpai'HCbxa MOBa 6y/ie nporojiomeHa /lepxcaBHOX), to thm caMHM
/jep^caBa 6epe na ce6e Bi/inoBi/iajibHicTb 3a ii $yHxuiOHyBaHHn. OTxce,

/lep^aBa He Mox<e po6hth BHrjin/i na/iajii, mo ue ii He cTocyeTbcn, mo
nxi TaM npouecH He Bim6yBaK)Tbcn, to ue, mobjihb, CTHxin, 3 nxox)

HiMoro He 3po6Hm, i /lo nxoi /(ep>xaBa He Mae Bi/iHomeHHn. Uep^aBa
MyciTHMe /i6aTH npo HaBMaHHn yxpaincbxoi mobh, npo ocBixy

yxpaiHCbxoK) mobok), i xaxe inme. Oue /ipyrMH Ba^cjiHBHM mmhhhx, 3

OTJin/iy Ha hxhh mh /lOMaraeMocn y/iep^xaBJieHHn yxpaiHCbxoi mobh.

I HapemTi, yaaxoHeHHn yxpaiHCbxoi mobh nx /lep^aBHoi MycHTb
npH3BecTH /lo Toro, mo /lep^aBHi i nojiiTHMHi ycxaHOBH nepex-

o/iHTHMyTb Ha cjiyHxuiOHyBaHHn yxpaincbxox) mobok), mo yxpaincbxa

MOBa 6y/je /liJioBox) mobokd b opranax ynpaBJiiHHn, i mo yxpaincbxox)

MOBOK) (JiyHxuiOHyBaTHMe CHcxeMa ocbith, mo po3mHpK)BaTHMeTbcn
c(|)epa /ipyxy.
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TaKHH 3MiCT MH nOB’5I3y€MO 3 nOH5!TT5IM OpO Zjep^aBHiCTb

yKpai'HCbKOi mobh. Ajie ue He o3HaMae, Ha nam norji5i/i, npHMycoBoro

HaB’i^3yBaHH5J yKpaiHCbKoi mobh BciM c(|)epaM HacejieHH5! i Ko^nifl

ocoSHCTOCTi 30KpeMa. Bjiacne Taxe yjiBJieHH^ nouiHpioeTbCH a6o

Bi/icTajiHMH ejieMeHTaMH, a6o He/ipyraMH yKpai'HCbKoi KyjibrypH, 3

THM, mo6 3aJI5!KaTH pOCiHCbKOMOBHe HaceJieHHH i HaCTpoiTH Horo

npoTH yKpaiHi3auii. ToMy mh Ba^JiHBHM cboim 3aBziaHH5iM BBa^aeMO

p03’HCHeHHH, U(0 H/JCTbCH H6 OpO HKHHCb OpHMyC, mO KO^iHa JIIOaHHa

Mae npaBO BiJibHO BHCnpaTH co6i MOBy, i b noSyTi 5ikok) Bona xone

MOBOK) KopHCTyBaTHCH. 1 H6 TiJibKH B noSyxi, B3arajii BOHa Mae npaBO

KOpHTyBaTHC51 CBOetO MOBOK) — pOCiMCbKOK), eBpeMCbKOK), HH HKOKD

BOHa xoqe, a CTaxyc /lep^aBHOCTi 03Haqae nooiHpeHHH

(J)yHKij;iOHyBaHHH yKpaiHCbKOi mobh na ziepxcaBHi opraHH, na C(|)epy

ocBiTH, o/iHe cjiOBO, npocTO ziep^aBHy rapaHTiK) yKpaiHCbKift MOBi,

mo6 yKpai'HCbKa MOBa 3zio6yjia co6i raKHH CTaxyc, 5ikhh MaiOTb mobh

Bcix UHBiJii30BaHHX HapozliB.

HKa poji5! cny y BHpo6jieHHi aaKOHy npo yziep^caejieHHH

yKpaiHCbKoi mobh?

CniJiKa OHCbMeHHHKiB YKpaiHH Bi/iirpajia, Mox<na CKa3aTH,

BHpimajibHy pojib y uiH cnpaBi. OpoTHroM Saraxbox poKiB caMe cniJiKa

HarojioiuyBa-fia na HenopMajibHOMy cxanoBHini yKpaincbKOi mobh,

3Bepxajia na ue yBary rpoMaucbKocxi, i nparnyjia uo6hxhch hkhxocb
nojiinmeHb. B xi poKH, kojih He 6yjio hihroi xjiacHocxi, He 6yjio

MO)KJiHBOcxi ue ny6jiiHHO oSroBopiOBaxH, nocxanoBKa xaKHX nuxaub
o6Me»cyBajiacH BHyxpiiiiHbocniJiqaHCbKHMH c4)epaMH, ajie nocxynoBO
MH uicxajiH MO)KJiHBicxb xoBopHXH upo ue nySjiiMHO, B npeci, i 3

KO)KHHM POKOM MH BHSopiOBaJlH C06i UCUaJli SiJIbUli MO)KJlHBOCXi, ToMy
He MO)KHa yHBJi5ixH UK) cnpaBy xaK, mo npocxo uapoBane 6yjio upaBo
roBopHXH npo ue. riHCbMeHHHKH Saraxo SopojiHCH 3a ue. uicxaBajiH

HariHKy, BCxynajiH y KOH4)JiiKXH, ix xaBpoBauo Syjio. Ue h roBopio He

xiJibKH npo 70-xi poKH, a naBixb i npo ocxanni poKH. CborouHiiuHii

CHxyauiH, kojih mh B^e SiJibiii-MeHiu BiJibHO roBopHMO npo CBoi 6ojii,

HauioHajibHi, Kyjibxypni, mobh! npoSjieMH, naanBaeMO UH^pn, zioKaan

HaBOUHMO, 3MajibOByeMO KOHKpexny cHxyauiK), npononyeMO HKiCb

aaxouH, OU5I CHxyauin — Bona 3 xpyuoM BnSopioBajiacH. nocxynoBO. I

CniJTKa HHCbMeHHHKiB Biuirpajia BejiHKy pojib b ubOMy, i uajii Bi/iirpae,

xoM cborojiHi, 5IK H Bx<e roBopHB, ueH pyx bhhuiob uajieKO 3a Mexd
jiixepaxypHoi rpoMaucbKocxi xa Kyjibxypno-MHCxeubKoi. Baarajii, Bin

oxonjiioe piani ccpepn —
i anauny qacxHHy HayKOBO-xexHiUHOi

iHxejiireHuii. uacxHHy cxyueHxcbKoi MOJioui, uacxHHy poSixHHUTBa —
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ue aOCMTb lUHpOKHH pyX.

Ajie cniJiKa i ziajii ei/iirpae eejiHKy pojib y ubOMy. SoKpeMa cniJiKa

6yjia oziHMM i3 iHipiaTopiB CTBopeHHJi ToBapHCTBa yKpaiHCbKoi mobh

iMGHi UleBMeHKa, i nporpaMa TOBapHCTBa, BenHKOio MipoK), bm-

po6ji5uiac5i 3a yMacTK) Taxo^ yKpaiHCbKHx nncbMeHHHKiB. 1 3apa3,

KOJiH BHpo6ji5?€TbC5i 3aKOH npo zjep^aBHicTb yKpaiHCbKoi MOBH, rpyoa

OHCbMeHHHKiB Bxo/jHTb y CKJia/i poSoHOi rpyHM no ni,aroTOBui uboro

3aKOHy. CnpaBH MziyTb Tax, mo, ohobh/iho. 6yj\e yxBajieHHM aakOH,

MO»cjiHBO B TpaBHi, BJiacHe Ka>xyHH, njianyeTbcn Tax mo Ha xpaBCHb

6y^e ni^roTOBJieHHH npoexT 3axony. OoTiM pen npoexT 6ype

onySjiixoBaHHH, 6y^e oSroBopeHHn Moro, a B»e ni3Hime BepxoBHa

Papa 6ype yxBajiiOBaTH pimeHHn, hh yxBajix)BaTH Horo, hh Hi. Meni

3paeTbC5i, HacxpiM xaxHH, mo 3axoH pen 6ype yxBajieHHH, xoq noBHa

6opoxb6a ipe xojto pi3HHX HioanciB (|)opMyjiK)BaHb. G chjih, nxi xoqyxb

PK) (|)opMyjiy npo pep^aBHicxb yxpaiHCbxoi mobh o6cxaBHXH xaxHMH

3acxepe»eHH5iMH i odMe^eHHnMH, nxi MO^yxb, no cyxi, 3BecxH

HaniBepb pe $opMyjiK)BaHHn. Ajie n pyMax), mo xax ne 6ype, mo 6ype

Mixxo i ncHO cxaaano npo pep)xaBHicxb yxpai'HCbxoi mobh, npo i"i

npaBa, npo ii npiopnxex.

Mm Bh poarPMpaexe cny mk yrpynyBaHHM, Mxe poMaraexbCM 3m1h

y paMKax xenepimHboi CHCxeMH, mm hk MoxcPHBMfl aapopox

ono3Hpi«Horo pyxy, hkh^ Mir 6h CTaxH euibxepHaxHBOK) po KFiy xa

ypMpy?

H 6 cxa3aB xax: y npHHpnni, CniJixa nHCbMOHHHxiB ne poBrJinpae

ce6e MX Mxycb ajibxepnaxHBHy CHJiy, i B3arajii, ne xiJibXH CniJixa

nHCbM6HHHxiB, a nepoBaxcHa SiPbuiicxb xhx chji, nxi 6epyxb yqacxb y
6opoxb6i 3a napionajibHe Bippop^eHHM HHHiuine, yMBJiMX)Xb co6i pi

npopecH B Mexcax OHOBJieHHM icnyioqoi CHCxeMH, icHyx)qoi‘ pepxcaBH,

OHOBJieHHM, noBepneHHM po JieniHCbXHX npHHpnniB, yxBepp)xeHHM

cnpaB^Hix copiajiicxnqHHX ipeajiiB. To6xo, pe — napionajibHe

BippopxceHHM — BopHoqac MHCJiHXbcn MX i BippopxceHHM copiajii3My,

xax, MX MH HOrO yMBJIM€MO.

G oxpeMi JiKDpH, Meni Baxcxo npo ixHio qHcejibnicxb cypHXH, ajie,

MeHi 3paexbCM, ix Majio, Mxi xoxiJiH 6 cxBopHXH ajibxepnaxHBHi Mxicb

CHJIH, Mxi 3axopMXb xax pajiexo, mo MOX<yxb i BHCxynaxn B3arajii npoxH
icHyioqoro Jiapy. rio-nepme, pi chjih py^e He3Haqni, na Min norjiMp,

SiJibiuicxb He nipxpHMye xaxHx xpannix opienxapin, i naenaxH, BSaqae

BejiHxy He6e3nexy b hhx, xoMy, mo pe MO)xe npH3BecxH xiJibXH po
excpeciB, a Mxicb no3HXHBHi nacjiipxH naBpMp qn pacxb. Mo^e xiJibXH

cxoMnpoMexyBaxH Becb pyx, paxH xiJibXH nipcxaBy pjim mxhxocb
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arpecHBHHX 3axo/iiB mo/io Hboro. ToMy, mohi sziaeTbCfi, mo Taxi chjih

BejiHKoi ni/iTpHMKH He /licTaHyTb. Ajie ue He osnaqae, mo Te, mo h

CKasaB, mo cniJiKa, i mo inmi chjih, hkI Sepyxb ynacTb b HauionajibHOMy

Bi/ipozi>KeHHi, He posrjiii/iaioTb ce6e hk ajibxepHaTHBHHX napxiH, ue He

osHanae, mo bohh MexaniMHO Tax yxoTox<HK5K)Tb ce6e 3 napTiex) i

MexaHiHHO niziTpHMyxiTb Bci pimeHHH xepiBHHX opraniB. Tyx MO^yxb
6yxH Hxicb UHCxycii. B3arajii, mh xax y5iBJi5i€MO, mo napxin, 3BHMaHHO,

3ajiHmaexbC5i xepiBHOx) chjtok) b cycniJibcxBi, i Bci xi bmIhh, Hxi

Bi,a6yBaK)XbCH, BanoqaxxoBani napxiex), ajie xojih b ueft pyx

BXJiKiMaexbCH mnpoxa rpoMa/icbxicxb, xo BOHa bhochxb b ue cbok)

enepriK), CBOi ,uyMXH. piBHONianixxH CBOix iuxepeciB. Yce ue, 3BHuaHHO,

e neBHOK) xopexuiex) uo nojiixHXH napxii. Mo5i ocoCncxa ziyMxa xaxa:

Hxacb ono3HuiH i MoxcJiHBa B HamoMy cycniJibcxBi, i naBixb MO»e 6yxn

xopHCHOK), 3a yMOBH, mo 6yue ue xoH(|)poHxauiHHOK), a xoh-

cxpyxxHBHOK). ToSxo, BOHa 6yue cnpHMOBana He na ni/ipHB i noBajieHHH

icHyxiMoro Jiauy.aHaBHXopHcxaHH5iHoroMo^jiHBOcxeH,nojiinmeHH5i,

Ha OHOBJieHH5i, Ha P03BHX0X y Six cnpaBeuJiHBOcxi, ryMannocxi, b Six

xpamnx yMOB >xhxx5i mjih napouy, ujih xo^hoi jhozihhh, ujih xo>xHoro

Hapouy.

y nojibmi ft yropmHHi aapaa roBop^iTb npo BHSHaHHH
HexoMyHicTHMHHx ono3HuiftHHx napxift. Mh no/iiSHa pe(|)opMa, Ha
Bamy /lyMxy, noxpiSHa b YxpaiHi?

Mh 3HaeMO, mo b nojibmi. ocoSjihbo b YropmHHi cxoixb nnxaHHH
npo ue. B YropmHHi, BJiacne, boho BHpimene, Bxce napxin caMa no-

rouHJiacH 3 XHM, mo MycHXb SyxH Saraxonapxiftna cncxeMa, Mh ue
3HacMo, ajie y nac, Meni 3uaexbC5i, uJin uboro me yMOB neMae. UoMHeMo
3 xoro, mo y nac napxin me ne roxoBa na ue, i uocHXb rocxpo pearye ua

xaxi iuei i 3axjiHXH. UiuxpHMXH mupoxoi i BH3HaHHH bohh ne jjicxaKDXb.

Meni 3uaexbC5i, mo, MaSyxb, i neMae pauii noxnmo nanojinraxH naxaxift

nocxanoBui nHxannn, xoMy, mo b nac uajiexo me ne BHxopHcxani
MOM<jiHBOcxi B MeM<ax HaBixb .7iiSepajii3auii napxii' ,zioc5iraxH nxHxocb
pe3yjibxaxiB. Meni Buaexbcn, uJin nac, noxnmo, neaxxyajibne xe, mo,

cxaxciMO, B YropmHHi i b nojibmi. I xpa^iHuii inmi, i cxan cycniJibHoi

uyMXH inaxmHH. Xom, h xa^y, Jiynaioxb ui rojiocH, i uocnxb, nacoM,
HanojierjiHBO Jiynaioxb. noxnmo, MeHi 3uaexbCH, HanojinraHHn, na-

rojioujyBaHHH uboro MOMenxy xijibxn 3aftBi ycxjiajiHeHHH bhochxhmo
B xi npouecH xoHcxpyxxHBHi, nxi Mox<yxb BiuSyBaxncn. Ajie ue ne
3HaHHXb, mo ue nnxanHH, mojxjihbo nepe3 n’nxb, mh uecnxb, mh Menme,
MH SiJibuie poxiB nxocb no-inmoMy nocxane.
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He^iaBHO CTBopeHO ToBapHCTBO piflHoi mobm iM. T. F. lUeB^eMKa. Hk

Bi^tHOCHTbCiJ rpoMa^cbKHft saraji /lo ToBapHCTBa?

ToBapHCTBO ^icTajTo uiHpoKy niziTpHMKy cepezi Tie! qacTHHH

HacejieHH5!, 5iKa ySojiiBae 3a yKpaiHCbKy MOBy, ropHeTbC5i ao Hei, U5i

qacTHHa HacejieHHiq BejiHKi Haziii noKJiaziae Ha TOBapHCTBO, 3

eHTy3i^3MOM BejiHKMM 3ycTpiJia Moro cTBopeHHfi. Maca jihctIb iuiJia.

BjiacHe, CTBopene TOBapncTBO 6yjio 3aBzi5iKH MacoBiH niziTpHMui b

ycix paMOHax yKpaiHH, AJie h He xoMy izieaziiByBara CHTyauiK), TOMy

mo € inmi rpynH HacejieHHii, ^Ki 6aHziy)Ki zio uboro. 9i ne cxa^y, mo
TOBapHCTBO 3ycTpiMae 3apa3 5iKHHCb BejTHKMH onip. MaSyTb Hi, jaxHx

aKTHBHHx BoporiB y»6 MajTo, TiJibKH xi6a 3 6oKy 3aneKJiMX moBinicTiB,

AJie JiK)Z3eH 6aM/iy»CMX e MHMajio. G jiiozih, 5iKi ne Bip5iTb b t6, mo MO)KHa

Morocb uieK) poSoTOK) ziociqrTH. BoziHOMac 3HaMHa nacTHHa HacejieHH5i

T5irHeTbC5i zio yKpaiHCbKoi mobm, BizipozPKyeTbC5i, i ui jihdzih

niziTpHMyiOTb Horo.

BiZIHOCHTbCJa flO HbOFO KOMyHiCTHMHa OapTiil yKpalHH Ha

HaflBHmHx maSjiHx?

neBHHM Mac 6yjio nacTopoxcene CTaBJieHHH, BMMiKyBaHH5i, ajie

3apa3 BOHO 3M1HHJ10C55, i TOBapHCTBO zjicTajio oiziTpHMKy 3 6oKy

UeHTpajibHoro KOMixeTy. Ue 6yjio o(J)iuiHHO BM3HaHO b npHBixaHHi

UeHxpajibHoro KOMixexy ycxanoBMOMy 3’i3ziy xoBapHCXBa, y BHCxyni

ceKpexap5i UeHxpajibHoro KOMixexy GjibMeHKa, y BHCxyni 3acxynHHKa

xojioBHPaziHMiHicTpiBOpjiHKa. Taxmo xoBapHCXBOZlicTajioniziTpHMKy,

ue uyxce zio6pe, ue noiiermuxb MOMy MO>xjiMBOcTi poBmupenun

ZiiHJIbHOCTi.

Ha oCjiacHHX i paftoHHHX ma6ji5ix?

KaxeropHMHO yBarajibHioBaxH Ba^Ko, 6o neBHi BiziMiuHocxi 6yjiH,

HaBixb iHziHBiziyajibHoro nopnziKy, 3ajie:«ajio npocxo Bizi piBH^i

KyjTbxypHocxi thx mh iumHX ziinuiB. B zie5iKHx MicueBocxHx Haumiia

nizixpHMKy iHiuiaxHBa JiiozieM, ajie 3zie6iJibma cxaBmeHH5i 6yjio xe>K

HacTopo>KeHe. HaBixb zio caMoro 3’i3ziy xoBapHcxBa, b zieHKMx perionax

ZiicxaBajTH xaxi cHrnajiH, mo npoTHBHjiMC5i cxBopeHHio MicueBHx

BiziziiJieHbTOBapHCTBa, a6o uaMarajiHc^i cTBopioBaxM xaxi cboi, ziexpe-

TOBaHi, B npoTMBary tmm, 5iKi Bx<e bhhhkjih 3 iHiuiaxuBH caMMX JiiozieH.

Ajie. B Mene Taxe Bpa>xeHHH, mo npoBez3eHH5i ycxanoBMoi xoH(J)epeHuii

ZloxopiHHO 3MiHHJio CHxyauiK), i xenep yx<e cxpi3b i na Bcix piBHHX xaxi

TOBapHCTBa ziicxaBaxHMyTb nizixpHMxy.
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Mh Bh MorjiH 6 CKaaaTH mocb npo npe^gcxaBHHKiB HauioHajibHHX

MeHfflOCTefl y xoBapncTBi? Bi^HOCHTbc^i ao xoBapHCTBa i mo ftoro

nporpaMH HauionajibHi MeHuiocxi b YKpalHi?

Zly»:e ;]o6pe, mo bh nocxaBHJiH ue nnxaHHH, 6yjio 6 npHKpo, 5ik6h

MH uen acneKT cnpaBH oMHHyjiH.

Zlyx<e paziicHO, mo uefi npouec y Hac noB’jqaaHMH 3 Bimpom>KeHHHM

KyjibxypH i MOB iHmHX HauioHajibHocxefi. B xo/ii npoBemeHHH yc-

xaHOBMOi KOH^epcHuii ToBapMCXBa pimnoi mobh ue ocoSjihbo 5ick-

paBO BHHBHJiocn. B HiH SpajTM yqacxb npemcxaBHHKH Saraxbox

HauioHajibHHX MeHuiocxen, BHCxynamn 3 BejiHKOK) CHMuaxieio npo

yKpaiHCbKy MOBy, npo yKpaincbKHft pyx, i roBopujiH xaKO>K npo CBoi

noxpeSn, a yKpainui b cbok) nepry roBopHJTM npo ixni noxpeSn, i

BHCJiOBjnoBajiH roxoBHicxb iM monoMaraxM. 1 B3arajii, n BHCxynaB na

uiH KOH^epenuii, i CBoe BJiacne cjiobo nonaB 3 xoro, mo HaH6iJibm

pamicHe Bpa)^<eHH5^ — ue BpaxceHHn Biu xiei axMoc^)epH euHocxi i

B3aeM03auiKaBJieHHH, uo6po3HUJiHBOcxi m roxoBHocxi uonoMaraxH

ouHH ouHOMy npeucxaBHHKiB pi3HHX HauionajibHocxen, nxa nanyBajia

Ha ubOMy 3’i'3ui. SoKpeMa BHCxynajiH npeucxaBHHKM eBpencbRoro

KyjibxypHoro xoBapnoxBa b KneBi, npeucxaBHHKH MOJimaBaH. rpeKiB,

KopenHKa BMcxynaJia 3 niBunn yKpaiHH, yKpaiHCbKOK) mobok),

cxpameHHO 3BopymjTHBHM 6yB BHCxyn. ripeucxaBHHK JlbBiBCbKoro

TOBapHcxBaupyaiByKpaiHCbKOi mobh i Kyjibxypn, pociHCbKOMOBHoro,

CoKypoB, ue xe^ Ba^JiHBHH pyx, 3anouaxKOBaHHH y TlbBOBi,

nomnpKDexbcn i na inmi Micxa. B HbOMy oS’eunyioxbcn pocinHH, nxi

nimxpHMyioxb yKpai'HCbKy MOBy i xyjibxypy. Mh nauaeMo ubOMy Be-

JlHKOrO 3HaMeHHH.

Mymy CKa3axH, mo me panime, uecb ue 6yjio hh b rpy/iHi mh b ciMHi,

y Hac B KH€Bi BiuSyBajiocn 3aciuaHHn XBopnoro o6’euHaHHn kphxhkIb

KH iBCbKoi MicbKoi opraHi3aui'i CniJiKH nncbMeHHHKiB npHCBnuene
MOBaM i jTixepaxypaM HauionajibHHX Menuiocxen na YKpaiHi. Boho
BHKJiHKajio BejiHMe3HHH iHxepec, 6araxo napouy npHfimjio, i bhc-

xynajTO 6araxo npeucxaBHHKiB pi3HHX HauionajibHHX Menmocxen,
xaKHx, npo nKi mh caMi He 3Ha;iH, mo bohh cborouHi me comluapno xax

icHyjoxb i 3anBJi5noxb npo ce6e. Hasixb unraHCbKHH ouhh noex BHCxy-

UHB, npeucxaBHHK raray3iB, npeucxaBHHKH Saraxbox HaHMenuinx xaxHx
HauioHajibHHX rpyn BHCxynajiH, Ue xe>K 6yjia xaxa BejiHKa i pauicna

noui5i. ^ me xouy CKa3axH, mo ue, 3BHMaHHO, ue BunauKOBe HBHme, Y
UbOMy e BejiHKa 3aKOHOMipHicxb, xoMy mo 3aB)K/iH b nepiouH, kojih

npHTHiMysaBcn yKpaiHCbKHH napou y cBoix HauionajibHHx iHxepecax,

xo npHTHinyBajiHcn i iniiii nauiouajibHi Menmocxi. 1 naBnaxH, kojih
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npoBO^HJiac5i nojiiTMKa ni/jTpHMKM yKpaiHCbKoro HauioHajibHoro

)KMTT5i, niziHiMajiMC5i i iHuii HauiOHajibHOCTi Ha yKpai'Hi. Mh 3HaeMO, mo
B ziBamu^Ti poKH, B nepio/i yKpai'Hisauii, BejiHKa yBara npn^iiJiHJiacH

cTaHOBMmy mob i KyjibTyp iHiiinx MajiHx Hapomis na YKpaiHi, icHyBajiH

HauiOHaJibHi ciJibpa/iH, pi3Hi HiMeubKi, SonrapcbKi, cep6cbKi, rpeubKi,

icHyBajiH iiiKOJiH SaraxbMa ziec^iTKaMH mob. HaBiTbxaKHMH pi/iKicHHMH

30BC1M cboroziHi, 9iK, CKa^iMO, acipiMCbKa. Te« 6yjiH acipiHCbKi uikohh

Ha yKpai'Hi. I daraxo inuiHx. OoxiM, kojih noMajiacH nojiixHKa HHmeHHH
yKpaiHCbKoi xyjibxypH, xo xax caMO HHmHJiHC5i i KyjibxypH inuiHX

Hapo^iiB. CboromHi, kojih Bizipoj5>KyexbC5! nama Kyjibxypa,

Bizipom^yeTbc^ i Kyjibxypa uhx napoziiB, i b nac e po3yMiHH5i cn iJibHocxi

HaiiiHX iHxepeciB, e Sa^ann^ j^onoMaraxH o/jmh o/iHOMy. Meni 3maexbC5i.

ueH npouec xpHBaxHMe, mh, xaK 6h mobhxh, MepnaxHMOMo chjih y
B3aeMHiH nimxpHMui. TaK caMO e B3a€Mopo3yMiHH5i i BaaeMonimxpHMKa

Mi)K npejjcxaBHHKaMH HauionaJibHoi iHxejiireHuii i HauionajibHO-

KyjibxypHHX pyxiB y npaKXHHHO Bcix napo/iiB Pa/piHCbKoro CoK)3y.

5lKe cxaBjieHH^ ,ao HapiOHajibHoro nHxaHH« cepe/i pociftcbKoi

iHxejiireHuii?

Tyx KapxHHa my>Ke Heo/iH03HaHHa, my)Ke cxpoKaxa. Kpama nacxHHa
pociHCbKoi iHxejiireHuii poayMie i nij^xpHMye nac, ajie Ba>KKO CKa3axH,

HKaii, KiJibKicHO, nponoppi5i cepem 3arajibHoi MacH pociJiH. Bjiacne, ne

xiJibKH iHxejiireHui5i. £, CKa)KiMO, poSixHHKH pociHCbKi, cjiy^SoBui,

5iKi xe>K poayMiioxb i nimxpHMyioxb. 9i 3HaKD pe po6pe 3 xhx BipryKiB, HKi

npHxopHJiH Ha Moi cxaxxi y "BeMipHbOMy Khcbi. " BipryKiB py^e 6araxo

6yjio, i MHMajio BimryKiB Bip poci^iH, HKi 3 CHMnaxieFO roBopnxb npo
yKpaiHCbKy MOBy. roBopnxb npo 6a>KaHHH BHBnaxH ii. TaKHx Jiropen

MHMaJlO. Ajie, CXaXHCXHHHO Ba:aCKO HKOCb BH3HaMHXH, OCKiJlbKH UbOFO
nHxaHH5i He pocjiip»:yBajTOC5i. A BopHOHac e i npoxHJie>KHi nacxpoi. He

nacxo. He py^e, ajie 3pipKa e py>Ke arpecHBHi moBiHicxHHHi BHCxynn.

B xe». po peqi, y CBoix cxaxxHx y "BeMipnbOMy KneBi" nncaB, pHxyBaB
JIHCXH, pe5iKi HaBopHB npHKJiapH. nepeBa^KHo pe jikdph cxapmoro BiKy,

nencioHepH. B Mene xaKe Bpa>KeHHH, mo pe JiiomH, noB’5i3aHi 3 xepop-

HCXHHHHM aoapaXOM CXaJliHCbKHX i 6pe^H€BCbKHX qaciB, HKi

BiZinOBipHO i MHCJI5IXb. npo pe5IKHX aBXOpiB XaKHX JlHCXiB i BHCXyniB

HaneBHo Mo^na CKa3axH, mo bohh caMe xaKi. Ox si Maio ophh xaKHH

jiHCx, 5IKHH xaK i ooMHHaexbCH cjioBaMH: jiHHHo B 37 Fopy pa3o6"

jiaHHJi Sojibmoe KOJiHMecxBo BpaFOB Hapopa. B box CMHxaK)..." mo h

3apa3 BOHH €, i xaK pajii, b xaKOMy pyci. TaKi e phdph.

3axapoM, h 6 CKa3aB, mo chph nepe6ypiBHi, nKi 3a nepeSypoBy, b

ocHOBHOMy BOHH i oipxpHMyioxb Hami Kypbxypni i mobhI inxepecH. A
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CMJiH aHTHnepeSy^iBHi aKTMBHO HacrpoeHi npoTH. Ochobhhh Bo/ioziiji

i^te TaK, ue He tIjibkh cepezi poci5iH, a cepezi caMHX yKpai'HuiB

npHXHJIbHHKH OepeSyZIOBH —
. npHXHJIbHMKH OHOBJieHHH, BOHH

BKJlKDHaKDTb B UG HOHHTTH HOHHTTH OHOBJieHHH 1 ZieMOKpaTHSaUil i

noHHTTH npo niziHeceHH5i yKpai'HCbKoi mobh m yKpai’HCbKoi KyjibTypH,

yKpaiHCbKoro HauioHajibHoro »:htt5i. A Boporn uboro ohobjighh^i,

nepeSyziOBH, npaBHJio, i npoTH yKpai'HCbKOi mobh, KyjibTypH,

HauioHajibHoro pyxy, i rax zjajii. Ue ochobhhh BozioziiJi. xoh hg

BHKJTHDMGHi HKlCb BHHHTKH, 1 HKlCb CKJiaZlHilUi KOMSlHaUil norJ15!ZliB. G,

speiUTOK), JiioziH, HKi Majio o6i3HaHi, MajiOKyjibTypHi, a e, 3 zipyroro

6oKy, jiioziH BHCOKoi KyjibxypH
,
hki zioci hg noziojiajiH CTepeornny npo

TG, mo yKpaiHCbKa Kyjibxypa — ue mocb hhi^mg, i Hepe3 CBoe HG3HaHHH

i irHopyBaHH5! bohh hg 3HaioTb cnpaB)KHix uIhhoctgh yKpaiHCbKoi

KyJlbTypH, i CTaBJlHTbCH ZIO HG'i 3BepXHbO. Ajig, OT, Sap’epH Ui

jiaMaioTbCH, i zieziajii Sizibiue znozieH Mo^yxb noSauHTH, hkok) e peazibHO

yKpaiHCbKa Kyjibxypa b MHHyjiOMy, cboroziHi, i noBepTaxHcn zio hgi

o6jihmh5im.

B3arajii na uk) xeMy Mo^na 6yjio 6 6araxo roBopnxH. H 6 xoxiB

XiJlbKH BiZI3HaMHXH, UJO MaCOM y UbOMy HaBepHGHHi CHMnaxiH ZIO

yKpaiHcxBa uiKOZl^ixb caMi zieHKi yKpaiHui. ToMy, mo cepezi nac e jihdzih

MaJlOKyJlbXypHi, BOHOBHHMI, HKI 3aMiHK)10Xb BOHOBHHMiCXK) CBOGK) 1

HaziMipHOK) HauiOHajTbHicxKD rjinSHHy po3yMiHb, xaKX, i xaKi jtfozih

KOMnpoMGxyioxb cnpaBy. Uexxo, na )Kajib, 3 poci5iH, mh npezicxaBHHKiB

inmnx nauin, cyzinxb npo yKpaiHcxBO hg no fioro cnpaB>KHix npezi-

cxaBHHKax, a no oxaKHX HanSiJibm kphkjihbhx, rajiacjiHBHx i

npHMixHBHHX JuoziHX, 1 3BizicH BHpo6jiiiK)Xb aHXHnaxiK). UizicxaB xyx

o6’€kxhbhhx HGMae, a xizibKH na oxaKHx cy6’eKXHBHHX BunaziKOBHX

Bpa:a<eHHHx.

Ue xaKG Ha YKpaiHi, a mozio Mockbh i no3a Me^aMH, HacxaBJiGHHH

pociHH zio YKpaiHH, xpe6a CKa3axH, bohh xpaziHuiHHO 6imbm xojiep-

anxHi. B mghg xaKG Bpa)KGHHH. 3apa3 cepezi caMHx pociHH ziocHXb

CKJiaziHa CHxyaui5i. SHanna nacxHna pocincbKoi iHxejiireHuii b MockbI
3 npHXHJibHicxK) cxaBHXbCH ZIO HauioHajibHHx Bizipozi^GHb. ocoSjihbo

ZIO xoro, mo ziiexbcn b pecnySjiiKax npnSajixHKH. Ha Min noxjiHzi, ue
HaH^iJTbm Kyjibxypna, nandijibui nepeziOBa uacxHHa pocincbKoi

iHXGJiireHuii. I Zio namoro BizipozpKGHHH bohh xaKO)K 3 npnxHJibHicxK)

cxaBJiHXbCH, 3 iHxepecoM, nacoM 3HaxoziHMo xaM ziocHXb KOHKpexny
nizixpHMKy, B xoMy, mo bohh, cKa>KiMo, zipyKywxb xaKi peui, HKi mh hg
MO)KeMo B ce6e HazipyKyBaxH. CKa>KiMo, Bhhhhmghko i XBHJibOBHH
cnepiuy 6yjin onySjiiKOBaHi b mockobcbkhx >KypHajiax, y "/]py)K6e

HapozioB", a noxiM b)kg y nac TaK mo xaM e chjih, hkI 3 CHMuaxieio

cxaBJiHXbCH ZIO Hac i nizixpHMyioxb, A BoziHouac e i jiiozih, chjih, HKi,
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3HOB yK, Heo6i3HaHi, ziy^e npHMiTHBHe yj^BJieHH^i MaK)Tb, a6o

3BepXHbO CTaBJ15!TbC51. A £ i Taki, mo BOpOM<e CTaBJ151TbC51. Ot Hac ZiyM<e

TpHBO^MTb aKTHBi3aui5i HauiOHaJliCTHMHOrO pyxy, IlIOBiHiCTHMHOrO.

CKa^eMO, TOMy mo y Bac ui TepMiHH no-pi3HOMy po3yMiiOTbC5i.,. y Bac,

Ha 3axo/ii. HauioHajii3M — ue 6opoTb6a 3a HapioHajibHe BH3BOJieHH5i,

a B Hac HauioHajii3MOM naBHBajoTb neraTHBHi 5iBHma — HauionaJibHy

Bopo^HOMy, npo^BM HCTepoHMOCTi zio inmHX napoziiB, ToMy mh

yHHKaeMO cjioBa HauioHajriBM, i naM ne ayyKe no/io6a€TbC5i, kojih thx,

XTo o6ctok)€ yKpaiHCbKy KyjibTypy mm MOBy, Ihkojih na Saxoai

Ha3HBaK)Tb HauiOHaJliCTaMM, BKJia^iaJOMH B ue n03MTMBHHM 3MiCT,

Ajie ue npocTO zio cjiOBa, zio po3pi3HeHH5i thx TepMiHiB. Tak ot, ^

ka^y , mo B Pocii ocTaHHiMU pokaMH ayyKe nomupioeTbc^j moBiHicTHMHMH

pyx, 5ikHH rpynyeTbC5i, BOCHOBHOMy, naBkOJio TOBapncTBa "naM MTb",

ajie He o6Me^yeTbC5i uhm. Mh po3yMieMO tphbotm i pociMCbkoi

iHTejiireHuii’, MacTHHH pociHCbkHx uHCbMeHHHkiB, TOMy mo pociHCbka

MOBa i kyjTbTypa 3a3Hajia Te^ 3HaMHMX BTpaT, Ta h He TiJibkH MOBa i

kyjibTypa, pociHCbke cejio b ^y»:e cTpamnoMy, Tiq»ckOMy cTanoBHmi

1 kyjibTypHi BTpaTH y hhx e cboi, e cBoi 6ojii kyjibTypni m ekOJioriMHi,

i MOBa pociHCbka HiBejiK)eTbC5! BHacjii^ok HanjiHBy iHOHauioHajibHHX

ejieMeHTiB. Ajie e cepe/i pociHCbkoi iHTejiireHuii Jik)/ih, 5iki cxHUbHi

BSauaTH B ubOMy npoBHHy iHopo/iuiB, a He cbok) BJiacny. Bjiacne

kaxcyMH, Te, mo Bizi6yBaeTbC5i, ue poBUJiaTa 3a Ti npouecH pycHcpikauii.

5!ki 6yjiH. Kojih 5ikacb Haui^ b HeHopMajibHOMy cTaHOBHmi ^lo iHmnx

HauiH, 5iki B cniJibHiH ^ep»caBi >kHByTb, to in Tak mh iHakme hotim

/IOBO,aHTbC5I 3a ue p03UJiaMyBaTHCb i CBOIMH BJiaCHHMH BTpaTaMH,

/lexTO TaM po3yMie ue, a ^lexTO nepekJiaziae BHHy Ha inopoziuiB. Hac ue

TpHBO^HTb, aHTHCeMiTH3M TaM /lOCHTb 3apa3 UOmupiOeTbCH HaBkOJlO

"naM’HTi". B Hac, mo npneMHO, "OaM’iiTb" ne /licTae Hi^ikoi ni/iTpHMkH.

AHTMceMiTCbki, i aHTHpociMCbki, i BC5iki inmi OTaki nacTpoi, ne-

Zlo6po3HMJiHBi no BiflHomeHHi /lo inmnx napo^iiB, aScojiKDTHo ne xap-

akTepHi 3apa3 /yin thx, xto akTHBHO BkJiioMHBcn b Bizipozi»:eHH5i

ykpai'HCbkoi kyjibTypM. Hkmo ^ecb i e Taki HacTpoi, to ue cepezi

HaHBizicTajiimHX, HaHTeMHimnx ejieMeuTiB, ajie He cepezi iHTejiireHuii.

He cepezi akTHBHHx zii^iMiB, nki oScToioioTb ykpaiHCbkyMOBy i kyjibTypy

.

A mozio Pocii, TO Te»( Meni ziyMaeTbcn, mo cepezi pociHCbkoi iHTejiirenuii

e Take 3ziopoBe, zio6po3HMJiHBe iHTepHauionajiicTCbke Hanajio. Boho,

Bce )k TakH, nepeBa)kae i nepeMo^e Ti kpauHomi moBiHicTHMHi, nki

cboroziHi cnocTepiraiOTbCH. Bohh BejiHkoi niziTpHMkH ne 3HanziyTb i

nocTynoBO ce6e BH^HByTb.

HKOi Bh ziyMKH npo YKpaiHCbKy rejibCiHCbky cniJiky Ta ii

’/leKJiapauiK) npHHUHniB"?
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no-nepme, o/ieepTO KdM<yMH, He a>K Tax zioSpe oSiSHaHHM 3

ziiHJibHicTioyKpaiHCbKoirejibciHCbKoicniJiKH.TOMyiuoyHac MaxepiajiH

ii He ny6jiiKyK)TbCH. noqacTH ziemo BHnaziKOBO zioxoziHTb, i Bsarajii,

Tyi Ha 3axoz3i SiJibiue 3HaK)Tb npo nei, h1>k y nac. ToMy 3 HKorocb

BejiHKOK) KareropHMHicTK) i neBHicTK) h ne Mo^y roBopHTM, xoMy
TiJibKH cKa3aTH, iijo 3HaFOMH zieKOFO 13 UHX zji^miB, manyio ixHio

ZliHJibHicTb, ixHK) rpoMazj5iHCbKy My^HicTb, ajie ziajieKO ne 3aB»:ziH

norozi^yiocH 3 yciMa ixHiMM norjiH/iaMH i 3 ixniMH KOHKpexHHMH

BHCTynaMM. SoKpeMa b Mene CTBopioeTbCH xane BpaxceHHH, MOX<e boho

H HenpaBHJibHe, 6o h zjajieKO ne 3 yciM o6i3HaHHfi, mo bohm, Bce :>k xaxn,

niziKpecjiK)K)Xb MOMenx KOH(|)poHxauii‘, i Hi6Hxo HKacb e 3JiOBXixa, kojim

ox mocb norane poSHXb pa/iHHCbKa BJiazia, mocb ne BZiaexbCH. Bohh

Ziy^e ue BHn’HMyioxb, i homobSh paziiioxb, mo, ocb, MO)KHa zjoneKXH, i

UHM noKa3axM, HKanoranaBJia/ia, HKanoranacHcxeMa. Meni 3/iaexbCH,

mo xaK oz5Ho6iMHO nizjxoziHXH ne MO)KHa. TpeSa HKOcb o6’€KXHBHime i

KOHCxpyKXHBHy HKycb no3HuiK) myKaxH. Tpe6a po3yMixH, mo i xa >k

BJia/ia, BOHa b ziocMXb CKJia/iHOMy cxanoBMmi, i mo Bona no-CBoeviy

HaMaraexbCH 3po3yMiXH, i HKiCb noxpeSn naBixb 3az30B0JibHHXH. O/ine

CJIOBO, Meni 3ziaexbCH, mo xpeSa roBopnxH ne 3 no3Huii KOHcfipoHxauii,

a 3 no3Huii B3a€Mopo3yMiHHH. Taxe Moe aarajibne Bpax<eHHH, xom
po3yMiK), mo BCH iH(|)opiviaxHBHa ziiHJibHicxb rejibciHCbKoi rpyoH Mae

BejiHxe 3HaqeHHH, xax 6h mobhxm, KOMnencye nenoBHOxy namoi

rjiacHocxi. Tony mo b nac npoBo/3HXbC5i nojiixHxa z3eMOKpaxH3auii i

xjiacHOCxi, ajie mh me xiJibKH na uifi ziopo3i, zio noBHOi xjiacHocxi mh me
He ziiMmjiH.

cboroflHi BHXJiHziae eKOJioriqHe nHxaHH5i b yKpalHi?

EKOJioriMHi npoSjieMH b nac cxoHXb ziy^e rocxpo. AHxponorenne
HaBaHxa>KeHHH na yxpaiHi 6araxo BHme, Hi>x y cepeziHbOMy no BCbOMy
CoK)3y. HacaMnepezi, ynacjiizioK HepauioHajibHoi cxpyxxypH inziycxpii

Hamoi, nepeBa)xaHHH BHzio6yBHHx rajiy3eH, MamHHoSyzjiBHHX rajiy3eH,

BHacJiiziOK xajibMyBaHHH po3BHXxy xomhoxo MaiuHHo6yziyBaHH5i xa

eKOJioriMHo mhcxhx rajiy3eH npoMHCJioBocxi. B pi3HHX perionax
cxaHOBHme pi3ne, ajie b nepeBa>KHiM SiJibmocxi npoMHCJioBHX Micx

BHKHZIH B axMocc})epy npoMHCJioBHx nizjnpneMCXB naSaraxo, Ihrojih b

zjecHXKH pa3iB nepeBHmynDXb HopMy. OcoSjihbo xH»cKe cxanoBHme b

xaxHX Micxax, hk MapiyniJib, ZloneubK, MaxiiBKa, ZlHinponexpoBCbK,
/lHinpozi3ep>KHHCbK, B Ozieci ziocHXb XHxcKe eKOJioriMHe cxanoBHme, hk
i BXapKOBi. Ue, MaSyxb, HaHBa>KMi BexojioriMHOMy BiziHomenni perioHH,
Ba>KKe eKOJioriMHe cxanosHme xaKo>K y /IbBOBi. xa i b KneBi. 1 b Menmnx
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MicTax ^ocHTb CKJiaziHe eKOJioriMHe cxaHOBHme. 3apa3 sejiMKa

HeSesnexa i /yiH sejiHKHX Micr, i, qacoM, jvisi ciJi, TOMy mo xaM no6y/io-

BaHO 6araxo /jpiSHHx ni^npHeMcxB, eKOJioriMHo ziy>Ke HeSeaneMHHx,

noSy^oBaHHx 6e3 Bi^noBiziHHX omhchhx cnopyzi. Oui MajieHbKi,

npHMixHBHi ni/inpMeMCXBa paMOHHoro MacmxaSy ihkojim HaBixb

He6e3neMHimi, Hi»: BejiHKi nizinpHeMCXBa. Bo Ha bojihkhx, Bce xaxH,

xoM 5iKicb cnpo6H 3axMcxy a OMHmeHH5i e, a Ha uhx MajiHX wacoM
B3arajii Hi npo mo xaKe ne /i6aK)Xb. ToMy e Saraxo cxapr, xpmbo^hhx
CKapr, 3 6oKy >KHxejiiB pafiOHHMx uenxpiB, neBejiHMKHx MicxeqoK. KpiM

xoro, BejiHKy He6e3neKy 5iBJi5ie xiMi3aui5i ciJibCbKoro rocno/iapcxBa,

Thm BiJibme, 3apa3 ue nHxaHH5i ziy>Ke xpHBOM<MXb HacejieHHJi, 30KpeMa

xoMy, mo zioci HOMae Hi5iKoro peajibHoro KOHxpojiK). Mojio^[mh pe>KHcep

Bixep 3H5IB zioKyMeHxambHHH (|)iJibM no XepcoHmHHi npo ^axjiMBi

BHna/iKM oxpyeHHM i KajiiuxBa ziixen, rki B^<HBajiH nenepeBipeni npo-

/lyKXH. lie nHxaHH« 3apa3 ziy^e nenoKoixb namy rpoMazicbKicxb, i e

BHMOXH, mo6 nocxaBHXH ni/i KOHxpojib npoziyKuiK)

ciJibCbKorocno/iapcbKy, mo6 cnoM<HBaqi caMi wajiH MO>KJiHBicxb ii

KOHXpOJIFOBaXH.

I me xoqy CKa3axH ^lo uboro, mo ne Menm He6e3neMHHM /j^epemoM

oxpyeHHH noBixp5i, Hi^ npoMHCJioBi nizinpHeMCXBa. e y nac

aBXOMoSiJibHHH xpaHcnopx. y zie5iKHX Micxax Bin ^ae nojioBHHy i

SiJibme BHKMZiiB B axMOC(J)epy. lie xoMy, mo, oqeBMflHO. neziocKonajii

KOHCxpyKuii, HeMae omhchhx npHCxpolB y Mamnnax. Xom 6yB, zio peMi,

npHHHHXHH KiJibKa poKiB xoNiy 3aKOH npo oxopoHy noBixpn, Bin

3ajiHmHBC5q nananepi, npaxxHMHO Hixxo ne 3acxocoBye hIhkhx caHKuin

^o Horo nopymHHKiB. Tony cHxyauin eKOJioriMHa BHKJiHKae BejiHKi

xpHBOXH Ha YKpaiHi cboroziHi.

MH po6jl5ITbC5I aaXOZlH npOXH HOB06yaOB aXOMHHX
ejieKxpocTaHuift?

Tax, rpowa/icbKicxb nama /iy>Ke axxHBHO npoxecxye npoxH
6y/iiBHHuxBa hobhx ejieKxpocxanuiH, 6o ynpaina i xax hhmh y>xe

HacHMena /lo xpaio. floKHmo B^ajioc5i zio6hxhc5i oBiuhhkh, mo
npHnHHH€XbC5i Sy/jiBHHuxBO MHFHpHHCbKOi AEC, HKa ocoSjihbo

HenoKOiJia nac, ocKiJibKH po3xamoBana b uenxpi yKpaiHH, b icxo-

pHMHHX MicuHx, Ha 6epe3i Zlninpa, 5ikhh i xax y^e /lo xpaio

cnjiioH/ipoBaHHH. I neperjiH^iaexbCH nnxaHHH npo ByzliBHHuxBo

KpHMCbKoi AEC
,
ajie pimeHHH me HiHKoro HeMae. 1 nama rpoMazicbKicxb,

ocoSjihbo MemKaHui KneBa, moSHBaioxbCH npHnHHeHHH excnjiyaxaun

MopHoSHJibCbKoi AEC. 0/iHaK, Bax<KO CKaaaxH, mh B/jacxbCH uboro
^oShxhch, xoMy mo Bona npo;^OB>Ky€ (f)yHKuioHyBaxH.
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BaM /IOBO/IHJIOC5I 6yTH aKTHBicTOM B yKpaiHCbKOMy pyci 3a

HauiOHajibHO-KyjibTypHe Bi/ipo;pKeHH« y 1960-tI poKH, a TaKO>K y
1980-xi. HkI, Ha Bamy ayMKy, piSHHUi Mi* HauiOHcuibHHM pyxoM b

YKpaiHi cboroOTi i b 1960-mx poKax, i Hxe cxaHOBHiue Uboro pyxy

Tenep y nopiBHHHHi 3 60-mh poxaMH?

Baarajii e Bi^MiHHicTb BejiHKa, i zie5iKi momchth npoMOBJi5noTb na

KopMCTb 60-thx poKiB, d /jefiKi Ha KopHCTb 80-hx. IHo 6yjio xpame Tozii:

6yjio 6iJibuie BipH, MO*e, HaiBHoro eHTyaiasMy. To/ii 3/iaBajioc5i, mo
Bce ue MO>KHa JierKO BHpiuiHTH. 1 cnpaBZli, hk6m To/ji npoxpHBaB uch

npopec, TO SaraTO HKi nHTaHHH MO*Ha 6yjio Jieruie BHpiuiHTM, TOMy mo
He Tax /lajieKO aanmoB po3KJia;i, ne CTiJibXH me 6yjio BTpaj, i re

nOKOJliHHH MOJlO/li 3 BeJTHKOK) eHepriGK) KmJIO ^lO OHOBJieHHH. AJie, 3

zipyroro Soxy, tom npouec 6yB nacTiJibXH mBHZixo npHziymeHHM, mo
Ba*xo cxa3aTH npo Te, nxoro po3Maxy Bin Mir naSpaTH, nxi

noTenuiajibHi cmjim b co6i mIcthb

Cboro/jHi CHTyauiH inaxma. CboroziHi poaronmaTM, ni/iHHTH jix);]eM

Ba*Me, TOMy mo SiJibiiie HarpoMa/jHJiocb aneBipn, po3MapyBaHHH,

anaTii. 3a ui 25 poxiB BHpocjiM piJii noxojiiHH5i JiK)/]eM anojiiTHMHHX,

6afiziy*HX, MacoM — eroicTMMHHX, mx)zieH, nxi aaMHxajiHCH b xojii

CBOix ocoShcthx iHTepeciB. lx y ubOMy 3BMHyBaMyBaTH Ba*xo. Lie 6yB

npnpoziHHM npouec, xojih ne 6yjio Hinxoro rpoMauHHCbxoro *htth,

xojiH jiK)UHHa He Morjia b c$epi nxoicb cycniJibHOi ziiHJibHOCTi uecHO

npo ce6e aaHBHTM, xojih TiJibXH mjinxoM $ajibmy MO*na 6yjio Uth.

Hcho, mo jiio/jM Biu uboro Biuropou*yBajiMCb, ocoSjihbo Mojiomb, nxa

He Morjia (|)ajibmyBaTH, necna MOJioub, Bona aaMMxajiacH b co6i h *MJia

y ByabxoMy CBiTi ocoShcthx iHTHMHMx iHTepeciB, BTpauajia iHTepec

mo BCHxoi rpoMam^HCbxoi npoSjieMaTHxn. I oux) inepuix)

iHmHBimyaJiiCTMMHy, ii Ba*xo nomojiaTH. ToMy aapaa Menme Bipn,

Mo*e SiJibme cxencncy, ajie ue TiJibXH na nepuiHx nopax. no Mipi

poamHpeHHH uboro pyxy BTnryioTbCH Bce HOBi h HOBi xojia, xou na

nepuiHX nopax roJiOBHOX) chjiok) 6yjiH Ti * caMi Jifomu, Hxi miHJiH b 60-

Hx poxax, i Hxi aOeperjiH cboi imeajiH, cboi uiJii, CBoi yHBJieHHH.

A 3apa3 mo hhx npujiynacTbCH y*e i MOJiomme noxojiiHHH, i

ocxiJibXH cboromnimHiH pyx naSaraTO lUMpmHM, nopiBHHHO 3 60-mh
poxaMH, ujMpmi cycniJibHi BepcTBH aaxonjixje b ce6e, pianoMaHiTHimi

rpynH nacejieHHn, i ocxiJibXH mnpmi Mo*JiHBOCTi mJiH nySjiiuHoro

BMCJioBJieHHH CBOIX HorjinmiB — iBejiHxe aHaneHHH Mae poOoTa npecH,

aacoOiB MacoBoi iHcfiopMauii' — to aarajiOM, Meni amacTbcn, chjih i

nepcnexTHBH cboromHimHboro pyxy OiJibiui, Hi* Tomi. 1 Meni amacTbcn,

mo XOJIH HaBiTb Tomi, 3a xiJibxa poxiB aMorjin npoOymnTHCH anaHHi
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CMJiH, TO Tenep, kojih Lien npouec SiJibiiie xpHeae, i lUHpme vme, sarajibHa

Moro noTeHui5i 6y/ie Ha6araTO SiJibiua.

CnocTepiraioMH npouec pera6iJiiTauii penpecoBauHX
nHCbMeHHHKiB, SauHMo. mo SiJibuie yBaru aBepraeTbc^i uanHCbMeuHHKiB

1920-hx i 30-mx poKiB, a uoMycb ayyfx.e noBiJibuo depyxbCH aa

nHCbMeHHHKiB i iHUiHX Jiiouefi, penpecoBannx y 1970-hx i 80-hx poxax.

Mhm ue noHCHHTH, i MH e nepcneKTHBH na xe. mo ui ocxanni xaxoxc

anaflziyxb cBoix aaxHCHHKiB?

no5icHK)exbC5i ue npocTO, mo xi nacH /ly^e 6jiH3bKi zio Hac. )KHBi i

npH SiJibuiiM HM MeHuiiH BJiazii xi jik)^h, hkI Seanocepe^iHbo aziiMCHioBajiH

penpecii xhx poKiB. Bohh, SBMMaHHO, BciJi5iKO npoxHBJiHXbCH nepe-

FJi5iziy UHX cnpaB. Ue nepma i rojiOBHa npHMHHa. /Ipyra npHMHHa — ue

xe, mo zie^Ki 3XHX, hkI 6yjiH 3acyzi»:eHi, penpecoBani, ziiioxb i cboro/iHi,

i MacoM ixHH zii5iJibHicxb, 3HOBy yK xaKH, He no/io6aexbC5i, i xoMy
CKjia,UHo npemcxaBHHKaM BJiauH bhcjiobhxh cbog cxaBJieHHH ao hmx.

5lKmo BHnpaBziaxH ix y MHHyjiOMy, xo moBe/iexbCH hkocb BunpaB^iyBaxH

i CborouHimHK) ,ai5uibHicxb. Cjiobom, ue neBHi xpy^iHomi cxauoBHXb

/1J15JXHX, xxo BHpimyeui nHxaHHH. Ame5i noBHuen cxasaxH, mocboroziHi

jiynaioxb ziocHXb CHmbHo xojioch, bck)uh, npo xe, mo xpe6a nepe-

FJi5!HyxH i ui cnpaBH, soKpeMa CniJiKa nncbMeHHMKiB Heo/iHopaaoBO

nopymyBajia ui nHxaHH5i, i b npoFpaMi HapoziuoFO pyxy yKpaiHM

FOBopMXbC5i upiiMO opo HeoSxi/iHicxb uepeFJiHHyxH Bci ui cnpaBH, i

noKapaxH xhx, xxo iHcnipyBaB i npoBO/iHB HesaKOHHi nepecjiiuysaHHH.

Tax mo ue nuxauHn cxoixb. Ajie posB’nsyBaxH hofo, 6e3yMOBHO, Bax<KO.

HanpHKJiazi, CniJiKa nHCbMeHHHKiB ,uo6HBa£Xbcn BH/iaHH5i xBopiB

BacHJin Cxyca. UiJiHH pnzi nHCbMeHHHKiB 3a ue BHCxynae, i BJiacne bch

cniJiKa aKXHBHO BHCxynae 3a ue. UoKHmo ueMae, uaHedxo, npHHunn-
OBHX 3anepeMeHb, a, Bce xaxH, cnpaBa me ne zioBeziena ao KiHU^. Mh
cnoziiBaeMOcn, mo XBopn BacHJin Cxyca Sy^iyxb onySjiiKOBani, 6yuyxb
npo HbOFo nySjiiKauii, ajie noKHmo ue xajibMyexbcn. CniJiKa

nHCbMeHHHKiB YKpaiHH, 30KpeMa npaBJiiHHH KHiBCbKoi opFaHi3auii, Ha

HOJii 3 iBaHOM /UpaneM, nopymye nnxaHHH npo npHHHHXxn ao CniJiKH

iBana CBixjiHMHOxo, CBxena CBepcxioxa i p5uiy inmnx JiixepaxopiB, nxi

BHHmjiH Ha apeny b 1 960-xi poKH. floKHmo xe>K ue nuxanun ue BHpimene

ocxaxoMHO, ajie e nauin, mo 6yjie no3HXHBHO BHpimeHe. Tax mo 5ixicb

3pymeHHH xyx noBOJii Bi^SyBaioxbCH, i, MaSyxb, xpHBaxHMyxb.

mo. Ha Bamy ayMKy, noBHHHa po6hxh ^incnopa, mo6 cnpHHXH
Bi^pouxceHHK) yKpaiHCbKOi mobh i Kyjibxypn?
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Ue ujHpoKe nHTaHH5i. Tyx, MaSyTb, 6araro npo mo no^yMaTH i

noroBopHTM. H MaSyTb BCboro spaay He CKa»:y, ajie [Harojiomy] ;je5iKi

MOMeHTH.

no-nepiue, MaSyTb, rpeSa HaM Seanocepe/iHime KOHTaKTyBaTMC5i b

nonyji«pH3auii yKpaiHCbKoi KyjibTypH, zioc5irHeHb yKpai'HCbKoi

KyjibTypH i Tyj Ha Saxo/ii, i b nac na yKpaiHi. Tpe6a 5iKocb cniJibHO

npauioBaTH na nizinecenH^i npecTH^y yKpaiHCbKoi KyjibxypH i mobh,

mo6 i aaxiziHa rpoMa^icbKicTb SiJibme npo ue anajia, noTiM, MaSyxb

TpeSa Bce >k xaKH nouojiaxH xy neBny iaojiHuifo /liacnopH
,
nxa cboroziHi

e, i 5iKa nonacxM He 3 ii bhhh yxpHMyexbcn. 3apa3 y nac na yKpaiHi

3MiHK)€Xbcn cxaBJieHHn uo ziiacnopH, i xpe6a, mo6 ui cnpH^xjiHBi

MOM<JlHBOCXi, 51Ki BHaCJli^JOK Uboro yXBOpK)K)XbC5!, 6yJIH BHKOpHCXaHi,

xo6xo, mo6 jiiom xe>K zio6po3hmjihbo cxaBMJiHcn zio xoro. mo b nac

Bi^6yBaexbCH, niuxpHMyBajiH. 6yjiH noiH(|)opMOBaHi. mo6 i3zihjih, mo6
o6MiHK)BajiHC5i ziocBizioM. Mh. 3i CBoro 6oKy, MycHMO SiJibme

po3noBi/iaxH npo xe, mo po6HXbC5i 3a Me>KaMH yKpaiHH yKpaiHU5!MH y
c(})epi KyjTbxypn, nayKOBHX ziocHrneHb, MO>Ke naBixb i b C(|)epi

eKOHOMiKH. OuHe CJIOBO, MH noBHHHi no/i6axH npo xe, mo6 noKaaaxH

BejiHKy XBopqy zii5!JibHicxb yKpainuiB y BCbOMy CBixi, y Bcix c(})epax

^Hxx5i, Bi,a eKOHOMiKH zjo KyjibxypH, ocoSjihbo b c(J)epi Kyjibxypn i

MHCxeuxBa. Lie 6y/ie BejiHKOio ni,axpHMKOK) zijih yKpainuiB, xoMy mo
36araqyBaxHMe ixne ynBJieHH5i npo cbok) Kyjibxypy, CBifi napo/i, cbok)

HauiK), 3MiuHK)BaxHMe noMyxxn HauionajibHoi rop/iocxi, po3BHBaxHMe

HauioHajibHe caMoycBiuoMJieHH5i.

MacoM HaBixb xaKi emeMeuxapni nayKOBi i Kyjibxypni oSMiHH
cnpaBJi5iK)Xb BejiHKe Bpa^eHH5i na yKpaiHi, 6o uaioxb MO^JiHBOCxi

yKpaiHUi^M SaMHXH, 5iKi inxejieKxyajibHi chjih yKpaincbKi na Saxozii.

BejiHKe 6 3HaqeHH5i Majia nonyji5ipH3aui5! MHCxeubKHX i nayKOBHX
ZjocnxHeHb yKpainuiB 3-no3a yKpaiHH na xepnxopii yKpainn. neBHi

MOX<JlHBOCXi Bi/IKpHBaK)XbC51 BHaCJli/]OK po3mHpeHH5! /jep^aBHHX

3B’5i3KiB. MHcnoziiBaeMoc5i,moyKpaiHa3MiuHK)BaxHMe,aKXHBi3yBaxHMe

CBoe npe/icxaBHHuxBO i cbok) /ji5uibHicxb b Mi^napoziHHX opranax, mo
yxpaina BHxo/iHXHMe na np5iMi 3b’h3kh 3 inmnMH /jep>KaBaMH, b xoMy
MHCJii i 3 ziep>KaBaMH, ue ^HByxb i aKXHBHo uiioxb yxpainui — no Jiinii

UHHJlOMaXHMHiH, eKOHOMiMHiH, KyJlbXypHHX 3B’513KiB

KpiM xoro, neBHi Mox<JiHBOcxi BiuKpnBaioxbcn y 3B’5i3Ky 3

uiiiJibHicxK) HamHX rpoMaucbKHX oprani3auiH, (J)opMajibHHX o6’eunaHb,

i xaKe inme. SoKpeMa, ToBapncxBo yKpaincbKoi mobh iM. lileBMeHKa y
cBoeMy cxaxyxi nepeuSanae 3b’h3ok 3 yxpainu^iMH 3aKopuoHOM, i

MaSyxb xaKHH 3b’h30k 6yue Hajiarou>KeHHH. yxpainui h yKpaincbKi

opraniaauii aaKopuoHOM 3MOM<yxb cxaxH MiienaMH xoBapncxBa, OneB-
HUHO, ix 6yuyxb3anpomyBaxH napi3Hi aaxouH, HKi SyueBJiamxoByBaxH
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TOBapHCTBO. ToBapHCTBO Mae HaMip opraHiayBaTH cbok) BH/jaBHHwy

zii5UibHicTb, i npecy, mo>kjimbo, cbok) MaTHMe, He BHKJiJOMeHe, mo Tyx

MO>KJiHBa 6y^e 5iKacb cJ)iHaHCOBa nimxpHMKa 3 6oKy HayKOBHX i

rpoMaz(CbKHX opraHiaauiM yKpaiHuiB saxop/iOHOM. Tax caMO i

Hapo^HHM pyx yxpaiHH b aaxHCT nepeSy/joBH, 5iKmo bIh ocTaxoMHO

o(|)opMHXbC5i, y cBO€My npoeKXi nporpaMH BejiHxy yBary Bw^aae

UbOMy nHxaHHK), Hajiaro/j)^<eHHK) 3B’5i3KiB. Mo:^cjiHBi cniJibHi BHZjaHH5i

jiixepaxypHi, xy/io>KHi, BM^iaHHfi cniJibHHx HayxoBHX KOHcftepeHuin,

iHiiiMX xaxHx 3axo/iiB, pik'i o6’e/iHyBaxHMyxb Haiui chjih.

0M6BH/IHO, yxpaiHui b ziiacnopi noBHHHi h ziajii npHBepxaxH yBary

CBixoBoi rpoMazicbKOCxi ao yxpaiHH, zio Ti npoSjieMaxHKM, non-

yjT5ipH3yBaxH Hamy xyjibxypy, zioc5irHeHH5i. Mh cniJibHo noBHHHi h

xaxe nHxaHH5i nopyuiyBaxH — MOMycb aoci y Hac y Pa/35iHCbKOMy

CoK)3i ziep>KaBa ziSae xiJibKH npo nouiHpeHH^i pociHCbKoi mobh 3aKop-

;ioHOM. UbOMy OHxaHHK) npHzli^5i€XbC5! Saxaxo yBarH, npo ue npeca

OHiiie 6araxo, ni/ixpHMyioxbC^i aaxop^oHHi ocepe^KH, nxi cxaBJinxb

CB06K) MeXOK) BHBHeHHn pOCifiCbKOi MOBH — aji6 xax CaMO, MaSyXb,

/3ep>KaBa nama noBHHHa ziSaxM i npo BHBneHnn mob Ihiuhx Hapo^iB

CoK)3y, ue B iHxepecax npecxH^y Hamoi uep^aBH Tax mo mh 3 CBoro

6oxy SyzieMO nopymyBaxH nnxaHHH, i uiacnopa xe>x. MaSyxb,

niuxpHMyBaxHMe Hac y ubOMy, i xe^ nopymyBaxHMe ui nnxaHHii.

OcKiJibKH MH cjiaSo noiH(l)opMOBaHi npo Bame «htth nicjin 1973

poxy, MH MorjiH 6 Bh poaxasaxH na HXOMy cxaHoenmi Bh nepe6yBcuiH,

KOJiH Bac 3HOBy noMajiH ^pyxyBaxH, i Ha HxoMy Bh aapaa cxaHOBHmi?

Tapaau. Ha nonaxxy 1974 poxy ^ npauK)BaB na KniBCbxoMy

aBiaaaBoui, b 6araxoxpnpa»cHiH raaexi uboro aaBouy ^ npauxDBaB xaM,

3uaexbCH. BiciM poxiB, ue uocHXb X5i»;xa i BHCHa)XJiHBa po6oxa 6yjia,

HKa Majio Macy aajiHmajia ujih Jiixepaxypnoi npaui. Ajie r He cxa>xy, mo
ui poxH HJiR Mene 6yjiH nponami H nepmi poxH npaux)BaB 3 3auoBO-

jieHHHM, xoMy mo UH po6oxa /laBajia Meui MO^cjiHBicxb ni3HaxH hob!

CXOpOHH ^HXX5I, :»<HXX51 poSiXHHUXBa, :»<HXXH BeJIHXOrO npOMHCJIOBOrO

niunpneMCXBa. TaM 3 SaraxbMa uy>xe uixaBHMH jiiozibMH 3yxpiqaBcn r,

uy^e iiixouyBaB. mo r ne Sejiexpncx, a JiixepaxypHHH xpnxnx. Oxoh
BejiHXHH >xHxxeBHH MaxepiajT, hxhh xaM SauHB, Bin /yin Sejiexpncxa

6yB 6h npocxo anaxiuxox). UixaBi jhouh, xapaxxepn, ^ojii. Uo peui, r

xaM nepexoHaBCH, mo name po6ixHHuxBO ne xaxe /leHauiOHajTiaoBaHe,

RK 3BHMHO yHBji5i€Xbcn. Uecb Ha 80% yxpaiHui. npnnoMy 3zie6iJibmoro

yxpaiHui. ^xi b noOyxi B>XHBaK)Xb yxpaincbxy MOBy. Ue uy»ce uixaBe

couiajibHe cepe^joBHme. i r 3 ouHoro 6oxy )xajixyio, mo xax Oaraxo nacy

j\jiR axxHBHOi Jiixepaxypnoi poOoxH 6yjio Bxpaneno, ajie 3 upyroro
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6oKy i He ziy^e )KajiKyK), 6o b xaKOMy njiani >KHTTeBHX Bpa>KeHb r

Saraxo mo xaM ziicxaB.

A noxiM H sajiHmHB po6oxy Ha aBiaaaBO/ii. na pen Mac Meni B>Ke

cxajio Jierme zipyxyBaxHCH. B nepmi poKH nicji^i 1973-74 poxy mchi

ppyKyBaxHC5i 6yjio pocHXb CKJiapHO, Mene SoMKOxyBajiH m irnopyBajiH

B opranax npecH. Koxcna mo 51 ny6jiiKapi5i npoxopMJia 3 bcjimkhm

xpypoM, i 3 BHCOKoi caHKuii, xax 6h mobhxh, i pecb Jinme HanpHKiHpi

70-hx poKiB cHxyapifi y^e HopMajii3yBajiac5i.

Kojih Bac 3HOBy npHftHiiTO y MJieHH cniJiKH?

B 1980 poui. Cnepmy pe 6yjio 5ik hobg npHHH5ixx5i, hIShxo. A 3apa3

3a3HaMaKDXb. mo 5i MJieH cniJiKH 3 59 poxy, i cxapaK)XbC5i He 3xapyBaxH

npo nepepBy. /lecb 3 noMaxKOM 80-hx poxiB 6iJibm-MeHm HopMajibHO

y>xe Mir nyOjiiKyBaxHCb, a ocxanni poKH, MO^Ha cxaaaxH, aOcojnoxHO

HopMajii3yBajiac5! CHxyapiiq. Ox 5i He xiJibKH 6araxo nnmy i ppyxyro, ajie

He BCXHraK) BHKOHaXH BCi xi 3aMOBJieHH5I, 3 51KHMH po M6He 3BepxaioxbC5i,

i yKpai'HCbKa npeca, i pociHCbKa, MOCKOBCbKa. 9i OyKBajibHO He Bcxpraio

BCboro 3po6hxh, mo xoMy, i npo mo Mene npoc5ixb. Uefi Opax Macy pji5i

Mene 3apa3 ocHOBHa npoOjieMa, i ^ 3 BejiHxox) npHxpicxK) npocxo

3rapyx). nx 6araxo Macy b Mene BxpaMeno b MHHyjiOMy, xoMy mo, no
cyxi noMHHax)MH 3 65-ro poxy MaH>xe 20 poxiB ne 6yjio HopMajibHoro

»Hxx^. Ta H po 65-ro poxy 6yjio 6araxo ycxiiapnenb, xax mo BxpaMeno

i Macy, i mo^jimbocxcm xbopmmx 6araxo, i 3apa3 nparny npapx)BaxH

HxoMora iHxeHCHBHime, 3 BejiMMe3HHM HaBanxax<eHH5iM, ne 3Hax)MH Hi

BHxipHHx, Hi BipnycxxH, Hi pHH, Hi HOMi. MacoM pe ao nepeBXOMM
npH3BopHXb, ajie xpeOa po6hxh, xpe6a npapx)BaxH, xpeOa
Hapojiyx<yBaxH BxpaMene. 51 3apa3 Hipe ne nepeOyBax) na ocfiipiMHifi

cjiy>x6i,aHaxax3BaHiHXBopMiM po6oxi. 51xMJieH CniJixH PMCbMeHHHxiB
5? Max) x)pHpHMHe npaBO 6yxH na XBopMifi poOoxi, Hipe ne npapx)BaxH

0(|)ipiHH0. ToOxo 51 nnmy, ppyxyx)Cb i >xHBy na roHopapn. Ue Mae i CBoi

MiHycH i CBoi njix)CM, xpomxH ^inaHcoBecxaHOBPme MacoM ycxjiapHX)e,

Bip 3apo6ixxiB phx 3ajie^Mm, ajie 3axe pe pae BHrpam y Maci, 5ixoro Meni

xax Opaxye.

Zl5IXy€MO 3a p03M0By.
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Stefan Kozak

ON THE TRADITION OF CYRIL AND
METHODIUS IN UKRAINE

In taking up the question of the tradition of Cyril and Methodius, one

must first refer to its distant beginnings, which are both source and

unceasing impulse in the development of the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition in

general and in Ukraine in particular.

In 860, Constantine (who later took the name Cyril) was

commissioned by the Byzantine Emperor Michael to undertake a special

mission to the Khazars on the shores of the Black Sea. The imperial

emissary took his younger brother, Methodius, along on the journey. After

completing the first stage of their trip, the two brothers stopped over in

Chersonesus in southern Rus’, where amidst the Greek colonists who had

been settled there for centuries Christianity had gained its first foothold on

Rus’ territory.' Here also they learned about the customs and beliefs of the

tribes living on the banks of the Dnieper, and of St. Clement’s death as a

martyr. By his skill and discretion Constantine was able to obtain the

latter’s remains and have them turned over to Pope Hadrian II in Rome.

These facts, especially the delivery of the relics of the Pope and martyr

St. Clement, played an exceptionally important role in the subsequent life

and activities of the brothers from Thessalonika, particularly in their great

missionary undertaking among the Slavs. The political situation in Europe

at the time and—a fact not to be underestimated—the desire and readiness of

the Slavs to become part of the higher civilization of the Christian world-

made the moment a favourable one.

In this context it is easier to understand the full support that the

brothers received for their mission, especially the acceptance and

authorization of the Slavic language which they developed for the liturgy

and permission for the ordination of their disciples as priests. This point is

particularly important, for up to this time it had been permissible to say

Mass only in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. It was in these three languages that

Pontius Pilate had ordered the inscription to be written which was then

hung on Christ’s cross; Jesus the Nazarene, King of the Jews.

It would be difficult to overemphasize the significance of this

development, considering that already in the oldest extant manuscript in the

language of Rus’, the famous Tale of Bygone Years, which was a fruit of

the work of Cyril and Methodius, we read:
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The Emperor prevailed upon them to undertake the mission, and sent

them into the Slavic country to Rostyslav, Sviatopolk, and Kotsel.

When they arrived, they undertook to compose a Slavic alphabet, and

translated the Acts and the Gospel. The Slavs rejoiced to hear the

greatness of God extolled in their native tongue. The apostle afterward

translated the Psalter, the Oktoechos, and other books.

Now some zealots began to condemn the Slavic books,

contending that it was not right for any other nation to have its own

alphabet apart from the Hebrews, Greeks and the Latins, according to

Pilate’s superscription, which he had composed for the Lord’s Cross.

When the Pope at Rome heard of this situation, he rebuked those who

murmured against the Slavic books, saying, “Let the word of the

Scripture be fulfilled that ‘all nations shall praise God’” {Ps. Ixxi, 17),

and likewise that ‘all nations shall declare the majesty of God
according as the Holy Spirit shall grant them to speak’ (cf. Acts, ii, 4).

Whosoever condemns the Slavic writing shall be excluded from the

Church until he mend his ways. For such men are not sheep but wolves;

by their fruit ye shall know them and guard against them. Children of

God, hearken unto his teachings, and depart not from the ecclesiastical

rule which Methodius your teacher has appointed unto you.”^

This description by the Rus’ chronicler of the beginnings of the “Word

of God” in the Slavic language is very intereresting source material for the

researcher of the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition. By taking into account the

description in the excerpt quoted above of the strong opposition to the

missionary brothers after their arrival in Moravia both on the part of the

Frankish clergy and of the Germanic authorities and priests, we can

understand the enormous significance of the achievements of Cyril and

Methodius. As a result of these achievements, a cult of both brothers sprang

up simultaneously and reached its culmination in the nineteenth century.

Official recognition of their services, however, was manifested after the

death of Cyril, when the Pope appointed Methodius Archbishop of

Pannonia and Papal Legate to the Slavic peoples.

Such, in the most general terms, was the entry of the Slavs into the

sphere of Christian culture and tradition. Although we are well aware of the

consequences of this event, it is worth recalling that the impulses

emanating from this source of culture already had a wider and deeper scope at

that time.'^ This is stressed in the extensive literature on the subject, both

new and old, from Lavrov, Ohiienko and Lehr-Splawiriski to M. Tolstoi,

Tsybulka, Lowmiahski, and Dinekov. Recently, Aleksandr Naumov referred

to it in the introduction to his book, Pasterze wiernych Slowian (Shepherds

of the Faithful Slavs) (Cracow, 1985), noting the brothers’ invention of the
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Slavic script, their formulation of linguistic norms for it, and the fact that

they gave it the dignity of a literary and liturgical language, initiating

numerous translations which were carried out according to a Biblically based

theory of sacred translation. Pointing out that by this means the missionary

brothers transferred to Slavic literature the genre system of Byzantine

literature, which built on the achievements of classical and early Christian

poetics and rhetoric, Naumov states:

It was a miracle of the gift of the word—those who had been a non-

people became spokesmen of the Good News in their own language.

God had chosen the Slavic people, and the joy of having been chosen

became the cornerstone of Slavic literature during its first decades, its

neophyte period. It can be heard in works from the pens of Cyril and

Methodius and of their most faithful disciples (St. Clement of Ochrid,

St. Naum, and others), and we find it in the works of Bulgarian, Serbian

and Rus’ authors on the one hand, and Moravian, Pannonian (i.e.,

Slovak and Slovenian), Czech and Croatian authors on the other.

Thus the first Slavic literary school came to be, with its typical

representative dedicated to the cause of Christianization,

enlightenment and the struggle for the spiritual emancipation of the

Slavs. He fulfilled the functions of author, preacher, estheticist,

moralizer, hagiographer, polemicist, and so on. This body of Church-

Slavic literature satisfied every religious, cultural, ideological and

social need. The corpus of texts—virtually the whole Bible with a

poetic introduction by Constantine, the Byzantine Liturgies and the

Liturgy of St. Peter, liturgical poetry, homilies, translations from the

patristic literature, hagiography, legal and juridical texts, the theory of

the translation of sacred texts, grammatical, rhetorical and polemical

treatises—is the achievement of scarcely 20 years.^

These considerations make it apparent that the more than one-thousand-

year history of Slavic writing rests on a solid and lasting foundation. It was

a point of constant reference and comparison; an object of pride and a vital

source that reached its apogee during the period of Romanticism. Without

it, the Romantic explosion of national and historical consciousness among
the Slavs, which was the driving force behind their revival movements and

struggles, would not have been possible. Despite varying historical

fortunes, it was on this foundation that the Slavs erected their imposing

culture, the first centre of which was the Moravian and Bulgarian state, then

Kievan Rus’, followed by the Balkan Slavs once again and then. by
Moscow, so that by the nineteenth century the cultural movement embraced

all of Slavdom and became the source of the Slavic revival.
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Thanks to the Romantic awakening both the Eastern and Western

Slavs, Orthodox and Catholic, sensed their close ethnic, historical, cultural,

and linguistic ties, a vivid example of which was the popular idea of Slavic

unity. It aroused hope for the liberation of the Slavs from foreign captivity,

proclaimed the need for the unification of all the Slavic peoples and, by the

same token, restored the memory of the Apostles to the Slavs, Cyril and

Methodius, who symbolized precisely this idea of unity and brotherhood, as

well as the spiritual wealth of the “young nations.”^

It is thus no accident that in the nineteenth century there arose

numerous brotherhoods based on the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition, among

which pride of place should be attributed to the Brotherhood of Sts. Cyril

and Methodius in Kiev, established in 1845-6. The Brotherhood merits this

distinction both because of its interesting political, social, educational and

religious program and because, in appealing to the achievements and

activities of Cyril and Methodius described above, including their stay on

the territory of southern Rus’, the Kievan Brotherhood began its work in the

best Cyrillo-Methodian tradition, broadly conceived."^

Its leading idea was Slavdom, research and study of this subject, the

propagation of science and learning, and above all the spiritual and political

unification of Slavs in a federation based on Christian and republican

principles. Each people would maintain its ethnic, linguistic, cultural and

religious distinctiveness, while the highest authority in the entire federation

would be an all-Slavic Parliament made up of representatives of all the

Slavic peoples. These general concepts, drawn from the Statutes,

Proclamations and Major Principles of The Brotherhood,^ which constitute

the platform and theoretical principles of the Kievan Cyrillo-Methodians,

indicate not only the principal goal and the means of its attainment, but

also contemporary political and social conditions, as well as links with the

thought and ideology of Romanticism (most clearly expressed in Knyhy
bytiia ukrainskoho narodu [The Books of Genesis of the Ukrainian People],

the most important document of the Brotherhood).^

It was, after all, on the wave of Romanticism that the great European

movement grew up and gained strength. Through Masonic lodges,

numerous organizations and associations, mainly secret and of a political

character, it drew into its embrace virtually all the countries of Europe,

forming a significant driving force behind contemporary social movements
and nation-building processes. The Brotherhood of Cyril and Methodius was
one such force, and even though it was in the nature of a separate branch of

Mazzini’s “Young Europe,” its genealogy leads back directly to the Kievan

Society of United Slavs of the 1820s, the Decembrist societies, and Polish

conspiratorial organizations, especially the Konarski conspiracy and emigre

groups such as the Society of United Brethren, whose program, together
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with Krolikowski’s publication Polska Chrystusowa (Christ in Poland), had

a marked influence on the Kievan conspirators.

It is worth emphasizing that Kiev as a major centre of conspiracy was

favourable ground for that sort of activity. This refers mainly to the ever

vital tradition of liberation movements and autonomist strivings among the

Ukrainian people, whose influence on the historical and political

imagination of the Romantics was exceptionally important. That

atmosphere was intensified by the events surrounding the Konarski

conspiracy, by the literary and intellectual movement stimulated by the

university, and by the ethnic mix, since Poles, Russians, Jews and smaller

numbers of Germans and Bulgarians lived side by side with the Ukrainians.

It is not surprising, therefore, that in Kiev the paths of couriers and

emissaries from Paris and Petersburg, Rome and Dorpat, Brussels and

Odessa, Berlin, Vienna, Cracow and Lviv all crossed. Here, in the circles of

the young intelligentsia, the Western revolutionary-democratic press,

brochures and books circulated and intermingled quite naturally with the

anti-tsarist underground (zakhaliavna) literature, which had an old and well-

established tradition—primarily in handwritten copies—in Ukraine. Aside

from the famous but anonymous Istoriia Rusov (History of the Rus’

People), this literature consisted primarily of the works of Taras

Shevchenko."

At that time the author of Kobzar, “The Dream,” “The Caucasus,” “The

Heretic,” and “To the Dead and the Living,” which were the gospel of a

whole generation, was the most outstanding figure within the group of

“Kievan idealists.” The latter flocked to Kiev in great numbers during the

first half of the 1840s, turning it very quickly into an important centre of

the Ukrainian intellectual and revolutionary-democratic movement. After

Shevchenko, the most outstanding figures in this circle of young

Romantics were the two writers, historians and Slavists Mykola
Kostomarov and Panteleimon Kulish. Mykola Hulak, who received his

philosophical education in Dorpat, where he also became acquainted with

Polish emigre journalism and Konarskiites, and Vasyl Bilozersky possessed

amazing energy, breadth of outlook, contacts and political maturity. Opanas

Markovych and Dmytro Pylchykov attracted attention by their keen intellect

and social commitment. The oldest of the group, Mykola Savych, aroused

admiration and was a passionate enthusiast of “French communism,” while

among the group of students from the University of Kiev, Andruzky,

Posiada, Navrotsky, Tulub and Chaly stood out.*^

This was the flower of the young Ukrainian intelligentsia, raised and

formed during the great “fever of Romanticism.” It is no surprise, therefore,

that they were restless, bold, active, enamoured of freedom and justice, and

entered easily into various secret connections and organizations. For in these
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they felt confident and safe; they discussed vital matters of life, science,

literature, philosophy, and especially of society and the situation of the

people. Kostomarov recalled that the most frequent subject of their

conversations was the “unfortunate fate of Ukraine” and of the Slavic

nations in general, but the most exciting question was the “idea of Slavic

reciprocity.”'^

The Cyrillo-Methodian traditions, which occupied such a prominent

place in the ideology of Romanticism, were conducive to this interest in and

commitment to Slavic questions. These traditions were enlivened and

deepened by the direct contacts of the Ukrainian Romantics with

representatives of the Slavic movement established during journeys through

Slavic lands, so popular at the time, undertaken in order to the study the

literatures and languages of their Slavic brethren. These contacts were

subsequently maintained through correspondence. The current aspirations of

the Slavs; their situation; ethnic, cultural, and linguistic interrelations;

historical traditions; scientific and folkloric interests: these are the topics

most often taken up in the letters of the Kievan “Slavists.” As members of

a secret organization, they discerned their mission in the broad

dissemination of these ideas throughout society. As teachers of the people,

they repeatedly stressed that their symbols and models in this mission were

Cyril and Methodius, “the first teachers of the Slavs.”'*^

In these letters there was no lack of references to the uniqueness of

Slavic culture, especially that of their own people, its tragic history and

current state of captivity. Understandably, the fate and future of the

Ukrainian people were a subject of special interest and lively discussion

among the Kievan Romantics. In his Istorychne opovidannia (Historical

Tale), Kulish recalled that young people, with their longings and

aspirations, were open to everything that was going on around them; they

were sensitive to new intellectual currents, as well as to the slogans and

trends of the epoch, but above all they were fascinated by the Slavic idea,

historicism and folklore and the movement to the people:

Ukrainian songs and the oral tradition of the Ukrainian people inspired

our young heads with a redeeming thought—the desire to raise our

people out of the darkness that had not allowed its spiritual powers to

rise from their fallen state, thereby annihilating that people’s very

existence. Amidst this noble youth appeared Shevchenko, and, crying

aloud, he sang before the unfortunates:

CBiTe THXHH, KpaiO MHJlHfi;

Mon yKpai'Ho!

3a mo reCe cnmoHzipoBaHO;

3a mo, MaMo, rHuem?
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In fact, that singing was the archangelic voice of resurrection. If it

has ever been said that a heart was revived, that eyes lit up [...] it was

then in Kiev [...] The brothers, joined together by the thread of

friendship, regarded Shevchenko as a celestial fire, burning and

glowing.'^

The Brotherhood of Cyril and Methodius was an expression of the

aspirations of a young generation that regarded its activity as an exalted and

responsible mission. The Brotherhood was founded on great moral strength,

purity of spirit, Christian love, and a dream of the best social order

possible, one that would eliminate exploitation, oppression and egoism,

guarantee freedom, equality and justice and would be guided in everything by

Christian principles.

Bearing these Romantic ideals in their hearts, the Kievan conspirators

wished to proclaim them everywhere: among the townspeople and the

landowners, so that they too would promote the idea of liberating the people

from serfdom, but above all among the people themselves, who,

enlightened by this teaching, would seek paths toward their own liberation.

This derived from early Christian idealism and fervour, the models of which

were the missionary brothers. It was also in keeping with the guiding

principle of the Brotherhood: “Understand the truth, and it will make you

ffee.’”6

How close to this messianic idea Cyril and Methodius seemed to be in

the eyes of the Brothers, who had accordingly chosen them to be their

spiritual patrons! Similarly, Cyril and Methodius personified their

humanistic and Christian ideals. The same holds true for the above-

mentioned idea of Slavic reciprocity that so absorbed the conspirators and

whose original conception, along with reverberations of the discussions that

preceded the final formulation of programmatic documents, we find in the

writings of Kostomarov and Bilozersky in particular. These writings were

confiscated by the tsarist gendarmes and commented on later in statements

taken during the investigation, which are an interesting source for the study

of the history, aims, ideology, and tasks of the Brotherhood.'"^

From this point of view, Vasyl Bilozersky’s text merits special

attention. It was the basis of discussions among the Cyrillo-Methodians

leading to the formulation of the Brotherhood’s program and plan of action.

The point of departure for his reflections was an appeal to the teachings of

Christ, for, according to Bilozersky, true Christianity resides primarily in

the feelings, hopes and longings of the people, whose driving force is the

love of God and, by the same token, love of their fellow man. This is

expressed as brotherly love, which is the principal significance of the
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revealed Word. But the author does not limit himself to the teachings of

Christ, which were compatible with the ideology of Romanticism, nor to

the utopian conceptions disseminated by Romantic philosophers, national

bards and messianists, including those who professed socialist ideas.

Bilozersky also reaches out to the key slogans and achievements of the

French Revolution, to the animators of the “Slavic idea,” especially Herder

and, above all, to the religious mysticism characteristic of Eastern

Christianity, which stimulated belief in the need for and possibility of a

transformation of people and nations according to the principles of the

Christian faith.

This conception is already outlined in the first pages of Bilozersky ’s

programmatic text, where we read;

The religion of Christ gave the world a new moral strength which it had

not previously had. The Saviour revealed to people love, peace,

freedom, equality for all and the brotherhood of nations, that is to say,

new aims indicating to nations the possibility of realizing the idea of

the unity of man.'^

However, those who held the power to realize this celestial truth did not

fulfill the hopes which the subjugated peoples had placed in them, nor did

they sense the goodness which the divine mission had brought into their

lives. Eighteen centuries had passed and Bilozersky could still say;

nations are suffering as always in untruth, they are still oppressed;

happy are those whose national consciousness is strong and solid

enough that no external force can suffocate their spiritual strength. A
people can then manage to maintain its identity and tread the path of

development. This is the aim toward which every nation ought to

aspire, otherwise it will have to suffer under the yoke of captivity.-®

The author viewed the history of man and of his own people from this

perspective, hence his sensitivity to everything that demoralizes men and

nations and deprives them of their rights. A particular domain of such

deprivation, oppression and injustice was the author’s homeland. He treated

the captivity of Ukraine’s “Christian people” under the “pagan powers” as

the greatest evil in the history of modem nations. The same applied to other

Slavs, for Bilozersky was a fervent supporter of Slavic reciprocity. “I

doubt,” writes Bilozersky,

whether there is a nation which has endured more suffering from evil

governments based on paganism than the Slavic nations, which,

according to Herder, deserve the respect of the whole world, especially
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if their fortune and fate were dependent on their own attributes. And

although even today this same system is destroying the soul of the

Slavs, still they have already awakened to a new, independent and free

existence. This awakening opened before them a new life, revealing to

them at the same time the intolerable situation obstructing their

development and autonomy. Neither their political independence [he

underlines sharply] nor free exchange of thoughts and feelings, nor

even their language has any legal defence; everything is condemned to

persecution, while lawlessness smothers all.-'

In this situation the only way out of danger and the only possibility

of restoring the right of the nation is the unification of all the Slavic

tribes in one family under the shelter of law, love and freedom. With

their hands clasped in friendship, [the Slavs] will be able to defend

themselves against any barbarian, to restore their rights and develop

in their own lives Christian ideas, realizing them by restoring to life

its social basis—religion—and revealing to Europe a new value,

making of it a present for her. Just as in the past their [the Slavs’] task

was the propagation of work on the land and the development of

agrarian civilization and of high moral principles, as well as taming

the habits of warrior nations, so now they will appease the souls of

nations agitated by bad times, resolving acute social problems and

restoring the good which the Saviour indicated.^-

The Slavic ethnocentrism evident here is easily understood; its sources

of inspiration and its final result—messianism—are clearly apparent. In

attributing that particular mission to the Slavs, Bilozersky appeals not only

to religious mysticism but also to historical circumstances associated with

the mission of Cyril and Methodius. It was Cyril and Methodius, according

to our author, who enlarged Christian Europe by the addition of the Slavic

family of nations, which, thanks to its essential qualities, became the most

faithful of all to the principles of Christ’s teaching, constituting a model of

peaceful work, high moral standards and gentle behaviour.

Understandably, in Bilozersky ’s view it is the Slavs who are the hope

of mankind in its situation of progressive decadence, especially those Slavs

who are most predestined for this mission and who have received a

messianic calling. In this context, it is easy to guess what the aim of the

Brotherhood was and in what direction it intended to lead its activity, which

was to be based on the following principles:

1. The task of the society is to restore to the Slavic peoples their

identities and freedom, in view of which each member ought to aspire
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to the dissemination of the idea of freedom based on the teachings of

Christ and the rights of the people.

2. This freedom may be attained only by way of the unification of the

Slavs in one state, therefore members ought to aspire:

a) to come to know the Slavs and the right of each of the Slavic

nations to its own existence;

b) to arouse love for the Slavs and their nationalities, and at the same

time to destroy by all available means any prejudices among the tribes;

c) to popularize artistic and cultural monuments and works that arouse

the national spirit and the consciousness of mutual brotherhood.

3. Upon observation of zeal for the Slavic idea among his acquaintances,

each member can initiate them into the society. However, only those

who understand the meaning of the society’s activities and aspirations

and who have the element of Christianity in their souls and a clear

conscience may be informed of the existence of the society.

4. Avoid giving the names of members.

5. To influence people’s minds in accord with the tenets of the society and

to assist by all available means those who may be useful in the

society’s efforts to prepare the new order that may come. It is also

necessary to influence the minds of women in order to show them the

aim of nurturing the Slavic idea in their souls.

6. To aspire to the attainment of the aim in a manner which is solid,

exemplary, cautious and calm, in no circumstance to show fear, and not

to give people outside the Society cause to suspect that activities or

discussions are directed against the existing order.

7. It is necessary to draw near the people, to be concerned about and

involved in their education and well-being, and to arouse in them hope

in the possibility of a change in the existing order.

8. By all available means struggle against the unjust rights of the

aristocracy, and draw attention to those persons who do not belong to it

but work for the cause of democracy.

9. Since the essence of the Society is based on Christian love and

freedom, it is necessary to endeavour that the principle of equality and

dignity of human rights be achieved by means of moderation and peace.

Therefore, with this aim in mind, it is also necessary to strive to spread

the idea of enlightenment and the teachings of Christ.

10. Members who are known to each other should strive to ensure that they

meet at least once a year for the j)urpose of reporting on their activities.

1 1 . Because the Society is based on Christian principles and has nothing

egotistical or lordly in it, it must aspire to restore the rights of the

people and to remove everything which is not in accord with human
dignity. Each member must aspire to the realization of the Slavic idea.
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and at the same time employ all available means with the aim of

serving humanity and his own people, and must even be prepared to

undergo losses for a worthwhile cause.-^

With this proposal for resolving the national question and the problem

of the unity of the Slavs, Bilozersky’s vision constituted something of a

recapitulation of the intellectual history of the epoch of Romanticism. It

began with a call for a return to the principles of Christ’s teachings and an

apology for the slogans of the French Revolution—freedom, equality and

justice—contained in those teachings, which were opposed to the world as it

was, full of “earthly squalor,” oppression, violence, deprivation, privilege,

and enslavement of people and nations. The program then went on to praise

human freedom and national autonomy, as well as a federal union, all of

which would guarantee social harmony and stimulate belief in the

possibility of making earthly life calm and free from oppression and evil,

and would promote a sense of security in all of human society, particularly

the Slavic commonwealth.

Naturally, this was to be achieved by the Kievan Brotherhood of Cyril

and Methodius, whose mission, according to its members, was conceived in

relation to contemporary reality, but whose role and significance

corresponded to the breakthrough that their spiritual patrons had brought

about.

It is in this context, then, that one must examine the Brotherhood’s

most important document, Knyhy bytiia ukrainskoho narodu, whose

authorship is usually attributed to Mykola Kostomarov, the principal figure

among the Kievan Cyrillo-Methodians (although there may have been

contributions by Bilozersky, Hulak, Shevchenko and Savych). A unique

variant of the Ukrainian messianic program, Knyhy bytiia was

Kostomarov’s attempt to interpret the history of man and his homeland

with the aid of the Bible. The author clearly stressed his Christological

standpoint—the leading element of every messianic program. Because these

problems have been completely passed over in previous studies, particular

attention will be paid to them here.

As is well known, the idea of national messianism, which appeared in a

great number of forms and variants in the thought of many Romantics, was

based on the premise that Christ is directly involved in the universal history

of revelation and salvation. In Christian tradition, reflections' on the

meaning of salvation derive from the conviction that Jesus is the Messiah,

i.e., God’s answer to the messianic hope of Israel. Thus Christ was not

only the “living reality” in the present, but also the object of the vital hope

distinguishing His eschatalogical work.
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In this context eschatology appears as God’s conclusive intervention in

history through the Messiah-Saviour. According to biblical theology,

this is one of the most ancient formulations, in which the faith of the

early church finds complete expression. Occupying the central place in

the theological thought of the first Christians, it is based on the

recognition of two essential elements of the Passion and Salvation of

Christ: that Jesus rose from the dead, and that the history of Salvation

has never been interrupted. Christ continues to fulfill his role as

Mediator in the transition period.^'^

In this quotation lies the key to Christology as the history of

redemption which develops over time. It is evident that in their search for a

“universal regeneration” of humanity, the Romantic messianists based

themselves mainly on this biblical principle. The differences and

discrepancies which figure in their conceptions of their mission were a

consequence of competing socio-historical and eschatological perspectives.

The conceptions of Fourier and the St. Simonists deserve special attention

from this point of view. As “collectivists” they awaited salvation not from

great individuals but from the people, the folk,^^ an idea that was also

clearly expressed—and this is exceptionally important—in Adam
Mickiewicz’s Ksi^gi narodu i pielgrzymstwa polskiego (Books of the

Polish People and Pilgrimage), but especially in Mykola Kostomarov's

Knyhy bytiia (1846).

It is characteristic that in his search for the ways of salvation in history

and for the attainment of the Kingdom of God on earth, Kostomarov based

himself on the connection between the idea of political federalism

—

specifically, the concept of a Slavic federation, which was actually closer to

the concept of a religious-tribal commonwealth, but with clear political

prerogatives and institutions—and the idea of collective growth toward

perfection in the spirit of evangelical principles and the teachings of Christ,

which were a point of departure in the acquisition of the messianic calling

and the attainment of the highest moral values, guaranteeing the ability to

rise to the highest level of Christian perfection and truth. According to

Kostomarov,

the Son of God came to earth in order to reveal the truth to people so

that the truth would liberate the human race.

And Christ taught that all men are brothers, that all must first love .

God, then one another, while God has the greatest respect for him who
gives up his soul for his friends. And whosoever among men wishes to

be first should be the servant of all.-^
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Biblical texts and books of wisdom left their mark here very clearly. A
didactic attitude characterizes the social postulates of the Knyhy bytiia,

which commands its readers to assist the persecuted, unfortunate and

oppressed, and indicates at the same time that

Christ Himself set a worthy example; He was the wisest and the most

just of men, and so was a King and a Lord, but He did not appear in the

form of an earthly king and lord, but was bom in a manger, lived in

poverty, surrounded Himself with disciples who were not of noble birth

or from the milieu of learned philosophers, but simple fishermen

instead.

And the people began to recognize the truth, and the philosophers

and retainers of the Roman Emperor became afraid that the truth would

come out, and after the tmth would come freedom, and then it would no

longer be so easy to deceive and oppress people.-^

Reaching back to the sources of Christian social thought, Kostomarov

appealed to its crucial element, i.e., to Christ’s proclamation that the poor

are blessed because the kingdom of heaven belongs to them and that those

who hunger and thirst for righteousness will be satisfied {Matt. 5, iii-xi).

And so God, who became man, chose as the most appropriate condition for

the task of saving all mankind the life of the poor and socially humiliated.

He always identified Himself with these people and most often had such

people near Him. He sought their confidence and wanted most of all to be

understood and believed by such people. And therefore He formulated the

deepest truths of His teachings in images and parables wrought from that

which makes up the life of the poor, thereby ennobling, as it were, all

moral and material wrongs and misery, making them a vehicle of the

revelation destined for all people in all times.

It is easy to guess the direction of Kostomarov’s Christological

thinking: only through the spirit of Christ’s teachings can one be liberated

from destitution and humiliation, for God, in granting justice to the

oppressed and uplifting the burdened, renders them assistance and rights their

wrongs by carrying out an act of grace and blessing. Torment and

oppression of others, especially the poor, is an insult and a conscious

betrayal of God, since, as a contemporary biblical scholar remarks, “he who
oppresses the poor offends their Creator,” and “he who sneers at a poor man
insults his Creator.”^^

With the fervour of the earliest Christians, the author of Knyhy bytiia

combats social theories based on oppression, hatred and conquest, and

opposes to them evangelical love, seeing in it the fundamental element of

human order:
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It is not a truth set forth by God that certain ones should rule and

become wealthy, while others are held in captivity and contempt; this

would not be if the words of the Gospel were obeyed: the lords ought to

free their slaves and become their brothers; the rich should share their

wealth with the poor so that the poor may also become rich. If there

were Christian love in people’s hearts that is the way it would be, for if

a man loves someone he desires that the other should live as well as

he.29

During the epoch of Romanticism hardly anyone besides Kostomarov

proclaimed with such zeal that a simple moral transformation would be

sufficient to renew human relations, raise civilization to a higher level, and

guarantee liberty. What is more, the Ukrainian messianist was convinced

that there was no other road to the Kingdom of God on earth than the

introduction of the principles of Christian morality both into socio-

political life and relations between peoples and states. The highest good for

him was the expression in collective life of a solidarity based on active

biblical love;

And the Christians lived in brotherhood, they held everything in

common, and they elected from among themselves elders, but these

elders were the servants of all, because the Lord God said that he who
would be first ought to be the servant of all.^°

The social ethos which resounds so clearly in the pages of the Knyhy
bytiia derives from the author’s Christological postulates and defines the

specific character of a Christian ethics that demands not only a radical break

with evil but the exclusion of any evil whatsoever. This explains

Kostomarov’s fierce indictment of those who break the faith, idolators,

kings, the powerful, and those who play leading roles in society for having

trampled these principles, thereby reducing humanity to decadence,

degradation and enslavement.

Evidence of this is provided by the history of mankind, which,

according to Kostomarov, has been marked by decadence since the very

beginning. Already

the Roman Emperors and nobles, officials and philosophers came out

against Christianity, endeavouring to root out the Christian faith, and
Christians perished: they were drowned, hanged, drawn and quartered,

roasted, scraped with iron combs, and made to suffer many torments.^'

Noting their variations in intensity and shifting fortunes, Kostomarov
follows these processes through successive historical epochs. He is a
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partisan of the view, characteristic of Romantic philosophy, that as the

human race fulfills its destiny, it passes through a variety of developmental

stages: periods of youth, maturity, and old age. Employing the analogy

between the development of all mankind and that of the individual—an

analogy introduced by Herder and developed by Hegel—the Ukrainian

messianist describes the earliest period of history according to a literal

reading of the Bible and of works about ancient Greece and Rome.

He depicts the second era (i.e., the dramatic fate of medieval

Christianity) with early-Christian zeal, and without changing his prophetic

tone he passes to the next stage, a synthesis of the first two, i.e., the

modem era. Its distinguishing features are an intensification and sharpening

of conflict, a sharp clash of earthly, temporal concerns with the

transcendent, eternal realm, of politics with religion, and a striving for

freedom.

Nations are living in the very heat of this stmggle, whose character,

consequences and ongoing processes appear to be the work of Satan. These

did not escape the attention of Kostomarov, who followed them attentively,

especially in reference to the Slavic nations, which, he stressed (following

Herder), were the hope of Providence for the future rebirth of humanity. But

the Slavs themselves, especially the Poles and the Russians, have become

corrupt and labour under the yoke of imprisonment imposed by tsars,

princes and lords, and are falling deeper and deeper into foreign

enslavement.^-

However, in his account of Ukrainian history, Kostomarov adopts an

idealistic, at times even megalomaniacal view, which is not surprising,

given the system of interpretation he employs. For Kostomarov, Ukraine

was the scene of particularly dramatic events as a result of which she lost

her independence, becoming an object of plunder for the occupying powers,

to be sold to the highest bidder, stripped of her national character, her

religion given over to chicanery. Imitating biblical style, Kostomarov

writes painfully:

And the lords wished to transform the people into wood or stone, and

began to prevent them from going to church to baptize their children,

bless their marriages, partake of the Eucharist and bury their dead, all

in order that the simple folk be deprived of their humanity.

The problem that Kostomarov raises here goes beyond any individual

case to attain the universal dimension of human existence, inasmuch as it

refers not only to the dimension of love of one’s neighbour, but to the

entire sphere of human activity. It also refers to upholding the fundamental
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truths of biblical revelation, i.e., the Decalogue, whereby all hatred and

oppression of one man by another are to be eliminated.

By comparing the views of the Ukrainian philosopher with the Bible

and reflections of biblical scholars, we arrive at the conclusion that the

author of Knyhy bytiia was an ardent votary of the Bible and that he treated

his obligations to his fellow man as seriously as his obligations to God: for

him, both were inseparably bound together. As a believer and zealous

defender of the Ukrainian church, Kostomarov was convinced that religion

—

and contemporary biblical scholarship also raises this point

—

is not only the union of man with God; religion is also the union of

man with man... Faith and conduct, religion and life are intimately

joined together. One cannot worship God and simultaneously break the

moral precepts of the Decalogue. Ethical and religious attitudes are

mutually conditioned; any separation of them is contradictory to a

biblical conception of religiosity and morality.^"*

This statement helps to clarify one of the most essential features of

Kostomarov’s reflections, which are guided by an aim derived from the

spirit of Christology. That aim is the attainment of the highest moral

values of the people, their defence, victory over pessimism, and the

inspiration of his countrymen with the hope and belief that their

faithfulness to the religion of Christ, their defence of it, and their struggle

for freedom will be rewarded. After all, by the power of Christ righteousness

will be brought to the oppressed and the wronged, hence a society that

acquiesces in the violation of the principles of Christian morality and social

justice cannot go unpunished. Bringing a sharp indictment against the

Polish rulers and Russian tsars as those responsible for the misfortunes and

sufferings of the Ukrainian people, Kostomarov asserts that all their actions

and efforts have not produced the desired result, since Ukraine continues to

live:

She has not fallen, for she did not even wish to know of tsars or lords,

and if there was a tsar he was not of us, and if there were lords they were

not of us, and although it happened that Ukrainian blood gave birth to

deformities, at least they did not mar the Ukrainian language with their

vile mouths, nor did they consider themselves to be Ukrainians....

From this point on, the meaning and purpose of Kostomarov’s
philosophy of history become even clearer. Its root and basis is a

philosophy of history that interprets the fate of Kostomarov’s homeland as

it passes through suffering toward its great destiny. It must also be borne in

mind that the fundamental concept of the Romantic philosophy of history
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was that of the Zeitgeist, i.e., the dominant trend of a given epoch. The

Zeitgeist defines the task which the human race or a particular people is to

complete in that epoch, corresponding to a specific phase of its existence,

its successive incarnation.

Thus, in Kostomarov’s account, the Ukrainian people’s heroic history

of martyrdom was imbued with profound meaning and provided with a

goal—a mission of salvation—which is an act of providential grace and

renders visible the presence of God in the contemporary world.^"^

Kostomarov wanted to be particularly credible to his Slavic brethren,

especially in view of his concept of a Slavic federation. This is the source

of his idealization of Ukrainian religion and tradition, especially of Cossack

society as the most democratic form of rule—a social order in which there

were no masters and no slaves, but all were free and equal:

And day by day Cossackdom would grow, and soon everyone in

Ukraine would be a Cossack, everyone would be free and equal, and

Ukraine would not have over her either tsar or lord, but God alone. The

same would come to pass in Poland and the other Slavic countries,

which would model themselves on Ukraine.^^

But the rulers and lords, jealously protecting their riches and privileges,

did not permit this to happen. Moreover, the Slavs, with the exception of

the Ukrainians, had already come under the influence of their “older

brothers,” i.e., the Germans and the French, and had introduced their own
kings, princes, boyars, and lords, thereby destroying their fine age-old

patriarchal system and faith:

And although Slavdom suffered and suffers in captivity, it is not to

blame itself, for both the tsar and the lords are not of the Slavic spirit

but of the German or Tatar [...] The true Slav does not like either tsar or

lord, for he likes and remembers none but the one God Jesus Christ,

King of Heaven and Earth.^’

This inculpation of foreigners and the suggestion that they were the

cause of all evil and misfortune is a borrowing from the ideology of the

Russian Slavophiles that was meant to allay the mutual prejudices of the

Slavs and to raise their self-esteem. Of course, Kostomarov also hoped to

stimulate goodwill toward and confidence in his own people. Despite the

ordeals of history that had afflicted them with humiliation and suffering,

they had managed to survive and maintain their loyalty to the religion of

their ancestors and the teachings of Christ. This was a cardinal point for

Kostomarov, who held that “by rejecting God human freedom actually
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destroys itself. Apart from God a person ceases to be authentically and fully

human.”'^°

Thus, according to Kostomarov, Ukraine personified the idea of faith

and freedom in the modem world. Moreover, it did not know the false gods

of business and profit or conduct wars of aggression; on the contrary, it

strengthened brotherhood and justice—a point especially stressed by

Kostomarov in his interpretation of Ukrainian history. Our philosopher

treated his country’s past not only as a symbolic history of freedom, but

also as an image or figure of the future world order that would be based on

brotherhood and the solidarity of peoples.'** The nation which had suffered

persecution and stmggled with evil becomes a metaphysical Justification of

heroism elevated to the highest level of the Romantic hierarchy of values.

The significance of the messianic ethos in this hierarchy is difficult to

overestimate. One can see it as

the idea of a Christianization of politics, an ethicization of relations

among peoples and the elimination of the right of the stronger. It was

on this foundation that the realization of the earthly Kingdom of God
was to be based.'*-

But it must also be remembered that in raising suffering and sacrifice to

the highest level, Kostomarov, in evangelical style, compares the suffering

and sacrifice of the Ukrainian people with the suffering and sacrifice of

Christ. This is an analogy that appeals both to the similarity of their fate as

martyrs and to the universal meaning of sacrifice.

Thus was conceived the culmination of Kostomarov’s Christological

idea, in accordance with which Ukraine was identified with Christ. Like

Him, she suffered and was martyred on the cross of history, but she will

manifest herself in the conscience of the “spirit of humanity,” and her

resurrection will lead to a transformation in the spiritual renewal of the

world and an era of freedom in human history. Indeed, “Christ the King
spilled his blood for the freedom of the human race and left it for all time as

nourishment for the faithful.

But this does not mean that the nation-messiah will consume the blood

of Christ in humility and suffering without struggling against its

oppressors or calling out loudly for support in fulfilling its missionary role.

It will not passively await divine retribution for blood and torment but,

radiating an aura of messianic greatness, will summon its Slavic relatives to

action. This manifold labour will be undertaken in solidarity in order to

create a Slavic federation that will initiate a new social life in a form more
perfect than ever before in history, i.e., a union of kindred peoples joined by
Christian and cultural tradition, a common idea and a historical mission.
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This idea, Romantic in the highest degree, to which Kostomarov gave

such an integral formulation, was directed toward the future, for only the

future presaged the fulfillment of the greatest Romantic dream—that of an

independent homeland and a free Slavic kingdom. Thus, Knyhy bytiia is a

classic work of Romantic messianism in which religious initiation is

coupled with political, while the connecting thread of the work is the

philosophical union of Christianity with the idea of freedom.

Thus, among the philosophical-messianic conceptions of the Romantic

era there arose this unique variant—a Christological philosophy of history.

It was a new prophetic revelation which was also meant to serve as platform

for political understanding among the Slavs and to promote the moral

improvement of humanity."^ In the final paragraphs of the Knyhy bytiia the

crowning expression of this idea is developed into a Romantic philosophy

of action and set forth in an exceptionally artistic biblical style that

manifests all the features of a prophetic-messianic message:

Ukraine lies in the grave, but she has not died. For her voice,

summoning all Slavs to freedom and brotherhood, has reverberated

across the whole Slavic world. And the echo of that voice rang out over

Poland when, on the third of May, the Poles determined that there

should be no lords but that everyone in the republic should be

considered equal. This is what Ukraine desired 120 years ago. But it was

not permitted to come to pass in Poland that equality should reign, and

changes were introduced whereby Poland was partitioned just as

Ukraine had been previously.

And so it had to be, for Poland did not listen to Ukraine and caused

the ruin of her sister. But Poland will not fall, for Ukraine will awaken

her, Ukraine who does not remember evil and loves her sister as if

nothing had ever come between them:

And the voice of Ukraine was heard in Russia when, after the death

of Tsar Alexander, there were those who wanted to drive out the tsar and

the lords, to create a republic and unite the Slavs in the image and

likeness of God, just as Ukraine had wanted to do 200 years ago. But

the despot did not permit this to come to pass: some he sentenced to

death on the gallows, others to torture in the mines, and yet others to

be killed by Circassian knives. And the despot-hangman rules over

three Slavic peoples [...] but he will achieve nothing.

For the voice of Ukraine has not become silent. She will rise from

her grave and call out to all her Slavic brothers, and they will hear her

summons, and Slavdom will arise, and then there will no longer be any

tsar, or prince, or baron, or lord, or boyar, or bondsman or serf, either

in Russia or Poland or Ukraine or in the lands of the Czechs, Croatians,

Serbs or Bulgars.
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Ukraine will become an independent republic in a Slavic

federation.

Then all nations, pointing to the place on the map where Ukraine

is outlined, will say: There is the cornerstone that must be protected,

for it is the foundation of the entire structure.'^^

We may assume that the above reflections and quotations faithfully

render the conception, character and sublimity of Kostomarov’s work. The

concluding sentences show the decisive significance of the passage from

individual initiation to the collective; the strong bias toward the conviction

that man is destined for freedom and a worthy life; that all people ought to

love one another as brothers; that the imperatives of faith and brotherhood

are the ultimate expression of human sainthood and, finally, that the

teachings of Christ and brotherhood should constitute the foundation of

society. The collective—like the individual, the national group or the whole

Slavic commonwealth—will weather all the storms of history, but but only

on condition that it does not deny its own nature, its religion, or its human

dignity; that it does not stray from the path of national ideals and rectitude;

that it does not break the thread of Christian tradition and does not forget its

calling. By respecting these tenets and principles, every society, great or

small, will certainly contribute to the development of mankind as it

advances toward ever higher “levels of humanity.”

Thus, according to Kostomarov, Slavic reciprocity should be based on

the principles of faith and love, which which flow out of the spirit and

content of the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition. The spiritual genealogy of the

Brotherhood of Cyril and Methodius reaches back not only in name but by

its very deep roots to the activity of the Thessalonian brothers, who are a

symbol of unity and faith in a tradition tested over the course of more than

one thousand years.

Translatedfrom the Polish by Allan Reid
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Bohdan Somchynsky

NATIONAL COMMUNISM
AND THE POLITICS OF

INDUSTRIALIZATION IN UKRAINE,
1923-28

During the 1920s two seemingly distinct debates dominated the

political discussions of the respective party leaderships in the All-Union

Communist Party (bolshevik) or VKP(b) and the Communist Party

(bolshevik) of Ukraine or KP(b)U. The first of these debates was concerned

largely with opposing models of economic growth as represented by their

most articulate spokesmen, Evgenii Preobrazhensky and Nikolai Bukharin.'

The second discussion, at first glance, involved something quite separate,

and revolved around the questions of national autonomy and cultural

renewal. This debate took its lead from the policy of “indigenization”

{korenizatsiia) adopted at the Twelfth Congress of the VKP(b), which

committed the party to recruiting members of the dominant nationality in

the non-Russian republics, ensuring that party and state organs functioned

in the local language, and fostering the development of indigenous culture.

In Ukraine, this policy was known as “Ukrainization,” and its most

consistent proponents as national communists.^

It is difficult to define national communism, since there existed no

single, comprehensive platform associated with a recognized party or

movement. Rather, this political current embraced a number of individuals

and groups associated with politics, economics, literature, historiography

and education. For our purposes, national communism can be defined as a

school of thought which attempted a national revival based upon a critique

of the existing situation: the exclusion of Ukrainians from the state

apparatus and administration and from the urban culmre of the cities, and the

resulting dominance of the Russian bureaucrat over the Ukrainian peasant.

National communism posited a way to overcome this reality: a state-

sponsored programme of Ukrainization in the fields of culture and politics

according to which a new progressive Ukrainian culture was promoted,

Ukrainians were encouraged to join the party and state administration, and

Ukrainian was to become the daily language of government. All this was
meant to overcome the inheritance of tsarist colonialism, which had created

a dichotomy between the Ukrainian countryside and the Russian or

Russified uidian centres. The debate within the KP(b)U concerned the coirect
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method of proceeding and, subsequently, the pace and timing of this

campaign.^

During the mid-twenties, Ukrainian culture was promoted, especially

with the appointment of Oleksander Shumsky as Commissar of Education

in 1924—an important post that dealt not only with education but also with

culture and the process of Ukrainization in general.

In April 1925, KP(b)U First Secretary Lazar Kaganovich sanctioned the

extension of Ukrainization within the state administration and the party as a

whole. After a year Ukrainization reached its limits; the process was upheld,

but attempts by the writer Mykola Khvyliovy and others to counterpose

Ukrainian culture to Russian were condemned by the KP(b)U leadership,

along with any proposal (existing or fictional) of forcibly Ukrainizing the

Russian working class. Shumsky was held responsible and transferred to

another post in Moscow within the year."^

It would appear that the debates on Ukrainization had little connection

with the economic debates that raged within the higher leadership of the

VKP(b). Nevertheless, the national communists understood that

Ukrainization must have a socio-economic foundation. The precondition of

Ukrainizing the party and state organs along with the Russified Ukrainian

working class was the transformation of the Ukrainian peasantry into a

Ukrainian working class. This could only be accomplished if the republic

industrialized and the peasants moved into the cities in search of available

jobs. The economic foundations of this process need to be clarified in detail.

This article discusses the views of two economists, Hryhorii Hrynko and

Mykhailo Volobuiev, who can be said to have articulated the economic

platform of national communism, and shows how the problem of

Ukrainization affected the industrialization of the Ukrainian republic.

Finally, the article outlines how certain contradictory positions contributed

to the defeat of national communism in Ukraine. First of all, however, it is

necessary to review the basic economic developments of the decade.

The Economic Development of Ukraine during the 1920s

During the period of tsarist colonialism three characteristics defined

Ukraine’s economic status.^ First, the domination of the Ukrainian market

by Russian manufactured goods resulted in the elimination of Ukrainian

light industry along with any possible development of a native bourgeoisie.

Second, capital investment by Franco-Belgian financial associations had

developed Ukraine’s heavy industry, principally in the areas of ore extraction

and refining, as well as semi-processing and manufacture of capital goods.

Finally, the Russian state directly appropriated taxation revenues without

any complementary expenditures on Ukrainian territory. These factors had

major social consequences. Since the Ukrainian peasantry was tied to the
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land by its lack of industrial skills, the more skilled Russian labour force

migrated into Ukraine’s industrial towns and became the dominant

component of the urban working class. As a result, national divisions in the

class structure corresponded to Ukraine’s position within the international

division of labour and to the degree of capitalist development in Ukraine.^

The Ukrainian peasantry produced grain for export while the working class

became increasingly Russian or Russified as one approached the industrial

centres of the south-east. This was the heritage of economic inequality that

the Ukrainian communists had to overcome.

The Revolution eliminated the role of foreign capital in Ukraine’s

economic life, but this is not to say that the internal dynamics of the

system were radically changed. First of all, the emphasis on the production

of grain remained, not so much for export, as the large efficient plantations

had been broken up into smaller sections by peasant seizures and agrarian

reform, but because Ukraine remained the principal source of grain to feed

the major cities with their growing populations.^ Secondly, from Moscow’s

perspective the preconditions of Soviet industrialization required the

reconstruction and expansion of Ukraine’s heavy industry, resulting in

continued neglect of light industry and consumer-goods production. Since

Ukraine had little light industry to begin with, this policy condemned her to

continue enduring a distorted balance of production.^

Two aspects of Ukraine’s economic development require consideration:

Ukraine’s share of total Soviet investment in industry and her role as the

prime producer of an agricultural surplus. This article emphasizes industrial

policy, since the question of the peasantry and the impact of collectivization

have received much more attention from other scholars.’

If we examine Ukraine’s share in total Soviet capital investment, we
discover two distinct phases. During the latter period of the New Economic

Policy (NEP), from 1925 to 1928-9, which were the years marking the end

of reconstruction and the beginning of new expansion, Ukraine received

between 25 and 29 per cent of all Soviet capital investment in “census” or

large-scale planned industries. Investment peaked in the first year of the

Five-Year Plan (1928-32), then fell dramatically to an average of 20 per cent

over the course of the first Five-Year Plan and 18.5 per cent in the second

Five-Year Plan (1933-7). Two contrasting tendencies account for this

pattern of investment. In the early years of NEP, investments by industrial

trusts were under the authority of republican and local organs, not under the

strict control of the central Soviet authorities. Furthermore, the leading

republic economic organs, the Ukrainian Gosplan (State Planning

Commission) and Vesenkha (Supreme Council of the National Economy),
assumed greater authority by participating in the preparation of control

figures and administering many of the important all-Union trusts located in
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Ukraine.” However, after 1926 many of these powers were curtailed. In

1926 the Soviet Vesenkha was reorganized with the creation of glavki,

industrial ministries organized on a sectoral basis, which now had the

authority to plan capital construction for both all-Union and republican

projects. Ukraine’s Gosplan was increasingly subordinated to the all-Union

Gosplan and in 1928 Ukraine’s Vesenkha lost its right to participate in the

preparation of control figures and to administer such important trusts as the

coal trust, Donvuhil.'- As a result the share of capital-investment funds

controlled by the republican authorities fell from more than 21 per cent in

the years 1924—6 to less than 14 percent in 1927-8.”

For some time this diminution of local authority had no effect on

Ukraine’s overall share of investment funds, since the central authorities

were interested in developing a heavy industrial base, much of which was

concentrated in Ukraine’s existing capacity. When the Special Conference

for the Restoration of Fixed Capital (Osvok) of the all-Union Vesenkha,

headed by lurii Piatakov, formulated the first draft of the Five-Year Plan in

1926, it recommended that new capital construction be concentrated in

Ukraine and the central regions of European Russia, considering

investments in the East an unproductive waste of capital resources.” Of

particular importance were the extractive and primary-processing industries

such as coal, iron and steel. The largest project considered in the late

twenties was the construction of the Dniprohes hydroelectric power station,

which had planned allocations of 34 million rubles in 1927-8 and peaked at

45 million rubles in 1928-9.” Furthermore, during the latter half of NEP,

Ukrainian economists and party leaders fought a rearguard action, insisting

that new industrial projects and major expansions be located near Ukraine’s

existing industrial sites and the electric power generated by Dniprohes. In

April 1929, when Mykola Skrypnyk, the prominent Ukrainian Bolshevik,

was at the height of his influence, he was able to persuade the all-Union

Vesenkha to establish a third tractor factory in Ukraine besides the ones

planned for Stalingrad and the Urals.

A fundamental theoretical tenet of the industrialization drive was

emphasis on the manufacture of producer goods in order to provide the basis

of future Soviet industrial development and eventual expansion of the

consumer sector. In actual fact, industrialization initiated a self-perpetuating

process which precluded the expansion of the consumer sector and provided

the emerging political elite with a social base consisting of economic

administrators, engineers and other technical personnel involved in industry.

This stress on the manufacture of producer goods, combined with the above-

mentioned reconstruction and expansion of the existing pattern of industry,

resulted in the continued domination of the producer-goods sector in

Ukrainian industry. Light industry, which had expanded most rapidly in the
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NEP period, began to lose its relative share of production. Whereas light

industry (or, more exactly, industry associated \vith the production of the

means of consumption) produced half the total industrial output in 1925-6,

by 1935 it accounted for only 34 per cent of all production. Since other

regions of the Soviet Union had a more balanced industrial structure, the

increasing emphasis on the manufacture of producer goods had a lesser effect

on the consumer sector, so that the average all-Union share only declined

from 55.6 to 42.2 per cent during the period 1928-37.*^

The initial drafts of the first Five-Year Plan (including Piatakov’s)

were rejected either because of the authors’ political “deviations” or

because they envisaged decelerating rates of industrial growth in the later

years of the plan. Instead the final draft called for increasing tempos of

growth and an emphasis on new, massive projects. Once the first Five-Year

Plan was implemented, new investment was directed toward the Urals and

the central industrial regions. Of the principal industrial regions, Ukraine’s

planned allocation of capital investment for new construction was the

lowest, the majority of its investment capital being devoted to the

expansion and reconstruction of existing plants. It was not surprising that

Ukraine’s share of investment devoted to reconstruction was higher than that

of the Urals or the Central Black-Earth Region, since these regions had only

a small industrial base before the revolution. The most striking fact was

that Ukraine’s share of investment for new construction was even smaller

than those of the Leningrad and Central Industrial regions, revealing a

tendency to direct new investment toward the traditional Russian industrial

regions.’”^

The republican authorities were in no position to contest the emerging

form of industrial production. Not only had the struggle against the United

Opposition narrowed the arena of political debate, but the economic crises

experienced after 1926 had served as a pretext for the centralization of

economic decision-making in Moscow. The share of investment capital

under their control dropped as a result of the reorganization that took place

during the latter years of NEP. Ukraine’s share of budgetary expenditures

declined from 24 per cent in the mid- 1920s to 12.6 per cent during the first

Five-Year Plan, and as a result its contribution to the financing of the

national economy in Ukraine declined proportionately: in 1925-6 it stood at

23 per cent, in 1928-9 at 9.0 per cent, and in 1932 the republican budget

covered only 5.3 per cent of such finances.'^ Just as investment allocation

was centralized during these years, revenue collection was similarly

centralized. From 1928 to 1930 the republican authorities received

approximately 20 per cent of total revenue collected on their territory, but

by 1932 they received less than 10 per cent.'^ During the 1920s the Soviet

central authorities appropriated 11-16 per cent of total revenues over
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expenditures, but by the end of the decade the centralization of taxation

resulted in an appropriated surplus of 23 per cent.^° Given this situation,

when the central authorities began to switch their investment priorities from

the Ukrainian industrial base to the eastern regions, the republican

authorities were in no position to take up the slack. The combination of

decreased capital investment and increased outflow of revenue resulted in the

extraction of a greater industrial surplus from the territory of Ukraine after

1929.

We can describe the characteristics of Ukraine’s economic development

as a specific Soviet form of internal colonialism.^' Whereas the capitalist

form of colonialism in Ukraine was based on the monopolization of the

home market by the central Russian industrial areas and the extraction of

super-profits from capital investments made by foreign finance capital, the

Soviet form of colonialism did not rest on the exchange of commodities,

but on the direct administration of economic resources by the central

bureaucratic elite. The Soviet regime inherited an internal pattern of

underdevelopment, while appropriating the role of foreign capital in

industrializing the country. At the end of the Soviet Union’s major period

of industrialization, Ukraine continued to act as a source of grain, raw

materials, semi-processed and specialized producer goods necessary for

Soviet manufacturing. In return, Ukraine imported consumer goods and the

machinery necessary for the reproduction of the producer-goods sector. It is

clear that Ukraine not only received a smaller proportion of new capital

investment, but also provided a significant portion of the surplus product

necessary for industrial expansion in both the traditional Russian regions

and the new projects of the eastern regions. The source of this surplus was

not existing industry, which continued to be heavily subsidized, but the

population, especially the working class and the peasants, who were super-

exploited. The most important means of surplus appropriation was state

control over the turnover tax administered through the all-Union budget.^-

The Economic Platform of Ukrainian National Communism
The leaders of the KP(b)U were certainly aware of many of these

problems and on many occasions attempted an oblique criticism of the

planning practices of the economic authorities in Moscow. The connection

between these problems and the controversies surrounding Ukrainization

was not directly articulated by the leaders, who left this task to others.

Instead, certain basic positions were staked out, while open doctrinal

conflicts were avoided. Most party leaders in Ukraine were careful to avoid

conflict with the leadership of the VKP(b), condemning Trotskyism in

1923, the United Opposition in 1926 and the Right Opposition in 1929.

Nevertheless, even though the majority leadership in Ukraine attacked
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Shumsky for his views on Ukrainization, this did not signify that the

KP(b)U leaders were slavish followers of the Stalin tendency. They had their

own perspective on socialist construction in Ukraine, emphasizing

Ukraine’s unique economic needs. This emphasis, combined with their

adherence to a moderate version of Ukrainization, allows us to elucidate the

economic perspective of Ukrainian national communism. It is in this

context that the more radical views of Mykhailo Volobuiev and the

Communist Party of Western Ukraine (KPZU) leadership can be placed.

The most important spokesman on economic matters within the

KP(b)U leadership was Hryhorii Hrynko. During the Revolution he had

been active in the Borotbisty, the left wing of the Ukrainian Party of

Socialist Revolutionaries, whose leadership formed an important

autonomist component of the KP(b)U during the 1920s.-^ From 1920 to

1923 Hrynko, as Commissar of Education, laid the foundations of the

unique Ukrainian system of education, which emphasized vocational and

technical training as opposed to the humanistic perspective of

Lunacharsky’s all-Union Commissariat of Education. It is important to note

that the Ukrainian system embodied many of the educational concerns that

were to become so prevalent on an all-Union level during the cultural

revolution of the first Five-Year Plan.^'^ This was one early indication that

the Ukrainian party was concerned with the problems of industrialization.

From 1924 to 1926 Hrynko headed the Ukrainian Gosplan before

assuming the post of deputy head of the all-Union Gosplan and becoming

Commissar of Finance in 1930. At the first all-Union Gosplan congress in

March 1926, Hrynko presented an outline report on the Ukrainian economy

and enunciated certain basic principles. He strongly emphasized the

political task of consolidating Ukraine as a Soviet republic by having the

all-Union authorities consider Ukraine a national-economic whole.

Furthermore, he pointed out that Ukraine possessed all the basic foundations

for the growth of the all-Union economy and was also the western

cornerstone for future economic ties with Europe and the Near East.

Accordingly, capital investment in Ukraine could only have a positive effect

on the Union as a whole. Ukraine deserved additional funding: not only had

it suffered a great deal during the Civil War, but it needed to resolve the

tensions created by agrarian overpopulation. Ukraine’s national economic

problems could only be solved by taking into account both industrial and

agricultural paths of development in a complementary fashion. Thus
Ukraine would serve as a model illustrating the Soviet system’s capacityto

solve the national question inherited from the colonial policy of the tsarist

regime.-^

But this would not happen if the central planners continued to apply

current administrative models of regionalization. The current practice of
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Gosplan was to divide Ukraine into two or three administrative regions

{krai) and ignore her economic unity. The three-tiered system of planning

(republic, okrug and raion) gave too much autonomy to the regional

executive committees and thereby impeded attempts to overcome the

differences between the agrarian Right Bank and the industrial Left Bank.^’

In terms of planning priorities in the industrial sector, Hrynko

considered that the central authorities had disregarded important factors. It

was unclear whether Dniprohes was to service only the metallurgical

industries or whether it was for the use of all the different branches of the

economy, especially agriculture and transportation. Furthermore, the

traditional industrial regions of Ukraine should be expanded, not because of

some local objection to the development of the Urals, but simply because it

was the most efficient use of capital resources.-^

In the agricultural sector, maintained Hrynko, Ukraine had posted a

large increase in the amount of acreage sown, but it was weakly supported

on the technical level. Any further intensification of agriculture depended on

mechanization. Ukraine faced agrarian overpopulation, especially in the

Right-Bank regions where there was large-scale unemployment. Light

industry had been mostly located outside Ukrainian territory in the past;

now new industries could be located according to rational considerations.

The processing of industrial crops gave a quicker rate of return in a time of

capital shortage. But if this was the case, then why were pioneering

investments in sugar-beet refineries being irrationally placed in the East,

outside traditional areas of sugar-beet production and refining? It would be

more logical to begin locating agricultural machinery and chemical-refining

industries in Ukraine.^^

The Ukrainian provinces of Poland suffered from similar problems of

agrarian overpopulation. Considering the possibility of revolutionary

disturbances in Europe, Ukraine was in a strategic position, for it possessed

links with Ukrainians in other countries and could constitute a model of

socialist development. Hrynko stressed that on both strategic and empirical

grounds it was wrong to view Ukraine primarily as an agricultural region or

as a frontier province that did not need industrialization. Ukraine had all the

preconditions for the cheap, rational development of industry. Furthermore,

there was the importance of establishing closer political ties with the

agrarian population of the Right Bank by proletarianizing it, otherwise the

region would be susceptible to foreign intervention.

The basic themes of Hrynko ’s analysis can be summarized as follows.

He began with a methodological point, criticizing the persistent colonial

view of Ukraine as an administrative extension of Russia, not an economic

unit in its own right. Hrynko did not present this unity as a given, the

result of a “national idea,” but as a political and social task to be
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accomplished by the Communist Party. Its political task was to help

consolidate the Ukrainian republic by establishing political links between

the Russified Left-Bank proletariat (implicitly of Russified character) and

the agrarian Right Bank, with its overwhelmingly Ukrainian peasantry.

This could not be accomplished by peasant migration into the industrial

centres, but only by the balanced industrialization of all regions of Ukraine.

Hrynko was attempting to overcome the traditional Russian practice of

viewing Ukraine as an agricultural region and supplier of raw materials. At

this time he was concerned not so much with the pace of development as

with overcoming past distortions in the balance of industrial sectors.

Implicitly, he was criticizing any future plans for inordinately large

investments in the East as a waste of capital resources, which could only

lead to the exacerbation of social divisions and the reproduction of colonial

relations in Ukraine.

Mykhailo Volobuiev’s Intervention

Notably absent from Hrynko’s discussion was any consideration of the

need for further republican control over economic resources. Since the

Ukrainian party leadership was not politically able to challenge the Soviet

leadership openly on this issue, its only recourse was to struggle for higher

levels of investment in Ukraine. When the Ukrainians began to contribute

to the all-Union debate on industrialization, their concern for a balanced

industrial structure in their republic was brushed aside by the central

planners. Accordingly, the Ukrainian leaders focused their arguments on

raising the republican level of industrial investment and on the regional

location of specific factories. As early as July 1926, the Ukrainian

Gosplan’s proposals to the all-Union Vesenkha on the levels of industrial

investment for all-Union planned industries were higher than many of the

estimates prepared at that time.^' The KP(b)U leaders’ belief that the

VKP(b) was amenable to intensive industrialization was confirmed as the

debate proceeded. However, their view that Ukraine would benefit from an

emphasis on the expansion of the producer-goods sector did not go

unchallenged at this time. The most coherent and articulate response to the

KP(b)U leadership was made by Mykhailo Volobuiev in his article, “On the

Problem of the Ukrainian Economy,” published in Bilshovyk Ukrainy in

January and February 1928. He took up many of Hrynko’s themes and

developed them in a more radical manner.

Mykhailo Volobuiev was an economist and party activist in charge of

adult education and literacy within the Ukrainian Commissariat of

Education. His position and the official sanction for the publication of his

article reflected the fact that his views had a significant following within the

KP(b)U. Moreover, much of what Volobuiev stated was not original. The
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historians Oieksander Ohloblyn, Mykhailo Slabchenko and Mykola Porsh

had already done extensive work on pre-revolutionary Ukraine; Viktor

Dobrohaiev had calculated budgetary figures which revealed the amount of

surplus taxation revenue appropriated by the central government; and

Hrynko had criticized administrative practices in regionalization policy.

What Volobuiev did was to synthesize all these components and attempt to

provide a theoretical scheme for understanding Ukraine’s modem colonial

situation.

Volobuiev began his article by attacking the previous methodological

practice of the all-Union Gosplan, which divided Ukraine into two

administrative regions. With the help of quotations from Hrynko’s earlier

article, he criticized this form of administrative regionalization as

corresponding to the vertical partition of the republican economy that turned

it into a series of sectoral extensions of the centre. This policy ignored the

horizontal division of the Soviet Union into a complex of national

economic forms. This theoretical error was symptomatic of the central

authorities’ inability to understand the specific political tasks of the

Ukrainian revolution. The policy of Ukrainization was based on the

consolidation of Ukraine into a single economic body by uniting the

industtial working class of the Left B^k with the peasantry of the Right

Bank. Gosplan’s methodological assumption of an undifferentiated

economic unity within the Soviet Union as a whole stemmed from an

incorrect historical approach to pre-revolutionary economic relations

between Russia and Ukraine and from an unclear position on post-

revolutionary relations. The importance of Volobuiev ’s opening remarks lay

in his theoretical assertion of the uniqueness of the Ukrainian revolution and

its tasks as rooted in the history of its political economy.

Volobuiev developed his argument in a commentary on the statement

of the Russian Marxist historian M.N. Pokrovsky that tsarist Russia had

not only been a quasi-colony of European capital but had also possessed

colonies of its own. Pokrovsky’s statement was significant for its

omissions: he mentioned only the Asiatic colonies, which had a lower

cultural standard and were subject to exploitation by Russia as a source of

raw materials. The European colonies that diverged from this definition were

left out of account. It had been the mistake of Polish socialism and

Luxemburgism in general, argued Volobuiev, to affirm that Russia’s

European colonies—^Ukraine, Poland and Finland—were indivisible parts of

the greater Russian economic empire and not true colonies, which

invariably lagged behind the metropolitan centre in economic development.

Volobuiev considered that colonies of the Asiatic type were still marked by

pre-capitalist forms of productkm and were sut^ugaled by hein^ forced to

provide a wider market for the goods of the core states of Western Eiurope.
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These colonies could be transformed into what Volobuiev called “European-

type colonies” if they became subject to capital exports from the core

nations. The import of capital and the introduction of capitalist social

relations would raise the level of productive forces and, more importantly,

develop centrifugal tendencies within the colonial relationship. In Ukraine’s

case, Volobuiev argued that tsarist rule had been unable to transform

Ukraine into an ordinary province of the empire; that the introduction of

foreign capital and capitalist relations had produced centrifugal tendencies as

Ukraine’s heavy industry developed; and that Russian historiography had

confused possible natural economic reasons for Moscow’s dominance with

real socio-economic factors.” Given Ukraine’s inclusion in the world

division of labour, the dominance of foreign capital in the past, and the

resulting high level of development of productive forces, Volobuiev implied

that the Ukrainian revolution and its post-revolutionary tasks could only

take a specific national form.

Since Ukraine had been a European-type colony, as distinct from the

relatively underdeveloped Asiatic type, the party’s economic task was not

to raise the level of productive forces under the guidance of the more

advanced centre, i.e., Russia, but to overcome inherited tsarist obstacles

which prevented the most rational development of a complex of economic

sectors in Ukraine. The problem was not one of the level of productive

forces but of balanced economic growth. It would be wrong, argued

Volobuiev, to consider Ukraine’s rate of growth the sole indicator of the

transcendence of the colonial heritage. Similarly, Ukraine’s role could not

be one of simply assisting, by means of the transfer of resources, the

development of the more backward regions of the Soviet Union. This was

the heart of Volobuiev ’s critique of the leadership’s current perspective on

industrialization.

Volobuiev also formulated an original contribution to the debate on

the possibility of building socialism in one country. As a good party

member Volobuiev admitted the possibility of building socialism in one

country in the face of capitalist encirclement, but disagreed with the

definition of the Soviet Union as “one country.” He engaged in such

semantic quibbling in order to emphasize that in relation to its own market

the Soviet Union constituted a complex unity comprised of many national-

economic forms. Soviet autarky must therefore prefigure a world socialist

system by means of an international embodiment (albeit within its existing

political boundaries) of a fair and just division of labour. Having been
transformed into a European-type colony, Ukraine possessed a

disproportionately developed heavy industry centred on the primary
processing of metals, but with rational allocation of resources it could both

develop a balanced economic base and contribute to an increased all-Union
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rate of growth. By implication, if revolution in Germany were no longer

imminent, then Ukraine, with its high level of productive forces, could

take Germany’s place as a supplier of processed metallurgical products and

manufactured goods to the Soviet market. Given the problems of

prefiguring a world socialist division of labour and overcoming the tsarist

colonial inheritance, both converged into the necessary realization that

Ukraine’s role within the Soviet division of labour was not one of existing

specialization, but rather of embodying a division of labour between integral

national economic units, each with its own unique balance of economic

resources. Current location policy was not based on the economic potential

of individual republics, but on the dynamics of the Russian market as

inherited from the tsarist period.

The VKP(b)’s conception of absolute autarky and vertical

specialization, and the resulting problem of excessive centralization, could

only lead to mistakes and irrationalities, de facto decentralization and

anarchic planning by local organs. Volobuiev gave examples of several

mistakes, the most important of which was the debate on investment

priorities between the Donets basin and the Kuznetsk combine. Here

Volobuiev argued that the case for the Urals rested on ulterior political

motives based on the wrong economic foundations.

The last example of discriminatory practice by the central authorities

was budgetary policy. It is important to note that Volobuiev ’s treatment of

this problem was restricted to the last section of the article, consisting of

six pages in a hundred-page treatise.^’ It is likely that Volobuiev considered

it a statistical commentary on the more important theoretical considerations

and practical problems of investment trends and decision-making. On the

basis of figures provided by Dobrohaiev, Volobuiev concluded not only that

Ukraine was receiving less tax revenue than it was contributing to the all-

Union budget, but also that the Russian republic was benefiting more than

other republics. Volobuiev did not begrudge Ukraine’s contribution to all-

Union construction, but objected to the unfairly large amount of this

contribution. Approximately one-third of Ukraine’s taxes had been utilized

outside the republic in 1923-4, while Russia retained one-third more than

its contribution warranted, with the other republics retaining their

appropriate shares. Volobuiev ’s implicit conclusion was that Ukraine was

still being exploited under the centralized Soviet system, considering that

the period 1923-7 revealed an overall surplus extraction of taxation revenue

of 20 per cent on average, a figure comparable to the financial exploitation

of tsarist times. Volobuiev concluded by recommending a series of

measures, most of which emphasized the importance of strengthening

republican economic organs.
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The Fate ofIndustrialization in Ukraine

Volobuiev’s emphasis on increasing the economic power of the

republics struck at the heart of the KP(b)U’s conception of industrialization

and could not go unchallenged by the leadership. Volobuiev’s article was

accompanied by a response from Andrii Richytsky, whose criticism was

more analytical than that of later polemics. Richytsky ’s background is of

interest in itself. He had been the author of the memorandum to the

Comintern by the Ukrainian Communist Party (Ukapisty), a left-wing

group that had broken with the Ukrainian Social Democratic Labour Party

in 1920. The group had requested recognition by die Comintern as the only

authentic native communist party (to no avail), and Richytsky had used

arguments incorporating the concept of colonial revolution in his discussion

of the nature of the socialist revolution and the national question. His

arguments on the specificity and national character of the Ukrainian

revolution foreshadowed those of Volobuiev, making Richytsky the best

qualified party representative to reply to Volobuiev. His attack had two

themes—the inadequacy of Volobuiev’s budgetary figure and his theoretical

deviations.

Richytsky criticized Volobuiev’s figures as based on incomplete

statistical sources which, on the one hand, underestimated the extent of

tsarist exploitation and, on the other hand, overestimated the extent of

exploitation in the Soviet period.'^ Dobrohaiev himself had recognized these

problems,'^' and Richytsky’s critique was probably sound. Nevertheless,

Richytsky had to admit that some surplus was being consistently

appropriated during the period of Soviet rule. His only escape was to predict

optimistically that the problem would be resolved in the near future. In fact,

the exact opposite happened, as the statistics previously cited demonstrate.

Richytsky’s theoretical criticisms are of greater interest. He
immediately fastened on the “Trotskyist” basis of Volobuiev’s conception

of the Soviet Union as a federation of national economic units. In the

political climate of the time, this was a deadly accusation of heresy The
conception was Trotskyist, argued Richytsky, in the sense that Volobuiev

based his arguments on the nature of the world division of labour and failed

to realize the importance of the Soviet Union as a single socio-political

entity. Volobuiev implied that since Ukraine had become a European-type

colony, its entrance into a union with the USSR, composed of many
Asiatic-type colonies, along with its separation from the world capitalist

market could only be to Ukraine’s detriment. Using selected statistics,

Richytsky argued that, on the contrary, Ukraine had derived many benefits

from its participation in the Soviet system.

At this |K)int, Richytsky <iigressed to explain that Ukraine’s lower
.^gneultuj^ output did iiot imp^ its agriculture was being exploited at
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the expense of industrialization.'^^ The real problem in agriculture was the

existence of small, individual plots. Where individual efforts were made,

development lagged behind, but where party and state guidance was evident,

progress was manifest. Finally, Richytsky criticized Volobuiev’s view of

the significance of Ukraine’s underdevelopment in the production of

consumer goods. This was only a characteristic of Ukraine under capitalism;

socialism emphasized the dominance of producer-goods manufacture

precisely because it was the necessary precondition for the expansion of

consumer-goods production.

There are two significant points about Richytsky ’s criticism. The first

is that Richytsky was concerned with Volobuiev’s Trotskyism not because

Volobuiev was an explicit proponent of permanent revolution—he was

strictly involved with the national question—but because Volobuiev’s

methodology emphasized the structure of the world division of labour, a

central element in the Left Opposition’s own theory. The problem with

Volobuiev was not his conclusions, but the fact that he reopened the

Pandora’s box of “socialism in one country.” Together with his oblique

comments (again following Hrynko’s examples) about exploiting the

national question in Eastern Europe as a means of spreading revolution and

extending Soviet rule into the Polish-occupied territories of Western

Ukraine, the logic of Volobuiev’s argument could lead one to the concept

and practice of permanent revolution.

This brings us to the second interesting implication of Richytsky ’s

criticism. For some reason he found it necessary to refute any idea that

Ukraine’s agricultural surplus was financing Soviet efforts at

industrialization, even though this conception was absent from Volobuiev’s

work. It would appear that Richytsky was attempting to forestall any

possible convergence between Volobuiev’s concerns about colonialism and

Preobrazhensky’s theory of “primitive socialist accumulation.” The main

thrust of Preobrazhensky’s theory, as formulated from 1923 onward, was

that an eventual disequilibrium would result from the disproportion between

the Soviet Union’s small industrial base and the dominance of market

relations in agriculture. Given capitalist hostility, the Soviet Union could

not industrialize by relying on foreign credits and the massive import of

machinery and other industrial goods from the West; moreover, there had

been a decrease in grain exports after the revolution. The only solution from

Preobrazhensky’s viewpoint was the appropriation of the surplus product

from the peasantry for industrial investment."^

Although never allowing themselves to be openly identified with

Preobrazhensky’s position, such leading party members as Gleb

Krzhizhanovsky, the chairman of Gosplan, its economist Stanislav G.

Strumilin and, by extension, Hrynko stressed that market relations and
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equilibrium should be subordinate to planning efforts and the expansion of

industry. Richytsky’s criticism appeared to be an attempt to forestall a

theory of non-equivalent exchange between Ukraine’s agricultural surplus

and Russian manufactured goods, which would provide the source of

accumulation for the further industrialization of the Russian industrial

centres. Richytsky himself admitted that current budgetary arrangements

involved the appropriation of a surplus by the central authorities. He only

disputed the significance of surplus appropriation and the prospects of its

continuation. Given this colonial relationship and Volobuiev’s emphasis on

the role of an international division of labour operating within the Soviet

Union, as well as his proposed remedy of strengthening republican powers,

the implicit conclusion of such a theory was that Ukraine’s colonial

position necessitated a drive for independence, since the strengthening of

republican powers would lead to a conflict with the economic plans of the

central authorities.

The only group that was able to come to the defence of Volobuiev was

the KPZU leadership, which, being based in Western Ukraine, was free from

direct political censorship. When the KPZU leaders published their most

systematic exposition and defence of “Shumskyism,” they posed the

problem of Ukrainization as one of industrialization As they understood

it, the national question had ceased to be merely a peascuit problem and had

been transformed into that of developing productive forces in the national

republics and unifying those republics which had an overwhelmingly

peasant character. In other words, Ukrainization was a two-way street: on

the one hand, the Ukrainization of the party and state apparatus along with

the Russified Ukrainian working class, and, on the other hand, the

consolidation of Soviet influence by industrializing the republic, both in

existing centres and, most importantly, in areas of agrarian overpopulation.

It was the problem of industrialization and its social context which, in the

eyes of the KPZU leadership, brought about a correspondence between

Shumsky’s perspective and Volobuiev’s economic critique. Indigenization

would overcome the peasant’s cultural backwardness and allow the party to

put down roots among the Ukrainian peasant masses. Balanced

industrialization under republican control was Ukrainization ’s economic

precondition. Both processes were predicated on the concept of Ukraine’s

national integrity. Other Marxist theoretician^ had discussed the nature of

national liberation, but the Ukrainian national communists were the first to

explore both the economic and sociological implications of a socialist

model of development.

Yet most Ukrainian communist leaders were not willing to support the

position of Shumsky and Volobuiev. They feared that the logical extension

of their views was the promotion of separatist ideas which would take
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Ukraine out of the USSR."^^ They believed that the principles of

Ukrainization could be safeguarded and provide opportunities for economic

development. In this context the publication of Volobuiev’s controversial

article allowed Skrypnyk to continue his attack on the more nationalistic

communists, such as Shumsky, the KPZU leadership and Volobuiev,

while setting the stage for economic arguments supporting further

investment and all-Union expenditures in the Ukrainian republic. His attack

was directed against those national communists who were openly

questioning the institutional and social arrangements that constituted the

Soviet internal colonial structure. While their perspective was rejected,

individual problems continued to be raised by such prominent party and

government figures as Skrypnyk, Hrynko, Mykola Poloz and Mykhailo

Katel of the Commissariat of Finance, Akim Dudnyk of the Ukrainian

Gosplan, and I.F. Slynko of the Commissariat of Internal Affairs."^^

Specific victories on investment levels and the location of factories were

seen as a vindication of their strategy.

Both tendencies of Ukrainian national communism were unable or

unwilling to confront the problem of mobilizing capital funds required for

industrialization. If the proponents of Ukrainian industrialization were not

prepared to accept Preobrazhensky’s and the Left Opposition’s call for

increased taxation of the peasantry, then the only alternative for the

Ukrainian leadership in attempting to fund large-scale capital projects was

for Ukraine to take full control of its resources by minimizing the transfer

of any surplus product outside its borders. Their attempt to gain

autonomous economic prerogatives, regardless of specific victories on

individual projects, became increasingly unrealizable once the first Five-

Year Plan and collectivization were announced.
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Bohdan Kordan

UKRAINIANS IN CANADA:
1981 CENSUS PROFILE

Some twenty years ago John Porter wrote in his useful volume,

Canadian Social Structure, that statistics may not be the easiest way to

learn about a society, but they do provide an accurate account of what that

society looks like.' The purpose of this paper is to provide the interested

layman and serious student alike with a statistical profile, or, in Porter's

words, an "accurate picture" of the Ukrainian ethnic group in Canada during

the 1981 census year.^ The paper will describe and interpret data pertinent to

the study of Ukrainian-Canadian society and, where analysis permits, offer

some prognostications on possible future developments within the

community.

In profiling the community, several structural features and important

areas of social activity have been selected for examination. These include the

demography of the group; its immigrant/non-immigrant character; religious

composition; levels of linguistic retention/assimilation; educational

achievement; labour force activity; occupational structure; and income

characteristics. The study sample is restricted to "single-origin Ukrainians."

In 1981, census respondents were offered greater latitude in identifying their

ethnic roots, including possible "multiple origins." This resulted in the

creation of single- and multiple-origin categories.^ In keeping with the

intention behind this change in the ethnic classification procedure, the study

concentrates on those who elected to identify themselves solely with their

Ukrainian heritage. However, relevant observations and analytical

comparisons with multiple-origin results have also been made. As for the

data, these were derived from published and unpublished sources, particularly

customized tabulations.'' Discrepancies in aggregations due to confidentiality

considerations and sampling error are the only limitations of the data. The

reader is therefore advised that the totals described here may differ from other

published results, although, if disaggregation is not too detailed, the errors

would be small.

Distribution

Historically, the Ukrainian ethnic group has constituted one of the

larger non-British, non-French ethnic minorities in Canada. According to

the 1981 decennial census, Ukrainians in Canada still maintain a
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numerically dominant position in the Canadian population. In 1981, there

were 529,615 individuals who declared Ukrainian as their single ethnic

origin and an additional 225,360 who indicated Ukrainian to be at least part

of their ethnic heritage—the so-called Ukrainian multiple-origin

respondents. Those who claimed Ukrainian as their single ethnic origin

formed 2.2% of the total Canadian population, establishing Ukrainians as

fifth in size relative to all other ethnic groups, exceeded in numbers only by

the British (the combination of English, Scottish, Welsh, Irish, etc.),

French, Germans and Italians.

Significant regional differences exist in the distribution of the

population across Canada. Figure 1 shows that Alberta leads with 25.8% of

the total Ukrainian single-origin population. Ontario is slightly behind with

25.3%, while Manitoba and Saskatchewan follow with 18.8% and 14.5%

respectively. This rank-order, however, changes when the single-origin

Ukrainian group within each province is treated as a percentage of the total

provincial population: single-origin Ukrainians constitute 9.8% of

Manitoba's total population; Saskatchewan, 8.0%; Alberta, 6.1%; British

Columbia, 2.3%; and Ontario, 1.5%. The majority (30.6%) of Ukrainian

multiple-origin respondents, i.e., those who identified Ukrainian as part of

their ethnic ancestry, are found in Ontario.
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The greatest concentration of Ukrainians occurs within the Prairie

region. This, of course, coincides with their historic settlement of the area

during the early period in the development of the Canadian West.

Significant numbers of Ukrainians homesteaded the Prairies both prior to

World War I, when the so-called first wave of Ukrainian immigration came

to Canada, and again after immigration laws were relaxed during the years

1923-9 (the second wave). The majority of Ukrainians resident on the

Prairies today are descendants of these early pioneers. The 1981 census

shows that 91% of single-origin Ukrainians on the Prairies are non-

immigrants and that, of this non-immigrant group, 90% indicated the

Prairies as their place of birth, a meaningful statistic when the low levels of

Ukrainian immigration to Canada since 1954 and the inter-provincial

migratory pattern of the group are considered (see below).

The large number of Ukrainians in the province of Ontario (the vast

majority of whom reside in the "golden horseshoe" of southern Ontario) is

in part a function of the immediate post-World War II immigration of

Ukrainian refugees to Canada, the so-called third wave. Of the surviving

number of immigrants who arrived during the postwar years of 1946-54,

62.1% declared Ontario as their province of residence in 1981. Although the

postwar component comprised only 13.9% of the total single-origin

Ukrainian population in Ontario in 1981, their impact on Ukrainian

population growth in this region is still considerable, given the added

numerical weight of their offspring and the offspring of those who have

since died. However, in explaining the large presence of Ukrainians in

Ontario, a more crucial factor appears to be internal migration. Thirty per

cent of the single-origin non-immigrant Ukrainians in the province were

bom elsewhere in Canada.^

Unlike Ontario, both Quebec and the Maritimes have not attracted

many Ukrainians; only a small number live outside the urban pockets of

Montreal and the Sydney-Glace Bay area of Nova Scotia. British Columbia,

on the other hand, has recorded substantial gains in its Ukrainian population

and, again, internal migration appears to be the crucial factor operating here.

Two-thirds (66.5%) of the single-origin non-immigrant Ukrainians in

British Columbia were bom in other provinces, notably Saskatchewan,

Manitoba, and Alberta. In fact, 60.4% of the total single-origin Ukrainians

in British Columbia are originally from the three Prairie provinces.

This shift in the Ukrainian population from the Prairies, especially

Saskatchewan and Manitoba, has enabled various Census Metropolitan

Areas (CMAs) to increase their share of the total Ukrainian population.

Vancouver is an example: 40.6% of Vancouver's single-origin non-

immigrant Ukrainians are originally from Saskatchewan and Manitoba alone

(see Figure 2). The CMAs of Toronto, Hamilton, St. Catharines and
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Windsor have also benefited as a result of the influx of migrants from

Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The 1981 Census indicates that former

residents of these two provinces constituted 23.3% of the total single-origin

Ukrainians in Toronto; 24.1% in Hamilton; 19.8% in St. Catharines-

Niagara; and 14.7% in Windsor.

Figure 2
Single Origin Non-Immigrant

Ukrainian Population

by selected CMAS showing province of birth, 1981.

Despite the fact that Albertans of Ukrainian extraction have been

migrating to British Columbia—18.8% of Vancouver's single-origin non-

immigrant population, for example, are former Albertans—the Ukrainian

population of both Calgary and Edmonton has continued to grow.

Migration from Saskatchewan and Manitoba, again, is essential to

understanding this phenomenon. A full 37.3% of the single-origin

Ukrainians in Calgary, for instance, are former residents of these two

provinces. This out-migration of Ukrainians from Manitoba and relative

growth of the Ukrainian population in Alberta explains why Edmonton has

replaced Winnipeg as the urban centre with the largest concentration of

single-origin Ukrainians.^ If this trend is not reversed, it may very well
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affect the historical perception of Winnipeg as the centre of Ukrainian life in

Canada.

The Ukrainian population shift from the Prairies can be attributed to a

combination of factors, including the increasing urbanization and social

mobility of the Ukrainian ethnic group, the performance of regional

economies, and the advanced quality of life offered in certain urban centres.

Immigration

International migration has long been recognized as an important factor

affecting population change. It is not surprising, therefore, given recent

levels of Ukrainian immigration to Canada, that it has had little noticeable

effect on the growth of the community. Data from the 1981 census indicate

that only 14.4% of the total Ukrainian single-origin group are immigrants.

Of this percentage, 48.6% arrived prior to 1946, while those who arrived in

the period 1946-54 comprised 37.6% of the Ukrainian component. The

remaining 13.8%—or 2.0% of the total single-origin Ukrainian

population—settled in Canada during the years 1955-81. This latter

percentage compares unfavourably with the national immigrant total for the

same period, as 68.3% of the entire immigrant population of Canada arrived

during these same years—a ratio of nearly five to one. In less abstract

terms, since 1971 there have been on average only 285 individuals of

Ukrainian extraction who have emigrated to Canada every year. This is a

function of the internal political constraints in the Soviet Union, which

have largely prevented the emigration of Soviet citizens.

Among single-origin Ukrainians, 44.6% were 19 years of age or

younger when they arrived in Canada. This percentage approximates the

national figure. Slight but important differences appear, however, when the

age-sex structure is decomposed into five-year cohorts and examined in

relation to the national all-ethnic origin group. The findings show that there

are more single-origin Ukrainians who were infants (0-4 years) or 24-35

years of age at the time of their arrival in Canada. There is also a significant

difference in the sex structure of the 24-35-year-old cohort, where males are

over-represented. These discrepancies can be explained by the absence of

Ukrainian immigration to Canada, the peculiar migratory pattern of the

group, and certain demographic characteristics associated, in this instance,

with the third wave of Ukrainian immigration. These require closer

examination.

Because the immigration of Ukrainians to Canada in the recent past has

been negligible, the homogenizing effect produced by ongoing immigration

does not take place in this case. Theoretically, this should have a twofold

effect: a) mortality within the immigrant group should become more
pronounced; and b) the special demographic characteristics of any distinct
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migratory wave should still remain visible, assuming this element

continues to exist in significant numbers. Census data show that mortality

has had a considerable effect on the second wave of Ukrainian immigration,

which settled in Canada during the 1920s. With few exceptions, only the

very young from this period of settlement have survived. This partially

explains the disproportion in the 0-4-year-old cohort at the time of arrival in

the total immigrant component.

Mortality, however, has not affected to the same degree the third wave

of Ukrainian immigration because of its peculiar age structure. The group

was relatively homogeneous in its age composition at the time of its arrival

(24-35 years). This was a result of Canadian immigration policy, which, at

the conclusion of the war, targeted able-bodied men and women to work as

contract labourers in agriculture and heavy industry. Men, of course, were

more desirable. Both features—age and sex—have been carried forward in

time and appear as distinct characteristics of this postwar migratory group.

It also necessarily accounts for the age-sex distortion in the 24-35-year-old

cohort at the time of arrival for the entire group.

Figure 3 Single Origin Ukrainian Population

by immigrant/non-immigrant status showing age structure,
Canada, 1981.
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However, the true significance of the variation in the age structure of

the immigrant component at the time of immigration consists in its

explanation of the current age structure of the Ukrainian immigrant group.

Figure 3, which provides comparative data on the age-sex structure of the

Ukrainian immigrant component and the Ukrainian non-immigrant element

(single-origin only), shows a disproportionate number of elderly among the

immigrants. This is primarily due to the fact that the group is not being

replenished by new and younger arrivals. More importantly, what is seen

here is the combined effect of aging on the surviving members of the second

and third waves of immigration whose age at the time of arrival has resulted

in a certain amount of covariance or overlap in their current age structures.

This covariance necessarily means that in 1981 a substantial number of

those bom outside of Canada should be in the upper range of the age scale.

The data corroborate this conclusion, as an overwhelming 82.2% of the

single-origin Ukrainian immigrant population in 1981 are found to be 55

years or older.

4 Population by Ethnic Origin

showing age group, Canada, 1981.

Although the Ukrainian immigrant component constitutes only 14.4%
of the total single-origin Ukrainian ethnic group, the imbalance in the age
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structure of the immigrants should have some bearing on the age structure

of the Ukrainian ethnic group as a whole. Figure 4 illustrates its partial

effect. A comparison of the total all-ethnic origin population with the

Ukrainian ethnic minority shows a disproportionate number of elderly in the

latter. This, however, is not due entirely to the increased number of elderly

within the immigrant component. Other factors, such as fertility, must also

be considered. The fertility rate in the case of the Ukrainian ethnic group

was estimated to be 1.63 in 1976,^ well below the replacement level of 2.1.

This would not only have a net negative effect on growth, but also

proportionately increase the number of elderly within the group as a whole.

Place ofBirth

Data on the birthplace of the single-origin Ukrainian immigrant

component shows that the bulk of this immigration was bom in the Soviet

Union (54.3%) and Poland (24.6%). Certain variations occur, however,

when the period of immigration is introduced as a control variable (see

Figure 5). Immigration from Poland, for instance, was relatively greater in

Figure 5

Single Origin Ukrainian Immigrant Population

showing proportion of immigration by period
of immigration and place of birth, Canada, 1981.
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the pre-1946 period than in the postwar years. This can be attributed to the

large portion of western Ukrainian ethnic territory that was incorporated into

the Polish state during the interwar years. Data on immigration from

Austria by period of immigration also indicate a disproportionate number of

migrants in the years preceding 1946. Again, this can be explained by the

old political-territorial configurations that saw Ukrainian ethnic territories

fall under the jurisdiction of a foreign state. In this case, the immigrants are

those bom in the Ukrainian territories which were under Austrian imperial

mle prior to 1918 and who came to Canada as children in the second wave

of Ukrainian immigration to Canada. The age structure of Ukrainian

immigrants from this area provides indirect evidence of this: 55% of all the

single-origin Ukrainian immigrants from Austria were children or

adolescents who arrived in the pre-1946 immigration, i.e., during the 1920s,

when Canadian immigration laws were relaxed.

Comparatively speaking, the majority of Ukrainian immigrants who
came to Canada in the immediate post-World War II period were bom in the

Soviet Union and Germany. Those Ukrainian immigrants who indicated the

Soviet Union as their place of birth were political refugees who voluntarily

or involuntarily left Soviet Ukraine during the war and refused to return at

the conclusion of hostilities. The migrants of Ukrainian extraction from

Germany, on the other hand, are primarily children of these refugees, as well

as children of refugees from Ukrainian territories located in pre-1939 Poland

who were born in the Displaced Persons' camps of Germany in the

immediate aftermath of the war. The age stmcture of the latter unqualifiably

supports this contention. Of the total single-origin Ukrainian immigrants

bom in Germany who came to Canada during this period, 69.4% were

infants (0-4 years).

Interestingly, in relation to other points of origin, the proportion of

ethnic Ukrainians bom in the United States who emigrated to Canada during

1955-81 was significantly greater during these years than in previous

periods. This must be interpreted in light of the overall decline in the

absolute number of Ukrainian immigrants who have arrived from other

foreign parts. Since immigration to Canada by Americans of Ukrainian

extraction has remained constant over time, a proportional increase in size is

not wholly unexpected. The fact, however, that a relative increase is

registered for immigrants from such a non-traditional source as the United

States points to the diminishing role of Europe and the "homeland" in the

physical and social rejuvenation of the group in Canada. The immigration

figures for the five-year period 1977-81 are especially telling. Of 885 single-

origin Ukrainians who immigrated to Canada during this time (comprising

only 0.2% of the total single-origin Ukrainian population), 335 were bom
in the Soviet Union, while 220 were Americans of Ukrainian heritage.
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Figure 6

Single Origin Ukrainian Population Born in Canada
showing province of birth, 1981.

On the issue of birthplace, it should be noted that there were an

additional 6,150 multiple-origin respondents bom outside Canada who

claimed at least partial Ukrainian ancestry. Of this group, 26.3% emigrated

from the United States; 17.7% from Poland; 12.4% from the USSR; 10.2%

from Germany; and 2.5% from Austria. Ukrainian multiple-origin

emigration is demonstrably higher from the United States than from other

foreign countries. The dissimilarity in results between the United States and

Europe, of course, points to profound differences in the social and historical

conditions which have shaped the particular character of the Ukrainian ethnic

identity in these areas.

Finally, constriction in the flow of immigration from the home
country has also meant that Canada is the birthplace of the majority of

Ukrainians in Canada. Data on the provincial birthplace of single-origin

Ukrainians in Canada reveals that almost 75% of Ukrainian non-immigrants

were bom on the Prairies. This will change dramatically in the near future

as more Ukrainians abandon the Prairie provinces, notably Manitoba and

Saskatchewan, for other parts of the country.
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Religion ^

The Ukrainian church has long been an important institutional structure

around which the activity of the group has coalesced. It has also served

historically as a powerful bar against assimilatory pressures. The Ukrainian

church in Canada, however, is currently faced with a crisis. Less than half

(48.6%) of the single-origin Ukrainian population belong to either of the

two traditional denominations—Ukrainian Catholic or Orthodox—and

slightly less than half of this group (49.4%) reside in only two provinces:

Alberta and Ontario.

The largest absolute concentration of traditional adherents (the

combination of Ukrainian Catholics and Ukrainian Orthodox) occurs in the

province of Alberta. Alberta's primacy may be explained by the

disproportionate number of Ukrainian Orthodox faithful in this province,

constituting 34.0% of the national total. This compares with 22.0% for

Ontario, 16.8% for Saskatchewan, and 15.7% for Manitoba. Manitoba, on

the other hand, leads the other provinces in its share of Ukrainian Catholic

adherents. In 1981, 26.5% of the total number of single-origin Ukrainians

who claimed membership in the Ukrainian Catholic church were to be found

in this province. Corresponding percentages for Ontario, Alberta and

Saskatchewan were 26.0%, 21.3% and 16.1% respectively.

Manitoba historically has led the other provinces in its share of

Ukrainian Catholic adherents, although its lead has diminished over time.

Conversely, it has only been since 1961 that Alberta's share of the total

Ukrainian Orthodox following has increased. This, however, is artificial,

largely because of the loss of adherents (whether through defection or

migration) of the Ukrainian Orthodox church in the other provinces. The

Ukrainian Orthodox component in Alberta's Ukrainian population has also

been decreasing, but at a slower rate. In this regard, it should be pointed out

that across all provinces the rates of decline in the recent past for both

traditional denominations have been significant.

The following percentages were recorded when the traditional faiths

were expressed as a proportion of the single-origin Ukrainian population in

each province: Quebec, 61.3%; Manitoba, 57.3%; Saskatchewan, 54.9%;

Alberta, 49.4%; Ontario, 47.0%; and British Columbia, 28.0%. The
differences reflect the varying degree to which the two denominations are

represented among individuals at the top end of the age scale within each

province. Of the single-origin Ukrainians in Quebec who were 55 years of

age and over, 73.5% claimed membership in one of the two traditional

denominations: in Manitoba, 69.5%; Saskatchewan, 68.2%; Alberta,

66.6%; Ontario, 59.7%; and British Columbia, 43.6%. This naturally

translates into a significant percentage at the national level: 63% of those

55 or older indicated adherence to one of the two traditional faiths. This
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compares, for example, with 41% for the 20-39-year-old component. It

means that 59% of all single-origin Ukrainians within this cohort identified

themselves with a non-traditional religious denomination or, alternatively,

indicated no religious preference—an alarming figure for the churches.

Figure 7 Single Origin Ukrainian Population By Age Group
showing religion, Canada, 1981.
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Data on the religious composition of the entire ethnic group shows that

fifty-one per cent of single-origin Ukrainians gave their religion as other

than Ukrainian Catholic or Orthodox. The Roman Catholic (16.5%), United

(13.4%); and Anglican (3.7%) churches are the predominant non-traditional

denominations. Ukrainian single-origin respondents also claimed

membership in a variety of other Protestant and Fundamentalist sects,

including Lutheran (1.6%), Pentecostal (1.4%), Baptist (1.4%) and

Jehovah's Witnesses (1.3%). Interestingly, 7.9% indicated no religious

preference, which exceeds the national figure of 7.4%.

The problem of defection from the two traditional faiths and the general

malaise affecting the Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox churches in Canada

is perhaps best illustrated by the introduction of some cross-sectional

variables. Among single-origin Ukrainian immigrants, for example, 72.1%

identify themselves as Ukrainian Catholic or Orthodox. The corresponding
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figure for non-immigrants is 43.3%. This, of course, explains the high

concentration of the traditional faiths in the 55-year-old cohort. We recall

that a substantial portion of those aged 55 and older are immigrants and,

because of their immigrant experience, are more apt to maintain the cultural

symbols and institutions with which they are most familiar. But more

importantly, as this element passes from the scene and no new immigration

arrives in Canada that would be culturally sympathetic to the two churches,

a dramatic decline can be expected to occur across the country in both

denominations during the next fifteen years.

Language

Language is an integral feature of an ethnic group's cultural and social

development. Accordingly, mother tongue and language use are valid

measures of the cultural vitality of the community. In the Ukrainian case,

comparative data reveal that the number of persons who indicated Ukrainian

as their mother tongue fell sharply during the years 1961-81. A negative

percentage change of 19% was recorded for this period. In absolute terms,

this signifies a decrease of some 69,000 individuals who had declared

Ukrainian to be the language first learned and still understood.

Polarity in age structure is the most striking feature of the group that

declared Ukrainian as its mother tongue. Although those aged 55 and over

constitute only 28% of the total single-origin Ukrainian population, this

element accounts for a disproportionate 49% of the individuals who
identified Ukrainian as their mother tongue. In Ontario, 30% are aged 55 or

older. Because of the substantial number of elderly Ukrainians in Ontario,

this cohort—that is, Ontarians 55 and older who indicate Ukrainian as their

mother tongue—constitutes a significant 15% of the national Ukrainian-

speaking total.

Interestingly, 2.4% of those who claimed Ukrainian mother tongue

were not ethnically Ukrainian, while another 4.0% were Ukrainian multiple-

origin respondents. Expressed as a percentage of their provincial total, the

largest number of Ukrainian multiple-origin respondents who indicated

Ukrainian mother tongue occurs in Manitoba (7.2%); Saskatchewan and

Quebec follow with 5.9% each. On the other hand, the following

percentages (expressed as a percentage of their provincial totals) were

registered for those single-origin respondents who indicated Ukrainian as

their mother tongue: Quebec, 64.4%; Ontario, 53.2%; Saskatchewan,

51.5%; Manitoba, 50.8%; and Alberta, 43.7%. The frequency of those who
identified Ukrainian as their mother tongue in Quebec would suggest a

strong degree of cultural cohesion and attachment within the community,
pointing to some interesting social dynamics at work within this province.
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Figure 8

Population with Ukrainian Mother Tongue
showing home language, Canada, 1981.

To a degree, the results on Ukrainian mother tongue may be viewed as

an index of the decline in the Ukrainian language as a social factor in the

life of the community and the family. This is further revealed in the data on

home language use. Figure 8 shows that only 3 1% of all those who claimed

Ukrainian as their mother tongue used it as a means of communication in

the home. A phenomenally high percentage of this group (68%) are aged 55

or older. Moreover, uneveness in the geographic distribution of the group is

also apparent, as Ontario leads with 35%, followed by Manitoba with 21%,

Alberta with 18%, and Saskatchewan with 15%. In total, Ukrainian home
language users comprise only 17% of the single-origin Ukrainian ethnic

population in Canada.

The recent and sharp decrease in the number of individuals who claimed

Ukrainian mother tongue, as well as the small number of Ukrainian home
language users in 1981, can be explained empirically by the combination of

a) mortality conditions operating on the remnants of the second wave and

postwar immigrants, both of whom, being first-generation, constitute a

large demographic block of Ukrainian language speakers; and b) the virtual

absence of Ukrainian immigration to Canada in the late 1960s and 70s. The
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rate of language loss will continue to be dramatic in the immediate future as

the effects of mortality take their toll on the core of the postwar immigrants

(a group whose age composition is relatively homogeneous) and as

immigration levels continue to be negligible. The community in Ontario

will be most affected—a function of the fact that the bulk of the Ukrainian

postwar immigration gravitated toward the urban industrial centres of

southern Ontario—although the Prairie communities, given the evidence

cited above, will be prone to similar effects. The rate of language loss will

taper off with the disappearance of this cohort, although it will probably

continue to be significant if current rates of urbanization and intermarriage

remain constant.^

Figure 9
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Family structure is also important for language retention and use. In

1981, of all marriages involving individuals with Ukrainian mother tongue,

only 40% had both husband and wife sharing Ukrainian as their mother
tongue (see Figure 9). This, of course, will have a negative effect on
language retention, given the enormous difficulty of maintaining language

use in families when there is no natural lingual tie between the two
partners. For example, in 1981, only 8% of children conceived in husband-
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wife families where only one partner indicated Ukrainian as his or her home

language used Ukrainian in the home. This compares with 37% in those

husband-wife families where both partners shared Ukrainian as their home

language. As long as the current rate of intermarriage remains high among

Ukrainians, levels of language retention and use will decline.*®

Figure 10 Single Origin Ukrainian Population

by immigrant/non-iminigrant status

showing ofTicial language structure, Canada, 1981.
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Single Origin
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Figure 10 illustrates the official-language structure of the Ukrainian

ethnic group. Only 1.1% of Ukrainian single-origin respondents have

neither knowledge of English nor French. Table 10 also shows that the

official-language structure of the Ukrainian immigrant component differs

only marginally from that of the non-immigrant group; a differential of

only 5.6% is recorded. All things considered, one should expect a larger

percentage spread between the two groups. This can be explained by the

composition of the immigrant component. Of the total number of single-

origin Ukrainian immigrants in Canada, 48.6% arrived prior to 1946,

allowing sufficient time to elapse for these individuals to acquire knowledge

of one of Canada's two official languages. This has undoubtedly been

facilitated by the fact that most Ukrainian immigrants who have survived

from this period were children at the time of arrival.
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Data on the socio-economic character of the bilingual (English and

French) element in the single-origin Ukrainian population conforms to

expectations. For example, those who indicated their ability to speak both

of Canada's official languages are concentrated in the upper end of the

education scale. Specifically, 17% of all single-origin Ukrainian university

graduates with a Bachelor's degree or higher claim to be bilingual. This

compares, for instance, with only 4% of those who have some form of

post-secondary non-university education, e.g., community college. The

widely accepted view that there is a strong positive correlation between level

of schooling and occupational status suggests that the incidence of bilingual

speakers would also occur more naturally within the management/

administration occupation category. The census data substantiate this view,

as 13.4% of those single-origin Ukrainians who are engaged in managerial

or administrative positions are bilingual.

Interestingly, there are disproportionately more individuals who claimed

to be bilingual in the clerical occupation group than in other occupation

categories. The high frequency of bilingual speakers among Ukrainian

clerical workers can be explained in part by the federal government's

position on official bilingualism in the public service sector and the fact

that 7.9% of the single-origin Ukrainian labour force is employed in public

administration and defence.

Figure 11
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Occupation

The occupation structure of the single-origin Ukrainian labour force

closely resembles the composition of the national work force with some

allowance made for fractional over- or under-representation. The sole

exception is in the primary sector, i.e., mineral extraction, agriculture,

forestry and fishing (see Figure 11). Whereas 8.7% of the single-origin

Ukrainian population earned their livelihood within the primary industries

in 1981, only 5.7% of the national total (all-ethnic origins) were similarly

engaged. This anomaly can be explained by the disproportionate number of

Ukrainians involved in agriculture. Comparative census data show that

7.3% of the single-origin Ukrainian group indicated their occupation dealt

with some form of agricultural activity (farming, horticulture, or animal

husbandry) as opposed to 4.1% for the entire Canadian population. The

disproportionate share of Ukrainians within this sector is not surprising

given the strong historical tradition of Ukrainian participation in agro-

business and production.

Within occupation groups, percentage differences also exist at the level

of Ukrainian single- and multiple-origin respondents. Only 4.9% of
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Ukrainian multiple-origin respondents were engaged in some facet of the

primary sector. This is significantly fewer than for the single-origin group.

Equally, some variation occurs between Ukrainian single- and multiple-

origin respondents at the clerical level as well as within those occupations

dealing with the natural and social sciences, religion and the arts.

Comparatively speaking, a higher concentration of multiple-origin

respondents are found in all of these occupations. Less pronounced but still

visible is the variation within the management, health, and teaching

occupation groups: proportionately fewer Ukrainian multiple-origin

respondents are in management occupations, while slightly more are in the

teaching and health related professions.

Further data on Ukrainian occupation status discloses the not wholly

unexpected phenomenon of gender bias. The data reveal that gender is an

important determinant of occupation.^* For example, a significant 37.6% of

the Ukrainian female labour force 15 years and over (single-origin) are

employed in a clerical or related capacity, while only 6.6% of Ukrainian

males are found in this occupational category. Similarly, 16.8% of the

female Ukrainian labour force are engaged in the service industry, which

compares with 7.5% for Ukrainian males (see Figure 13). Moreover,

Figure 13
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within the managerial/administrative occupation group a ratio of 3:1 exists

favouring males, while only 15.6% of the total Ukrainian labour force

(single-origin) engaged in the highly unionized secondary industries are

female. It should be pointed out, however, that this imbalance is systemic

in nature, appearing at the national all-ethnic origin level as well.

Despite the fact that the occupation structure of the Ukrainian female

group follows that of the national female population in its overall direction,

comparative analysis does show some discreet variation in the distribution

of both groups across the various occupation classifications. As a

percentage of their total labour force and in comparison to the national

group, Ukrainian females are over-represented in clerical, sales, service, and

agricultural occupations, while under-represented in processing, and in

medicine and health. The respective differentials are as follows: +1.2%;

+1.0%; +1.1%; +1.6%; -0.8%; and -0.8%.

Figure 14
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Important differences also exist in the occupation structure of the

immigrant /non-immigrant Ukrainian populations. This is graphically

illustrated in Figure 14. The immigrant component is significantly over-

represented in service, machining, and product fabricating (includes
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assembly and repair), while significantly under-represented in clerical

occupations. This variance can be explained by the age at the time of arrival

of the immigrant component. A dispropotionate 42.1% of single-origin

Ukrainian immigrants who arrived as adults in Canada are gainfully

employed in service, machining, product fabricating and related occupations.

Comparatively, this percentage differs radically from that recorded for the

immigrant component who arrived in Canada as children or adolescents

(21.3%) and whose occupation structure closely resembles that of the non-

immigrant group. It points to the rather glaring fact that immigrants who
arrive as adults are handicapped, for the most part, by their lack of technical

and communication skills. The majority are inevitably funneled into jobs

that require little or no skill, explaining both the overall concentration of

Ukrainian immigrants in the above occupation groups and why so relatively

few are employed in a clerical capacity.

Figure 15 Ukrainian Population, 15 Years and Over,
by immigrant/ non-immigrant status

showing level of schooling, Canada, 1981.

Education

The lack of technical and communication skills among immigrants is

to a certain degree a problem of education. The 1981 census shows that the
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single-origin Ukrainian non-immigrant group, in relation to its immigrant

counterpart, has achieved higher levels of schooling. For example, 16.2% of

the non-immigrant element has had some formal university training (degree

not necessarily completed) as compared to 10.6% for the Ukrainian

immigrant component (see Figure 15). More importantly within the

elementary-secondary category, 59.6% of the immigrant component had

less than grade nine schooling as compared to 19.4% for the Ukrainian

single-origin non-immigrant group. Of the latter, 61.6% were adults at the

time of immigration. The economic problems associated with the low entry

status of Ukrainian immigrants into the Canadian social structure

undoubtedly have prevented many from attaining higher levels of formal

education. But one must also consider that the bulk of immigrants were

postwar arrivals and that postwar immigration policy was aimed directly at

bringing in contract labour to fill the unskilled ranks of the Canadian labour

force. This element, therefore, can be seen in part as a result of that

conscious policy decision by the Canadian Government.

At issue, however, is the strong positive correlation between

occupational status and level of schooling which immigrant status serves to
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highlight. The census data demonstrate that the probability is much higher

for Ukrainian immigrants with lower levels of education to be in the non-

technical, labour-intensive occupations. For example, 18.8% of the

Ukrainian single-origin immigrant group with grade nine schooling or less

are employed in the machining and product fabricating occupational group.

This compares with 9.2% for the non-immigrant group. Likewise, a greater

percentage of immigrants with less than grade nine schooling are employed

in the service sector in comparison to non-immigrants with a similar level

of schooling. The differential between the two groups is 6.7%.

This positive relationship between level of schooling and type of

occupation is further illustrated when data for the entire single-origin

Ukrainian ethnic group are analyzed. Figure 16 provides a visual sense of

that relationship. The results show that Ukrainians with a university

education are concentrated in professional occupations; the non-university

component works principally in clerical and related occupations as well as

in the machining and product fabricating industries; while the greatest

portion of those with elementary-secondary schooling are found, again, in

clerical, and not unexpectedly in service and primary occupations.

Figure 17 Single Origin Ukrainian Population, 15 Years and Over,
by level of schooling and sex showing occupation, Canada, 1981.
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The positive relationship between level of schooling and occupational

status, however, does not necessarily hold true when gender is introduced as

a factor. Census data reveal that 22.3% of single-origin Ukrainian males

with some form of university training are located in the

management/administration occupation group. This compares with 8.7% for

Ukrainian females with a similar level of educational standing. Other

significant differences also exist in occupation status at this particular level

of schooling. For example, 5.9% of single-origin Ukrainian males with

university training are in clerical positions while 13.6% are in the teaching

profession. The figures for Ukrainian females are 24.5% and 27.5%

respectively. These comparative statistics highlight the play and influence

of traditional values within this group which govern social roles according

to gender. As a form of social inequality, however, a division of labour

based on gender should not be seen as a problem endemic to the group itself

but rather symptomatic of its structural occurrence within Canadian society

as a whole.

Figure 18 Population, 15 Years and Over, by Ethnic Origin
showing highest level of schooling, Canada, 1981.
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The single-origin Ukrainian ethnic group varies somewhat from the

total Canadian population in its educational composition. Figure 1 8 shows
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the results for the highest level of education attained by both the single-

origin Ukrainian and total Canadian (all-ethnic origin) populations. The data

indicates that Ukrainians are slightly over-represented at the elementary-

secondary school level (+2.8%) and under-represented at higher levels of

schooling. This is somewhat unusual, since the majority within the

Ukrainian ethnic group are bom in Canada and the census data show that

there is a strong correlation between place of birth and level of schooling.

The results can perhaps be explained by the historical legacy of the mral

character of the Ukrainian ethnic group, which in the past has impeded its

social mobility. In this regard, it has only been recently (the last two

generations) that the Ukrainian ethnic group has broken away from its mral

setting with its emphasis on agriculture.

Significantly, there is a larger percentage of university graduates among

Ukrainian multiple-origin respondents than among those who indicate

Ukrainian as their single origin. A substantial difference between single- and

multiple-origin respondents also exists at the elementaiy-secondary school

level, there being fewer among the Ukrainian multiple-origin group, whose

level of schooling was strictly elementary-secondary in nature.

Figure 19
§jjjg|g Origin Ukrainian Population, 15 Years and Over,

by sex showing participation in labour force, Canada, 1981.
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Labour Force Activity

The 1981 census data on labour force activity of the various ethnic

groups disclose some interesting results on the labour characteristics of

each. For instance, the participation rate—the percentage of the total able-

bodied population 15 years and over engaged in some form of labour

activity—is higher for certain ethnic minorities than for others. This is true

for the Ukrainian single-origin ethnic group whose participation rate (66%)

was slightly above the norm (65%).^^

The higher participation rates recorded by such groups as the Chinese

(70%) and Ukrainians (66%) can be attributed to the increased participation

of their respective female populations in the labour force; participation was

up by approximately nine percentage points over the mean for Chinese

females and 2% for the Ukrainian female population. However, despite this

relatively higher participation rate among Ukrainian females. Figure 19

shows that, in comparison to males, Ukrainian females still constitute a

decidedly smaller percentage of the total Ukrainian work force (single-origin

only).

Figure 20

Single Origin Ukrainian Population,
by iimnigrant/non-immigrant status showing
participation in labour force, Canada, 1981.
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Data on the immigrant/non-immigrant components of the single-origin

Ukrainian group also reveal some salient differences in participation rates.

The participation rate for the Ukrainian non-immigrant group was calculated

to be 70.6% during the census reference week, i.e., the week prior to

enumeration used to determine the economic activity of the labour force.

This compares with 41.5% for Ukrainian immigrants (see Figure 20). The

rate for Ukrainian immigrants, however, has been artificially depressed and

can be explained by the latter's age structure. Specifically, the

disproportionate share of elderly in the Ukrainian immigrant component

means that a significant percentage would be classified as retired workers.

Retirement de facto excludes this element from participating under normal

conditions in the labour market.

Unemployment rates are equally important as an indicator of the

economic welfare of a population. Comparative data on unemployment

indicate that among the largest ethnic groups in Canada, Ukrainians along

with Germans and Dutch (single-origin only) have the lowest

unemployment rates (see Figure 21). If the gender distinction is introduced,

the data indicate that unemployment among single-origin Ukrainian males

Figure 21 Population, 15 Years and Over,

by selected ethnic origins and sex,

showing unemployment rates, Canada, 1981.
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was significantly lower (3.7%) than the national rate (6.5%), while single-

origin Ukrainian females registered the lowest level of unemployment

(5.3%) among all the ethnic female populations. Unemployment, however,

was still higher among Ukrainian females than males (a difference of 1 .6%),

although the percentage spread was not as great as on the national level (a

differential of 2.2%).

The difference in the unemployment rates between Ukrainian males and

females is due to the occupation structure of each and the effect of the recent

economic downturn on certain sectors of the economy. Economic data

suggest that the service, primary, and manufacturing industries have been

most severely affected by low levels of economic growth. The data on the

experienced Ukrainian labour force show that the highest frequency of those

who did not work at ail in 1980 occurs within the primary, clerical, service

and sales occupation groups. Specifically, the primary sector accounted for

21.4% of the total experienced Ukrainian labour force (single-origin only)

that did not work in 1980, while the clerical sector accounted for 18.9% and

sales for 10.1%. Among the multiple-origin respondents, the respective

percentages for these occupation groups (which continued to account for the

vast majority in this group who went without work in 1980) were as

follows: primary, 7.1%; clerical, 20.9%; service, 27.2%, and sales, 13.6%.

More importantly, within these occupation categories a

disproportionate number of those who did not work were females. For

example, 87.9% who were previously employed in a clerical capacity and

went without work for the entire calendar year (single-origin) were female,

while 70.6% in the service sector were also female. This should not be

surprising, since our analysis of occupation structure indicates that single-

origin Ukrainian females are overwhelmingly concentrated in these two

occupation groups. Nevertheless, this is only a partial explanation. It was

found that, when unemployment figures were standardized for the various

occupation classifications and single-origin Ukrainian males were compared

to Ukrainian females, there were propotionately more females than males

who went without work during the entire 1980 calendar year in every

occupational category. This also holds true when Ukrainian multiple-origin

respondents are considered.

Interestingly, within the single-origin Ukrainian group, those who
worked in the primary sector appear to have been most affected by the

downturn in the economy. Of the experienced Ukrainian labour force in this

sector 8.0% did not work at all in 1980. Given that a significant element of

the Ukrainian population working in this sector was engaged in some form

of agricultural activity, it is reasonable to assume that the results are a

reflection of the increased incidence of farm bankruptcies. This observation

is indirectly confirmed by evidence on income, which indicates that 7.7% of
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the experienced single-origin Ukrainian labour force in the primary

occupation group had no income in 1980. This component constitutes

35.1% of the total number in the experienced Ukrainian labour force (single-

origin only) who declared that they received no income in 1980.

Income

Notable differences among ethnic groups can be found in the 1981

census data on income. Comparative data found in Figure 22, for example,

Figure 22 Population, 15 Years and Over
by ethnic origin, showing 1980 income groups, Canada, 1981.
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show that in relation to the national total there are proportionately fewer

single-origin Ukrainians at the lower end of the income scale and likewise

significantly more in the upper end of the range. The reduced number of

Ukrainians who were without income in 1980 can be attributed to the

higher participation rate of Ukrainian females. The influence of the latter is

clearly demonstrated in the census data. The percentage difference between

Ukrainian females and the total female population without income is much
greater than between their male counterparts with a similar income status

and can only be explained by the increased participation of Ukrainian

females in the total Ukrainian work force.
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To explain the proportionately greater number of Ukrainians in the

upper income brackets, i.e., over $25,000 (expressed in 1980 dollars), one

must turn to the occupational structure of the group. Figure 1 1 indicates

that, as a percentage of their respective totals, there are slightly more

Ukrainians in both management positions and the teaching profession than

there are in the all-ethnic origin category of the entire Canadian population.

Both occupation groups—^management and teaching—are important because

of their high income status. Consider, for example, that 43% of single-

origin Ukrainians in the management occupation category and 39% in

teaching and related occupations earned in excess of $25,000 in 1980.

Consequently, the sum of the Ukrainian population involved in both these

occupation groups, proportionately greater than that for the national total,

should have some bearing on the proportion of Ukrainians in the $25,000+

income group as a v^hole.

Of some importance is the variation in income status between

Ukrainian single- and multiple-origin respondents. In comparison to

Ukrainian multiple-origin respondents, there are proportionately fewer

Ukrainians of single ethnic origin who had no income in 1980. A
differential of 2.2% exists betweeen the two categories. Likewise, there are

proportionately more individuals in the single-origin category who earned in

excess of $25,000 (12.1%) than in the multiple-origin group (10.2%).

These findings are somewhat unusual, since results on the educational and

occupational character of Ukrainian multiple-origin respondents would

suggest that there is some degree of correlation between high socio-

economic status and the tendency to identify the multiple origins of one's

ethnic roots, at least among those who indicated partial Ukrainian ancestry.

Within the Ukrainian ethnic minority, significant income differences

also exist in the male/female distribution across income groups. Figure 23

clearly illustrates these. The results show, for instance, that a comparatively

small percentage of females (as a function of their total number) are located

in the $25,000+ income group. This, of course, should not be surprising,

given our earlier findings on the structural economic inequality affecting the

female Ukrainian labour force. We will recall, for example, that Ukrainian

females form only a small portion of the total Ukrainian group (single-

origin only) involved in management and administration—a high-income

group. Similarly, while single-origin Ukrainian females constitute 57.9%

of the Ukrainian element engaged in the teaching profession (a high- income

group as well), only 35.0% of the total share who earned in excess of

$25,000 were female. Table 23 also shows that a disproportionate number

fall in the intermediate income range. This can be explained by the equally

disproportionate number who are involved in clerical work. As for the large

percentage of females who earn less than $2,000, there can be no question
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that, relative to their male counterparts, the higher unemployment rate

among Ukrainian females has served to inflate their number in this income

group.

Figure 23 Single Origin Ukrainian Population,

by 1980 income group and sex, Canada, 1981.

Not unexpectedly, differences in income groups for the immigrant/non-

immigrant components are also most striking. Although the percentage

difference between both single-origin Ukrainian immigrants and non-

immigrants who earned in excess of $25,000 in 1980 is significant (4.7%),

the margin increases when immigrant status, i.e., age at time of arrival, is

considered. For single-origin Ukrainian immigrants who arrived as adults,

only 5.9% had an income over $25,000. This compares with 13.0% for

non-immigrant single-origin Ukrainians.

This result is in large measure a function of the occupational status of

Ukrainian immigrants who arrived as adults. Since a disproportionate

number of adult immigrants are employed in unskilled or semi-skilled

occupations, it follows that income levels would also be lower for this

group. This, of course, affects the income standing of the entire immigrant

component. Indeed, the average income (expressed in 1980 dollars) of

single-origin Ukrainian immigrants is significantly lower ($11,104) than
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that of Ukrainian non-immigrants ($13,822). Interestingly, the income gap

between Ukrainian immigrants and non-immigrants would have been

comparatively greater, except that the percentage of the Ukrainian

immigrant group with no income (6.8%) is markedly smaller than for its

non-immigrant counterpart (1 1.4%).

Finally, within the single-origin category, the average income of

Ukrainian males is significantly higher ($17,498) than of Ukrainian females

($8,570). Among Ukrainian multiple-origin respondents, the average

income for males was less ($15,629) than for Ukrainian single-origin

males, although condiderably higher than that of Ukrainian multiple-origin

females ($8,502). The average income for both sexes in the Ukrainian

multiple-origin category was $12,236. This compares with $13,354 for

both sexes in the Ukrainian single-origin category. The source of the

variance in average income between single- and multiple-origin respondents

is the high percentage (8.9%) of males within the multiple-origin category

who earned no income in 1980.

Conclusion

Some general conclusions can be drawn as a result of this overview. It

is clear, for instance, that the general contours of the pattern established in

the post-war period of Ukrainian migration from the Prairies to the urban

centres of Ontario and British Columbia persist. This will undoubtedly

affect the capacity of certain communities to maintain their identities as

traditional strongholds of Ukrainian life in Canada or to sustain the vitality

which they demonstrated in the past. Montreal's Ukrainian community is an

example of the latter problem. It is also fairly evident from the data that the

Ukrainian immigrant component plays an important role in defining the

cultural and linguistic character of the group. The demographics of this

population, however, will have profound implications for the rate of

linguistic-cultural assimilation of the group as a whole. With the

disappearance of this cohort, the rate of assimilation will increase

significantly. Although assimilation will eventually taper off, the effects of

endogamy, urbanization, social mobility aspirations, and more generally the

"institutional incompleteness" of the community will take their toll.

The socio-economic profile of the group is somewhat mixed. Single-

origin Ukrainians are found within all occupation classifications, but are

disproportionately over-represented in the primary sector. This can be

explained by the increased participation of this group in agricultural

activity, which points to the historical bond between Ukrainian ethnicity

and the rural/agricultural setting. The urbanizing trend therefore will

continue to have some important implications for the retention of Ukrainian

ethnic identity in Canada.
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The census results on education reveal other salient characteristics

associated with social mobility which again highlight possible difficulties

in maintaining ethnic identity. Whether in comparison to the national all-

ethnic origin results or the results for their multiple-origin counterparts,

single-origin Ukrainians tend to be over-represented at the lower end of the

level of schooling spectrum and under-represented at the top end. The data

suggest that higher levels of education may act as a dissuasive factor in

either continuing to identify oneself with one's Ukrainian heritage or in

identifying oneself solely with that category. Conclusions drawn at this

point, however, would be premature, as any valid assessment will require

the gathering of more longitudinal data. This is especially so since the

results on income show a countervailing trend, with proportionately fewer

single-origin Ukrainians at the lower end of the income scale and a higher

percentage at the upper end. This can of course be explained by the labour-

force activity of the group (particularly the increased participation of

Ukrainian single-origin females in the labour market) and the concentration

of single-origin Ukrainians in occupations that generate a high income. But

again, notwithstanding this, conventional thinking on the subject suggests

that there is a strong positive correlation between income, education and

occupation, and the data on education and—to a lesser extent—occupation

make it difficult to reach any definite conclusions at this point on the

relationship between Ukrainian ethnic identity and socio-economic status.

Finally, this survey shows that some important differences set the

single-origin Ukrainian group apart from other groups, most notably their

geographic concentration in the Prairie West and their increased participation

in the primary sector of the Canadian economy. Yet the results indicate that

the Ukrainian single-origin group also shares certain characteristics with its

counterparts, the most important of which are the gender- and immigrant-

bias factors that determine social roles and economic status. Both features

operate at the national level and are reproduced within this group. Although

they are not likely to disappear in the near future, the effects of an

immigrant-bias factor in the single-origin Ukrainian group may be

suppressed because a) that cohort will be reduced in numbers owing to

mortality, and b) the pattern of Ukrainian immigration will in all

probability not change in the near future.
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NOTES
1 . J. Porter, "Preface" in Canadian Social Structure: A Statistical Profile

^Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1967).

2. This study is restricted to an analysis of the 1981 census despite the fact

that 1986 data on cultural groups have recently been made available.

Dramatic changes in the results recorded between 1981 and 1986 point to

the profound effect that the subjective character of the new ethnic-origin

question has had on the enumeration of ethnic groups (see note 3 below). A
different set of questions is raised as a result, and any comparative analysis

of the two censuses would have to focus on these questions, notably the

significance of the change in the ethnic-origin definition. The purpose of

this paper is to provide a "snapshot" of the Ukrainian community as it

appeared at a moment in time.

3. In 1981, the census ethnic-origin question was changed slightly to allow

respondents greater latitude in identifying their ethnic origin. Paternal

lineage (ethnic ancestry based exclusively on the male side of the family)

was no longer used as the criterion determining ethnic heritage and was

replaced by the individual's perception of his/her ethnic roots. Moreover,

in keeping with the subjective bias of the new ethnic-origin question, the

respondent could also identify (if he/she so desired) the multiple roots of

his/her ethnic ancestry. For example, where parental ancestry was both

Ukrainian and Norwegian, the individual could claim both origins as his/her

ethnic background. To accommodate those who identified more than one

ethnic origin, a special multiple-origin category was created in the 1981

census. For a comprehensive discussion of the redefinition of the concept

of ethnic origin, see B. Kordan (with R. Chow), "Ukrainians and the 1981

Census Ethnic Origin Question; A Research Note," Journal of Ukrainian

Studies, vol. 10, no. 2 (Winter 1985):3-11.

4. Published sources include various catalogues from the Statistics Canada

National Series product group: No. 92-902 {Mother Tongue)', No. 92-910

{Mother Tongue, Official Language and Home Language)', No. 92-911

{Ethnic Origin), as well as the publication Ukrainians and the 1981 Canada

Census: A Data Handbook. Research Report No. 9 (Edmonton: Canadian

Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1985).

5 . Evidence on Ukrainian inter-provincial migration would suggest that a shift

from the Prairies to Ontario and the Pacific coast was occurring as early as

1951. See O. Wolowyna, "Significance of the Rural-Urban Shift in

Linguistic Assimilation and Socio-Economic Status of Ukrainians in

Canada," in W. Isajiw (ed.). Special Issue: Ukrainians in the Canadian City,

Canadian Ethnic Studies, vol. XII, no. 2 (1980): 17-32.
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6 . The rank-order of Census Metropolitan Areas—defined as urbanized cores of

100,000 or more—with the largest concentrations of single-origin

Ukrainian populations is as follows: Edmonton (63,120); Winnipeg

(58,970); Toronto (50,705); Vancouver (29,285); Calgary (18,045);

Saskatoon (14,595); Montreal (13,005); Hamilton (11,615); Regina

(9,820); Thunder Bay (9,440); St. Catharines (9,395); and Windsor

(5,200).

7. Siu-Yung Loh, "Modeling Fertility Patterns in Canada" (Unpublished M.A.

thesis. University of Alberta, 1984), Table 4.4, 72-3.

8. For a more thorough discussion of religious assimilation and the

relationship between linguistic and religious assimilation among

Ukrainians in 1981, see O. Wolowyna’s excellent article, "Linguistic-

Cultural Assimilation and Changes in Religious Denominations of

Ukrainian Canadians" in D. Goa, ed.. The Ukrainian Religious Experience:

Tradition and the Canadian Cultural Context (Edmonton: Canadian Institute

of Ukrainian Studies, 1989), 171-88.

9 . The reader is also directed to L. Driedger, "Urbanization of Ukrainians in

Canada: Consequences for Ethnic Identity," in W.R. Petryshyn, ed..

Changing Realities: Social Trends Among Ukrainian Canadians

(Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1980): 107-33.

10. See also O. Wolowyna and D. laquinta, "Effects of Intermarriage on

Minority Language Retention in Canada," unpublished paper, 1984.

1 1 . For an analysis of the historical occupation structure of the Ukrainian

female labour force in Canada, see M. K. Petryshyn, "The Changing Status

of Ukrainian Women in Canada, 1921-1971," in W.R. Petryshyn, ed..

Changing Realities, 189-209.

12. P. Armstrong and H. Armstrong, The Double Ghetto: Canadian Women and

Their Segregated Work (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1978).

13. The participation rates for selected ethnic groups in 1981 are as follows:

British, 64%; French, 62%; Scandinavian, 65%; German, 67%; Ukrainian,

66%; Chinese, 70%; and all ethnic origins, 65%.

1 4 . The participation rate represents the labour force expressed as a percentage

of the total population aged 15 years and older. The total population

includes those not in the labour force, i.e., individuals unwilling or unable

to offer or supply their labour services under conditions existing in their

labour markets. The majority of individuals under this classification would

be homemakers, students, seasonal and retired workers.
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Yury Boshyk and Myron Momryk

A NEW AND MAJOR RESOURCE:
THE ANDRII ZHUK COLLECTION
AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF

CANADA

The Andrii Zhuk collection is one of the most significant archival

collections acquired in recent years by the National Archives of Canada in

Ottawa, one that has taken the efforts of many individuals throughout the

world to help find it a secure home.’ With considerable satisfaction,

therefore, we can report that the Zhuk collection has been fully catalogued

and is available to qualified researchers. Moreover, the finding aid to the

collection will appear as a Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies research

report. The finding aid includes both published and unpublished materials

and will be of special interest to scholars of history, politics, and literature.^

Zhuk, who was a major participant in the Ukrainian national and social

movements of the first four decades of this century, felt an obligation to

collect primary and secondary source materials relating to this history. As

part of this undertaking, he organized several projects to encourage the

writing of memoirs—a hitherto neglected area of Ukrainian intellectual life.

Thanks to Zhuk's extraordinary foresight, this is one of the most important

individual collections on twentieth-century Ukrainian political history. The

archival material it contains will give researchers new perspectives on many

aspects of Russian, Soviet, Eastern and Central European political and

cultural history.

Andrii Zhuk (1880-1968) was a leading figure in the Ukrainian national

movement before the 1917 revolution. His active political life began in

1900, when he joined the first underground Ukrainian political party in

tsarist Russia—the Revolutionary Ukrainian Party (RUP). Like many of

his fellow party members, he came from the most nationally conscious area

of Dnieper Ukraine, Poltava province; in contrast to them, however, he was

of humble economic and social background, having been bom into an

impoverished Cossack family that could not support his education beyond

the third grade of parochial school.
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Zhuk distinguished himself in a wide range of party activities: he

wrote and distributed underground proclamations to the peasantry; founded

one of the first trade unions, the Union of Ukrainian Railway Employees in

Kharkiv (1904); and was a delegate to the first RUP conference in 1901. As

a party congress delegate in December 1905, when the RUP was renamed

the Ukrainian Social Democratic Labour Party (USDLP), he was elected to

the party's central committee as secretary-general: in this capacity he

contributed regularly to the party's periodicals.

In 1907, having suffered arrest and imprisonment several times, Zhuk

felt it unwise to face the court at a time when severe punishments were

being meted out to revolutionaries. Together with other party comrades,

including Volodymyr Vynnychenko, Zhuk crossed the border illegally into

Austria-Hungary. He was never again to live in eastern Ukraine.

Zhuk preferred Lviv to Geneva and the other European capitals that had

become home to many political emigres from tsarist Russia. From 1908

he remained active in the USDLP as a member of its Foreign Committee,

maintaining contacts with the party periodical Slovo in Kiev and with the

Galician Ukrainian Social Democratic Party. By 1912, however, Zhuk was

expelled from the party over a disagreement with the leadership on several

issues, chief among them the attitude to be taken toward the co-operative

movement and his clear support for Ukrainian political independence.

In Lviv Zhuk had become increasingly interested in co-operative affairs.

At the Prosvita congress held there in February 1909 he spoke on the role

of co-operatives in the struggle for the economic liberation of the Ukrainian

masses. Zhuk was convinced that the co-operative movement provided a

secure and necessary solution toward that end. However, his endorsement of

the movement (subsequently elaborated in his book Kooperatsiia: teoriia i

znachinnia ii dlia nas) was interpreted by some party members in Ukraine as

a heresy and a denunciation of social-democratic principles. In western

Ukraine, Zhuk's strong support of co-operative principles led to his

appointment as editor of the co-operative periodicals Ekonomist and

Samopomich, a position he held until the outbreak of war in 1914.

His comrades in tsarist Russia were further displeased by Zhuk's

support of cultural and enlightenment organizations, such as the Prosvity,

and by his articles in Dilo and Rada (Kiev). The USDLP leadership viewed

these activities as too "bourgeois" and therefore compromising for an

orthodox social-democratic organization. Zhuk, however, was willing once

again to defend his principles and to bear the criticism of his "heretical"

views. He felt that political reality dictated a more pragmatic view of the

important role these institutions played in the national movement, and that

social democrats could ill afford to be ideologically dogmatic at a time when
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both Ukrainian culture and the national movement were under siege by the

Russian government.

In the end, Zhuk proved to be ahead of his time. In 1914 the party that

had earlier expelled him finally expressed support for the co-operative

movement, the Prosvity, and the public campaign to introduce the

Ukrainian language into the school system.

Zhuk's tolerant political pluralism was mirrored by his political and

private friendships. Most of his closest friends from eastern Ukraine were

to be found among the socialists and social democrats, among them Symon

Petliura, Volodymyr Vynnychenko, Volodymyr Doroshenko, Mykola

Porsh, Lev lurkevych, Valentyn Sadovsky, Dmytro Antonovych, and

Mykhailo Rusov. (Anna Nedilko, a schoolteacher from Nizhyn, also came

from the ranks of the USDLP. In 1909 she was released from prison and

left for Lviv, where she later married Zhuk.) He was also on very good

terms with the radical nationalist Mykola Mikhnovsky; the democratic

radicals Serhii lefremov and Mykhailo Hrushevsky; and the conservative

Viacheslav Lypynsky.

The other major point of contention between Zhuk and the USDLP
leadership in Ukraine was the issue of political sovereignty: the party

supported autonomy but not independence. By March 1911 Zhuk was

sufficiently committed to Ukrainian independence to organize a secret

conference in Lviv on means of achieving this goal. The participants

—

Viacheslav Lypynsky, Volodymyr Stepankivsky, Lev lurkevych, and

Volodymyr Kushnir—agreed to begin by establishing contacts with

Ukrainian organizations in the Russian Empire. At the same time, they

began a program of public information on Ukrainian history, culture, and

political aspirations among the European public. To this end, in November

1912 the Ukrainian Information Committee was formed in Lviv with Zhuk

as a founding member. Owing to the Balkan wars of 1912-13, international

tensions were high and Ukrainian activists tried to prepare for a possible war

between Austria-Hungary and its ally, Germany, against the Russian

Empire.

With the oubreak of war in the summer of 1914, the Ukrainian

Information Committee became the Soiuz Vyzvolennia Ukrainy (Union for

the Liberation of Ukraine, SVU). It was established to promote, through

practical political work, the idea of an independent Ukraine and pledged itself

to co-operate with the Central Powers in the war against the Russian

Empire.

The SVU had among its members many Ukrainian political exiles from

the Russian Empire. It was headed by a Presidium of four persons, each

responsible for separate departments. Zhuk's responsibility was the Central
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Bureau in Vienna, publishing projects, and contacts with Ukrainians in

Galicia.

The SVU initiated a number of diplomatic activities, established

contacts with the Central Powers and neutral nations, and generally assisted

Ukrainians in Galicia. It also established contacts with other anti-tsarist

organizations and political parties in Europe, including the Bolsheviks under

V.I. Lenin. The SVU was given permission to organize separate camps for

Ukrainian prisoners of war from the Russian armed forces. There it

conducted almost three years of educational work among the Ukrainians.

One of its most influential initiatives was to organize, in 1918, two

infantry divisions from among Ukrainian prisoners of war that were sent to

central Ukraine to aid the independentist forces.

After the outbreak of the Russian Revolution and the establishment of

the Ukrainian Central Rada in Kiev, the SVU declared its allegiance to the

Rada and continued its work in purely cultural matters. Although the SVU
continued cultural activities among Ukrainian prisoners of war, it gradually

became less active. The liquidation of the SVU in 1918 was co-ordinated

with the establishment of Ukrainian diplomatic representation in the

capitals of the Central Powers after the Brest-Litovsk Treaty.

Zhuk played a leading role in assisting these diplomatic efforts. With

the arrival in Vienna of Viacheslav Lypynsky, the representative of the

Ukrainian Hetman Government, Zhuk was appointed special commissioner

in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Then, under the new Directory

Government, Zhuk was appointed ministerial councillor in charge of the

office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs in Vienna. He participated in two

Ukrainian diplomatic conferences held during the summer of 1919 in Vienna

and in Karlsbad.

The defeat of the Ukrainian forces led to a major exodus of Ukrainians

to various parts of Europe. Political activity continued, especially in

developing and maintaining a united opposition to Bolshevik and Polish

rule of Ukrainian territorities. Zhuk was asked to participate in these co-

ordinating bodies in exile. In 1920, for example, he was a member of the

All-Ukrainian National Rada in Vienna, which soon disbanded. From 1920

to 1930 Zhuk co-operated with the Foreign Centre of the Western Ukrainian

National Republic (ZUNR). He worked on the newspaper Ukrainskyi

prapor, published in Vienna and later in Berlin, and contributed to the

newspaper Rada as well as to Ukrainian newspapers in Canada and the

United States.

Zhuk was one of the leading organizers of the Committee for the

Defence of Western Ukrainian Lands, established in Vienna in 1922. He
worked on the journal Vyzvolennia in Vienna, where he promoted the idea
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of a separate Galician-Volhynian state. At this time, Zhuk was still close

to exiles from tsarist and then Soviet Ukraine. Politically, he was most

sympathetic to the Ukrainian Democratic-Agrarian Party.

As a professional journalist, Zhuk was for many years on the executive

of the Ukrainian writers’ and journalists' association, based in Vienna and

under the leadership of the poet Oleksander Oles. Zhuk and his wife Anna

also took an active part in the life of the Ukrainian community in Vienna.

Although Zhuk was opposed to the communist system of government

in Soviet Ukraine, in the 1920s he supported the Ukrainization policies of

this government. At this time many Ukrainian exiles shared the same view

as Zhuk and several major cultural figures, such as Mykhailo Hrushevsky,

returned to Soviet Ukraine. Zhuk was also preparing to return until a

Soviet diplomat persuaded him to remain in Vienna, as the future was

becoming more and more uncertain in Soviet Ukraine.

Zhuk's literary and publishing endeavours could not financially support

him, so he began to make preparations to return to Lviv. The Polish

government opposed his return and for a long time refused him entry.

However, with the assistance of friends, he was able to return to Lviv in the

summer of 1930. Because of the Polish government's "pacification"

program directed against Ukrainians, Zhuk was obliged to refrain from

overt political activity in order to avoid being imprisoned or deported by the

Polish authorities. This threat, however, did not prevent him from playing

a leading role in trying to help victims of the 1932-3 famine in Soviet

Ukraine.

Zhuk found employment as an administrator of the statistical office of

the Co-ordinating Association of Ukrainian Co-operatives (Reviziinyi

soiuz ukrainskykh kooperatyv, RSUK) in Lviv, the reorganized successor to

the pre-war co-operative association. He contributed to the periodicals of

the RSUK, among them Hospodarsko-kooperatyvnyi chasopys,

Kooperatyvna respublyka, Kaliendarets kooperatora, and the daily newspaper

Dilo. He also maintained contacts with political exiles from Soviet

Ukraine through the mutual assistance and publishing co-operative

"Khortytsia." Zhuk worked in the executive of this co-operative and as

associate editor of Kredytova kooperatsia, the newspaper of the Tsentrobank.

Zhuk was also a founder and secretary of the Association of Ukrainian Co-

operative Workers (Tovarystvo ukrainskykh kooperatoriv ) in Lviv, which

brought together co-operative movement supporters and intellectuals.

In 1939, with the outbreak of the Second World War and the arrival of

the Soviet Army in Lviv, Zhuk succeeded in escaping to Vienna. During

the war, he did not take an active part in politics. He wrote an occasional

article for the few Ukrainian periodicals and newspapers published in Nazi-

occupied Europe and collected published information on events in Ukraine.
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With the arrival of Soviet troops in Vienna in 1945, Zhuk was once

again in danger, but the division of Vienna into zones of occupation by the

Allied armies allowed him to remain in the American zone. Despite

harassment and the forcible seizure of some of his archives by the Soviet

secret police, he had maintained custody of the archives of the SVU and all

the other Ukrainian political and cultural associations with which he was

involved.

Following withdrawal of occupation forces in 1955, Ukrainians in

Vienna resumed their normal community life. Zhuk maintained his interest

in Ukrainian political and economic matters, contributing articles on

Ukrainian historical themes to newspapers and journals, as well as to

Professor Kubijovyc's encyclopedia.

Andrii Zhuk died in Vienna on 3 September 1968.

NOTES
1. Those who helped expedite the transfer of this collection to Canada include:

Georges Zuk (Vienna); Robert S. Gordon, Walter Neutel, Raymonde Litalien

(NAC, Ottawa and Paris); Professor George Luckyj; the late Dariia and

Professor Volodymyr Kubijovyc.

2. The Zhuk collection is divided into two parts: archival materials and

published (printed and mimeographed) materials. Because of their rarity and

close connection to the archival sources, the published materials have been

kept as part of the entire collection. It is the largest Ukrainian collection in

the Ethnic Section of the Manuscript Division of the NAC, amounting to

210 volumes or boxes of various sizes totalling 23.06 metres. The first 35

boxes (7 metres) contain archival materials, while the remaining boxes

contain published sources. Several of Zhuk's files on the Union for the

Liberation of Ukraine can also be found in the Volodymyr Doroshenko

collection in the archives of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences,

New York City, as well as the Viacheslav Lypynsky Institute, Philadelphia.
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A. Selected Publications about Andrii Zhuk
(Arranged alphabetically)

Doroshenko, Volodymyr. "Liudyna chynu." Kalendar "Dnipro" na 1939 rik.

Lviv, 1938, 127-30.

[Doroshenko, Volodymyr?]. "30 litnii iuvylei red. Andriia Zhuka."

Hospodarsko-kooperatyvnyi chasopys (Lviv), 16 January (1938):l-2.

Kachor, Andrii. "80-littia Andriia Zhuka." Novi dni (Toronto), no. 128

(September 1960);19-21.

Kapusta, M. "80-littia Andriia Zhuka." Ukrainske slovo (Paris), 7 August

(1960):6.

Panchenko, P. "Redaktor Andrii Zhuk." Vilne slovo (Toronto), 15 October

(1960).

Simovych, Vasyl. "Dva skromni iuvileini sviata." Zhyttia i znannia, no. 2

(1938);34-5.

Vytanovych, Illia. "Shliakh zhyttia i pratsi si. p. Andriia Zhuka (1880-1968)."

Ovyd, no. 3 (July-September 1968): 19-20, 29.

. "75-littia pionera derzhavnoho vidrodzhennia Ukrainy."

Svoboda (Jersey City), 11 August (1955).

.
Andrii Zhuk (Ilchenko) kooperator-hromadianyn. Lviv,

1938.

B. Selected Publications by Andrii Zhuk
(Arranged chronologically)

Zhuk, Andrii [A. Ilchenko]. "Kharkivski podii 12 hrudnia." Vilna Ukraina, no.

1-2 (1906):! 17-22.

_. [A. A-ko]. "Sotsiialistychni organizatsii na Ukraini." Pratsia,

no. 1 (10 November 1909):23-4. [Reprinted in Nash holos, no. 6-8

(1911)].
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[Zhuk, Andrii]. "Korotkyi narys partiinoi istorii." Nash holos, no. 6-8

(1911):277-94.

[Zhuk, Andrii]. "Levko Matsiievych." Nash holos, no. 6-8 (191 1);328-31.

. (A. Andriienko). "Odna iedyna robitnycha organizatsiia."

Robitnychyi prapor, no. 2 (June 1915): 1-5.

. . "Z pochatkiv novochasnoho ukrainskoho politychnoho

rukhu na Ukraini naddniprianskii." Shliakh, nos. 16-18 (28 February-6

March 1920).

. "Z pochatkiv ukrainskoho samostiinytstva. Hrupa 'Vilnoi

Ukrainy' roku 1911." Vyzvolennia, no. 2 (1923):30-43.

. Review of Revoliutsiina Ukrainska Partiia (R.U.P.), 1900-

1905, by Volodymyr Doroshenko. Vyzvolennia, no. 2 (1923):79.

. "Do istorii ukrainskoi politychnoi dumky pered svitovoiu

viinoiu. II. Molodoukrainstvo." Vyzvolennia, no. 3 (1923): 31-40.

Reprinted in Harvard Ukrainian Studies, no. 3-4 (December 1985):417-30.

. "Pochatky ukrainstva v moim ridnim seli." Ukrainskyi

Skytalets, no. 7 (1923):35-7.

. "Na Lukiianivtsi." Kanadiiskyi Ukrainets, nos. 23-31 (3

June-30 July 1924).

. "Z ukrainskoi polityky v chasi svitovoi viiny (Zapysky i

materiialy)." Kanadiiskyi Ukrainets, nos. 34-6 (20 August-3 September

1924).

Zhuk, Andrii. "Polska kolonizatsiia na zakhidnykh ukrainskykh zemliakh."

Kanadiiskyi Ukrainets, no. 39 (24 September 1924):4.

. "Z materiialiv pro nevidbutyi Zizd R.U.P. 1904 r."

Obiednannia, bk. 1 (1924):82-4.

. Riatunkova aktsiia dlia Velykoi Ukrainy. Lviv, 1933.
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. "Symon Petliura (Zi spomyniv)." Kaliendar-almanakh

"Dnipro" na 1934 rik. Lviv, 1933, 101-14.

. "lak diishlo do zasnuvannia 'Soiuza vyzvolennia Ukrainy'

(Spomyny u 20-littia 'Soiuza')." Kaliendar-almanakh "Dnipro" na 1935 rik.

Lviv, 1934, 103-12.

. "Persha partiina konferentsiia R.U.P." Kaliendar-almanakh

"Dnipro" na 1936 r. Lviv, 1935, 96-101.

., ed. Symon Petliura v molodosti. Zbirka spomyniv. Lviv,

1936.

. "Iz spomyniv pro Symona Petliuru." Symon Petliura v

molodosti, edited by A. Zhuk. Lviv, 1936, 18-30.

. "Konferentsiia ukrainskykh studentskykh hromad u

Kyievi v 1908 r. (Materiialy)." Z mynuloho, zbirnyk, vol. 2. PUNI, vol.

49. Warsaw, 1939, 175-92.

. "Revoliutsiina Ukrainska Partiia (RLFP). (Z pryvodu 40-

littia zasnuvannia). Istorychne znachinnia R.U.P." Kaliendar-almanakh

"Dnipro" na 1940 rik. Lviv, 1939, 48-50.

. "Bratstvo Tarasivtsiv (Orhanizatsiia ukrainskoho

natsionalnoho aktyvizmu 90 r.r. myn. stolittia)." Ukrainskyi Vistnyk, no.

15 (25 July 1943):8-10.

. "Ukrainskyi revoliutsiinyi rukh na Donshchyni v 1904-

1905 rr." Vilna Ukraina, zbirnyk, no. 3 (1954):38-42.

. "Ukrainska Sotsialistychna Partiia (1900-1904)."

Zbirnyk "Ukrainskoi Literaturnoi Hazety" 1956, edited by I. Koshelivets

and lurii Lavrinenko. Munich, 1957, 214-46.

. "Ukrainskyi revoliutsiinyi rukh v osterskomu poviti

chernihivskoi gub. (1900-1905)." Vilna Ukraina, zbirnyk, no. 17

(1958):62-8.

. "lak narodylasia RUP. Z nahody 60-littia tsiiei podii."

Ukrainska Literaturna Hazeta, nos. 1-3, 5, 7 (February-March, May, July

1960).
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."Moia zhurnalistychna diialnist." U krainskyi

samostiinyk, nos. 35-6 (July-August 1960):31-40.

. "Avtobiohrafiia Erupistiv." Vilna Ukraina, zbirnyk, nos.

33, 35-6 (1962);45-52; 85-91.

."Pamiati Mykoly Porsha (1877-1944). (Z nahody 85-

littia z dnia narodzhennia)." Suchasnist, no. 1 (January 1962);52-66.

. "Mykhailo Rusov i ioho batky (Rolia rodyny

Rusovykh v ukrainskomu hromadskomu zhytti)." Suchasnist, nos. 6, 9, 10

(1963):44-73; 102-12; 79-89.

. "Na vidkrytti pamiatnyka I. Kotliarevskomu."

Suchasnist, no. 12 (December 1963):84-94.

. "lak my ikhaly do Ameryky (Uryvok iz spomyniv)."

Suchasnist, no. 5 (May 1964);90-98.
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M. A. SAGAIDAK. VELIKII GOROD lAROSLAVA. Ed. N. F.

KOTLIAR. Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1982. 96 pp.

In the course of the 1970s and 1980s the historical and archaeological study

of medieval Kiev was markedly invigorated by the efforts of the Kiev

standing archaeological expedition formed by the Ukrainian Academy of

Sciences in 1970. The expedition's members have produced a series of

interesting books and articles on pre-Mongol Kiev. These publications

include monographs devoted to the city's more important areas, among them

the citadel {detinets of the chronicles), the so-called "Volodymyr's Town,"

and Podil (the Lower Town).*

The work under review is devoted to early Kiev's greatest aristocratic

district, known in the scholarly literature as '"The Great Town of laroslav"

(Velikii gorod laroslava), or simply "laroslav's Town," built during the

reign of Prince laroslav the Wise (d. 1054). The Primary Chronicle (Povist

vremennykh lit) first mentions this part of Kiev in the entry for 1037, in

which laroslav the Wise is praised for his construction of mighty

fortifications (the "Great Town"), including the main city gate (the "Golden

Gate"), which protected the area. He is also praised for building St. Sophia's

Cathedral, the churches of St. Irene and of the Theotokos at the Golden

Gate, and the St. George Monastery.^ However, the chronicle does not give

the exact date of the erection of these buildings, nor that of St. Sophia's

Cathedral (approximately 1037 or earlier?), not to mention the date of the

"Great Town's" fortifications. The important question of dating is

vigorously disputed in the literature on medieval Kiev, and attracts special

attention in studies of laroslav's Town.

The works of Kievan archaeologists awakened interest in early Kiev

among many Western scholars in the 1970s and 80s.^ Even though

Sahaidak's mograph was published seven years ago, the author's major

findings are still valid and can serve to stimulate discussion about early

Kiev. The book is of particular interest today, given the recent celebration

of the Millennium of Christianity in Rus'. The principal church of the

*I am grateful to Professors Omeljan Pritsak and Ihor Shevchenko, as well

as to the archaeologist Eduard Muhle, for their comments on the first draft

of this review article.
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Kievan state, St. Sophia's Cathedral, and the residence of the Metropolitan

of Rus' were both located in the heart of laroslav's Town.
laroslav's Town was located to the south of adjacent, separately fortified

areas known in the literature as "Volodymyr's Town," "Iziaslav-Sviatopolk's

Town," and the "Kopyriv Kinets" (End) of the chronicles. All these areas

comprise Kiev's Upper Town, situated on the high right bank of the

Dnieper. The Podil, or Lower Town, was located on the low, floodland

stretch of the river bank. laroslav's Town was the largest (70-80 hectares in

area) and most heavily fortified part of the Upper Town. Together with

Volodymyr's Town, it constituted the socio-political centre of pre-Mongol

Kiev.

In this work, Sahaidak considers the dating of the first settlement of

laroslav's Town, its topography, fortifications, planning and building in the

pre-Mongol period. The work is based primarily on archaeological sources,

including material from Sahaidak's excavations. Written sources are also

used, including chronicles of Rus', old Scandinavian sagas, and documents

of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, as well as graphic sources (e.g.,

plans and drawings of Kiev from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries).

This is the first monograph devoted specifically to laroslav's Town in

which all currently available sources, especially the results of the latest

archaeological excavations, are examined. Generally speaking, this book
merits a positive appraisal. Nevertheless, a number of its deficiencies and

weaknesses may be pointed out. We shall consider these weak points in the

course of our observations, seeking to elaborate and supplement what, in

our opinion, are the basic premises of the work.

An important contribution to the study of laroslav's Town is the

author's conclusion, based on new archaeological findings, that this district

began to develop (and was being permanently settled) in the mid-tenth

century, i.e., long before laroslav's construction (c. 1037) of the

fortifications and monumental structures that constitute the "laroslav's

Town" of the chronicles (p. 5). Long before the publication of this work

there was archaeological evidence that the territory of laroslav's Town was

the site of settlements and burial grounds in the first to fourth and fifth to

seventh centuries A. However, no one had previously found

archaeological monuments positively linked by cultural continuity and an

unbroken line of development to the laroslav's Town of the chronicles

(eleventh-thirteenth centuries). Such material (tenth-century cultural layers,

hoards and remnants of buildings on Reitar Street and at the site of St.

George's Church) was discovered in the 1970s by M. A. Sahaidak and la. le.

Borovsky (pp. 5-17).

It must be said that archaeological data on the settlement of the future

site of laroslav's Town in the mid-tenth century are not in accord with the

chronicle evidence. In the entry for 1036, the chronicle states that the site

on which laroslav built St. Sophia's Cathedral was an unpopulated area

beyond the city walls {pole vne grada).^ On the other hand, these
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archaeological findings concur with data on the settlement of the territory of

the future Volodymyr's Town (with an area of about ten hectares) in the

course of the tenth century. Its fortifications and monumental religious and

civic edifices were built by Prince Volodymyr the Great in the 980s and

90s.^ Also, Sahaidak's dating of the early settlement of laroslav's Town fits

well with data from la. le. Borovsky's excavations on the Kudriavski slopes,

which show that this area (i.e., the Kopyriv Kinets of the chronicle), was
settled from the tenth century (p. 53). Thus, recent archaeological

discoveries have shown that settlement and building activity in the late

tenth-century Upper Town was not limited to the territory of Volodymyr's

Town, as had been the scholarly consensus until the 1970s.^

In considering the formation of Volodymyr's Town and laroslav's

Town, and when dealing with the socio-economic functions of the

population of these central aristocratic zones of medieval Kiev, it is

important to note that their construction was accompanied by the

demolition of a significant portion, if not the greater part, of existing

buildings from the tenth century and the relocation of their original

inhabitants to other parts of Kiev. This was undoubtedly made necessary by

the mere fact of the construction of monumental buildings and complexes

such as the Church of the Tithes (Desiatynna tserkva), St. Sophia's

Cathedral, the residences of the metropolitan, princes, boiars and voievodas,

other churches and monasteries, and town squares such as the "Old Women's
Market" (Babyn torzhok) of the chronicles.

Thus, for example, the tenth-century cultural stratum and remnants of

tenth-century dwellings were uncovered under the substructure of the

eleventh-century Church of St. George (p. 17). In central Volodymyr's

Town archaeological excavations have traced the remnants of large

construction sites and kilns used for the erection of the masonry Church of

the Tithes and the palaces of Prince Volodymyr.^ It was also discovered that

during the period of building activity in Volodymyr's Town at the turn of

the tenth century into the eleventh a terrace on the slope of the Old Kiev

Hill (Starokyivska hora) was inhabited by craftsmen working on these

projects.^ It is highly probable that they were former residents of

Volodymyr's Town uprooted by new construction.

Along with the previous common buildings of Volodymyr's Town,
pre-tenth-century fortifications located on the promontory of Old Kiev Hill

were levelled in the process of rebuilding, as were pagan sanctuaries after the

official acceptance of Christianity in Rus' in 988. Also associated with the

building activity of Prince Volodymyr is the erection of the three new
palaces whose remnants have been uncovered near the Church of the

Tithes.^® The former princely residences of the tenth century were probably

demolished during the construction of Volodymyr's Town.

Thus, in the entry for 945, the Chronicle informs us that one of

Princess Olha's palaces was located inside the pre-tenth-century fortress on

Old Kiev Hill, and beyond it there was a second palace with a stone hall.
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However, by the time the Chronicle was written (at the end of the eleventh

and the beginning of the twelfth centuries), the same site was occupied by

residences of the Kievan boiars Hordiatyn, Nykyfor, Vorotyslav and Chudin,

as well as the clerical household. ^ ^ They probably occupied the north-west

section of Volodymyr's Town from the time of its founding.

P. P. Tolochko has identified the locations of 13 princely and boiar

households, mentioned in chronicles of the eleventh to thirteenth centuries,

within the limits of Volodymyr's and laroslav's Towns. According to

Tolochko's research on the social topography of laroslav's Town, residences

of the aristocracy, churches and monasteries occupied the greater, north-

western part of that area.^"^ It may be surmised that new construction did

not displace older buildings only in the south-eastern part of laroslav's

Town, near the Liada (liadskie) Gate. The remains of such buildings have

not, however, been found.

All this shows that the settlement of the common tenth-century

townspeople played a minimal role in determining the topography, size,

planning, and social composition of both Volodymyr's and laroslav's

Towns. It may be conjectured that the fortifications of these towns (or

districts) were not built to defend previous buildings and include them in the

city proper, as was usually done with suburban commoner areas in Rus'.

Rather, Kiev's Volodymyr's Town and laroslav's Town were built, in

keeping with the design of their princely founders, first and foremost as new
socio-political centres. They were the best fortified parts of the city, with

aristocratic residences, churches and monasteries occupying most of the

territory. Many commoners who previously inhabited these areas were

displaced. The remnants of the former population, as well as newly arrived

tradesmen and artisans, were settled in princely, boiar, and monastic

domains, or in separate neighborhoods on the outskirts of the expansive

laroslav's Town, in part near its Liada and Zhidove gates.

Sahaidak does not date or discuss the historiography of the construction

of the masonry St. Sophia's Cathedral. This problem has given rise to a

long-standing debate between the supporters of a 1017 dating of the

cathedral and their opponents, who argue that the edifice was erected in

1037. Among contemporary Soviet researchers of medieval Kiev the 1017

date is more widely accepted. The question of the foundation of St.

Sophia's Cathedral is related to a problem treated by Sahaidak—the date of

the fortifications of laroslav's Town. If St. Sophia's Cathedral was built in

1017, then the fortifications of laroslav's Town must have been erected at

the same time, or somewhat earlier. It is obvious that a massive masonry

church such as St. Sophia's could not have been constructed in an

unprotected area, separately from laroslav's general plan for new
fortifications. In the middle Dnieper region (particularly in Kiev), which

was subjected to frequent raids by steppe nomads between the eleventh and

thirteenth centuries, masonry edifices were built only in fortified urban areas

or in monasteries and castles that had their own defences.
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Sahaidak's dating of the fortifications of laroslav's Town is based on an

old Scandinavian source, the Saga of Eymundr. He surmises that the

defensive rampart and gate, supplemented by a moat and wooden fence built

by Eymundr's men in Kiev (according to the saga), were in fact the

fortifications of laroslav's Town. During the siege of Kiev by the "Konungr
Burislav" described in the saga, this defensive line, as well as the gate, was

not yet finished. According to Sahaidak, their construction was begun
between 1016 and 1022, when Eymundr was in Rus'. Yet the author dates

the completion of the defences of laroslav's Town, including the Golden
Gate, to 1037, when they are first mentioned in the chronicles (p. 25).

It should be noted, however, that neither the chronicles nor Thietmar of

Merseburg's description of the capture of Kiev by the forces of the Polish

king Boleslaw the Bold in 1018 support the view that laroslav the Wise

began the construction of the defences before that year. Also, Sahaidak's

thesis that the huge rampart of laroslav's Town, the largest known in Rus',

could have been built in the short period of 1016-18 appears dubious. On
the other hand, if the construction of the masonry St. Sophia's Cathedral

actually began in 1017, then certain other fortifications which preceded

laroslav's Town may have existed.

In this connection, the remains of a moat discovered by Borovsky in

1973 at 35 Reitar Street, in the south-western part of laroslav's Town, are

most interesting. Sahaidak connects this moat to the defensive line of

laroslav's Town in the eleventh-thirteenth centuries and on this basis offers

a new reconstructed plan of the area (pp. 50-52, 82). However, such an

interpretation of the defences on Reitar Street clashes with the dating

provided by their discoverer. Borovsky found tenth-century ceramics at the

bottom of the moat and material from the eleventh and twelfth centuries at

its crest. In Borovsky's initial opinion, this moat served to defend Kiev in

the tenth and early eleventh centuries, before the construction of laroslav's

Town, then lost its importance and was gradually filled in.'^ Tolochko,

however, considers it a natural ravine, not a city moat. Thus, the nature of

this "moat" discovered at 35 Reitar Street, as well as the exact date of the

fortifications of laroslav's Town, remain in dispute.

In the present author's opinion, it is quite possible that the tenth-

century settlement on the site of the future laroslav's Town may have been

fortified during the reign of Prince Volodymyr (980-1015), who erected the

fortress Volodymyr's Town. Most probably, Volodymyr also fortified

Kopyriv Kinets, the defences of which were uncovered at 6 Kyianiv Street

in 1974 and dated to the tenth century.

Sahaidak believes that with the shift of city life to the Podil following

the Mongol sack of Kiev (1240) and the construction of the castle on the

Kyselivka Hill at the end of the fourteenth century, the fortifications of

laroslav's Town declined in importance and played no military role until the

mid-seventeenth century (pp. 24-7). It should be noted that the great rampart

of laroslav's Town served as the outer watch perimeter from the fourteenth
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to the seventeenth centuries. Thus, the "Description of Kiev and the Kievan

Castle" (1552) informs us that "the townsmen are required to stand

watch.. .on the rampart [of laroslav's Town] by the Golden Gate."^^

Sahaidak describes the archaeological discoveries made in the early

1980s on October Revolution Square, where the remnants of the Liada

(eastern) Gate of laroslav's Town were unearthed along with part of a

rampart and moat attached to them (pp. 44-6). The discovery of these

fortifications has allowed Sahaidak to present a more precise reconstructive

plan of the south-eastern defensive line of laroslav’s Town (p. 82).

According to the author, this line extended from the Golden Gate through

the area of today's Sverdlov Street, New Pushkin Street and October

Revolution Square (p. 46). Sahaidak's plan of the south-eastern

fortifications of laroslav's Town is almost identical to the earlier

reconstructions by M. K. Karger,^^ O. M. Tykhanovych and M. M.
Tkachenko,'^ and P. P. Tolochko,^® whose hypotheses have been

confirmed by these recent findings. By the same token, the placing of the

Liada Gate and related fortifications further west, on the slopes of the Upper
Town plateau, as suggested by the plans of D. I. Blifeld and M. lu.

Braichevsky,^^ has been proved incorrect.

According to Sahaidak, the early eleventh-century builders of laroslav's

Town were obliged to deviate from the traditional pattern of fortifying the

edge of the town plateau because its slopes were already populated (p. 48).

However, remains of buildings from the tenth and early eleventh centuries

on these slopes have yet to be discovered.

It is hard to say whether Sahaidak is correct in maintaining that a poor

topographical location was not the main reason the Mongols broke Kiev's

defences precisely at the Liada Gate (p. 48). It is indeed possible that the

poor topography of the Gate, located in unorthodox manner at the foot of a

plateau, could have been compensated by stronger artificial fortifications

there. However, the excavations at October Revolution Square have not

provided sufficient evidence to answer this question.

Sahaidak's new reconstruction of the western defensive line of laroslav's

Town, the placing of Zhidove Gate and the neighboring Kopyriv End, is a

significant contribution (pp. 49-55, 82). Sahaidak's plan, based on the latest

excavations, renders obsolete the earlier plans of M. K. Karger, O. M.
Tykhanovych and M. M. Tkachenko, D. I. Blifeld, M. lu. Braichevsky and

P. P. Tolochko. All these scholars believed that the south-western

fortifications extended from the Golden to the Zhidove Gate along laroslav's

Rampart Street (Vulytsia laroslaviv val). New excavations have shown this

scheme to have been inaccurate (p. 52).

At the same time, the remains of ramparts and moats from the eleventh

and twelfth centuries were uncovered at 36-38 Reitar Street (1978), on Lviv

Square under the Trade Building (in 1978-80), on the Kudriavski Slopes or

Kopyriv End at Smimov-Lastochkin Street (1968), and at 6 Kyianiv Street

(
1974)22 (pp 50-53). On the basis of these findings, Sahaidak concludes
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that the south-western defences of laroslav's Town lay further north than

was earlier believed. They extended from the Golden Gate along laroslav's

Rampart Street, not reaching the intersection of Chkaliv Street, and
continued along Reitar Street to Lviv Square. Sahaidak places the Zhidove

Gate at the intersection of Reitar Street, Osypenko Street and the Great

Zhytomyr Road (pp. 52-3).

In Sahaidak's opinion, the fortifications of Kopyriv End did not meet
laroslav's Town south of the Zhidove Gate, as Tolochko surmised, but

north of it. Sahaidak believes that the southern defences of the Kopyriv End
extended from the Zhidove Gate toward Smimov-Lastochkin Street, where

they have been archaeologically excavated (p. 53). Thus, in his view, the

territory of the Kopyriv End was approximately twice as small as Tolochko

argued.^^ According to Sahaidak, the Zhidove Gate of laroslav's Town did

not lead to the Kopyriv End, as Tolochko believes, but to the field.

We should add that Sahaidak's location of the Zhidove Gate agrees with

the chronicles. In the entry for 1151, the Hypatian Chronicle states that the

troops of the Kievan prince Iziaslav Mstyslavovych, fending off an attack

by the Suzdalian prince lurii Dolgorukii, stood outside the city walls in

front of the Golden and Zhidove Gates.^"^

Unfortunately, Sahaidak does not deal with the social topography of

laroslav's Town or the socio-economic activity of its population. He only

mentions in passing that laroslav's Town was an aristocratic zone (p. 5),

where the city's main religious centre, St. Sophia's Cathedral, and the

metropolitan's residence were located. Sahaidak also states, in accordance

with widely accepted opinion,^^ that there was a Jewish neighbourhood near

the Zhidove Gate (p. 49).

laroslav's Town is remarkable for the fact that this part of Kiev began

its development in the mid-tenth century as a suburb that probably

specialized in commerce and crafts, as did Podil. At the beginning of the

eleventh century, it was transformed by laroslav the Wise into a new central

aristocratic area, similar to Volodymyr's Town, the old citadel (detinets), by

the construction of mighty defences and monumental architectural

complexes and the settlement of the military and ecclesiastical elite,

laroslav's Town retained its aristocratic functions until the destruction of

Kiev by the Mongols in the mid-thirteenth century. Thus, the socio-

economic function of laroslav's Town underwent the evolution detailed

above from the mid-tenth through thirteenth centuries. Such an expansion

of the central aristocratic zone from the old citadel {detinets) into

neighbouring suburbs specializing in trade and crafts ipasady) occured in

many cities of Rus', including Chernihiv, Vladimir on the Kliazma,

Halych, Volkovysk, and Riazan during the twelfth and early thirteenth

centuries.

Sahaidak writes that the monumental buildings of laroslav's Town

—

fortifications, masonry churches and palaces—were erected by the grand

prince, that is, by the state. The other buildings, of an ordinary character.
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were put up by the commoners, who had received land allotments from the

prince's voievodas (p. 84). Thus, the author touches upon an interesting

question of current scholarship, one which has not yet been fully

investigated—that of the nature of land ownership and the organization of

city construction in medieval Kiev. It seems that in Sahaidak's opinion the

prince was the owner of all land on the territory of laroslav’s Town between

the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. The prince carried out construction at

state expense and gave land grants to individual commoners who established

their households at their own expense. It must be said that even a superficial

acquaintance with these questions makes for a picture much more
complicated than that sketched by Sahaidak. We shall now attempt to

supplement that picture and make it more precise.

As is generally believed, Kiev and its environs had been in the domain
(votchina) of the Kievan princes since the first Riurikids took power in the

city in the late ninth century. The construction of the fortifications of

Volodymyr's and laroslav’s Towns, as well as their monumental religious

complexes and palaces—undoubtedly organized by the grand prince, who
personified state power—supports the view that both towns (or districts)

were built on princely or state land. As noted above, this construction was

accompanied by the displacement of the commoner population and the

demolition of many of their buildings, as well as the defences predating

Volodymyr's and laroslav's Towns. The previous dwellers were largely

replaced by the princes, boiars, clerics and their retinues.

Before the construction of these towns we know of no households on

their sites belonging to the local aristocracy (the "city elders" of the

chronicles), as was the case in Novgorod, where local boiars had held large

estates in the city since time immemorial. There is only a theory that the

masonry St. Sophia's Cathedral was preceded by a wooden church and

monastery of the same name.^^ These could have been founded and granted a

land allotment by the first Christian rulers, Olha or Volodymyr, in the tenth

century.

All the available sources (primarily the chronicles) used to locate the

households of boiars and princely relatives, as well as ecclesiastical

complexes, indicate that they were established in Volodymyr's and laroslav's

Towns between the late tenth and thirteenth centuries.^^ There can be no

doubt that they received their land grants for the construction of residences

from the grand princes, the original owners of city territory and the founders

of Volodymyr's and laroslav's Towns. To give an example, the chronicle

states in the entry for 945 that the eleventh- and twelfth-century households

of boiars such as Vorotyslav and Chudyn and the cleric's estate were located

on the former sites of two tenth-century princely palaces.^^ Obviously, only

the prince could have given these boiars such allotments (the north-western

part of Volodymyr's Town) once a new princely residence had been built in

the late tenth century near the Church of the Tithes, in the centre of

Volodymyr's Town.
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Thus, I consider that the prince of Kiev, having built his own new
palaces, gave the core of the remaining lands in Volodymyr's and laroslav's

Towns (including the sites of old princes’ residences) as hereditary holdings

to the metropolitan of Rus', several monasteries and churches, princely

relatives and Kievan boiars, thereby creating new aristocratic districts.

Setting up their residences there, the new owners probably displaced the

former commoners, as the prince had done by building his palaces and other

monumental edifices. The commoners who remained became dependent on
the new landowners, whether ecclesiastical or noble, and in time became
their craftsmen or servants.

In all likelihood, the question of land ownership in medieval Kiev can

be clarified by taking account of the noticeable weakening of the prince's

position during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when the rising local

nobles invited princely pretenders to rule by contract (po riadu) and drove

out unsatisfactory rulers. The strengthening of the boiar class in Kiev at

this time was related to the expansion of its landholdings and property

rights received from the princes in Volodymyr's and laroslav's Towns during

the late tenth and early eleventh centuries.

In medieval Novgorod, real power was held by the local boiar clans,

who concentrated land in their own hands from the very foundation of the

city in the ninth or early tenth century. Between the mid-twelfth and

fifteenth centuries the construction of defences and stone churches was
carried out by the boiars, bishop (vladyka), monasteries, district

communities (kontsy), and merchant organizations. During this time, the

prince of Novgorod, unlike the prince of Kiev, scarcely participated in these

enterprises. Moreover, from the late eleventh century, the prince was not

allowed by the local boiars to maintain his residence either within the

citadel or even within the territory of Novgorod, but had to build it beyond

the city limits in the Riurik fortress.

Such were the characteristic differences in land ownership and in the

organization of town construction in medieval Novgorod and Kiev (Upper

Town). The questions we have touched upon require more extensive study.

It will be necessary to compare data on landholding in both the central and

suburban districts of medieval Kiev and in other cities of Rus'. It will also

be important to study the nature of landholding in the cities of Rus', the

development of the right to such property, and the relationship of urban

landholdings to other forms of princely, church, and boiar land ownership.

Here we can supplement Sahaidak's statements on settlement, land

ownership and the organization of construction in laroslav's Town with the

following tentative conclusions.

The Kievan princes held the territory of Kiev and its environs as their

hereditary domain from the city's rise in the late ninth century. In the late

tenth and early eleventh centuries, they settled common townsmen
{posadskii Hud) on the site of the future laroslav's Town and perhaps

founded St. Sophia's Monastery with its wooden church, the predecessor of
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the masonry cathedral of the same name, and the metropolitan's residence.

At the beginning of the eleventh cenmry. Prince laroslav the Wise organized

the construction of laroslav's Town with its fortifications and monumental

religious and palatial buildings. At the same time he changed the

population, granting most of the land here to the nobles and high-ranking

churchmen for their residences, monasteries and churches. The commoners
who remained in the households of these powerful landowners probably

became dependent on them. On the outskirts of laroslav's Town and between

the large households, there were also neighbourhoods and streets populated

by commoners that probably remained in princely or state possession.

Similar commoner areas were called sotni in Novgorod.

In general, the Kievan princes had carried out the construction of city

fortifications and monumental civic and religious buildings in their domain

at their own or state cost. Both nobles and commoners built households on

land allotted to them in the city at their own expense. From the late

eleventh century, the growing monasteries began construction on their own
estates and cooperated with the princes in the building of masonry churches

elsewhere. It is possible that laroslav the Wise constructed the residence of

the metropolitan of Rus' together with the other principal structures of

laroslav's Town, since there is no evidence of the metropolitan's building

activity in Kiev. In other major cities of Rus', the bishops carried out

intensive monumental construction at their eparchies' expense, most often

in cooperation with the princes and monasteries.

There is no archaeological evidence for an increase in the density of

buildings (and, by extension, population) in Kiev's Upper Town during the

twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Nor are there data to suggest that after

the construction of laroslav's Town (c. 1037) and the neighbouring Iziaslav-

Sviatopolk's Town (i.e., the fortified St. Michael's Monastery) in the 1060s

the peripheries of the Upper Town grew through an influx of population.

The formation of the new districts (the peredgorodia of the chronicles)

cannot be detected beyond the limits of laroslav's Town and Iziaslav-

Sviatopolk's Town for the whole period from the mid-eleventh to mid-

thirteenth centuries. The present author believes that after the period of

intensive expansion between the late ninth and mid-eleventh centuries, both

the territorial and demographic growth of Kiev stabilized until the city's

destruction by the Mongols in 1240.^^

In summary, we must repeat our earlier statement that Sahaidak's work

is, on the whole, laudable. The critical observations, additions and

elaborations we have made in no way lessen that positive assessment.

Certain omissions and weaknesses can easily be explained by the fact that

this is the first attempt at a broad historical and archaeological study of the

Great Town of laroslav.

We should add that the book contains many interesting illustrations:

photographs of extant medieval monuments and archaeological finds,

miniatures from chronicle manuscripts, plans and drawings of medieval
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Kiev, plans of city gates of the eleventh and seventeenth-eighteenth

centuries, graphic reconstructions of churches and Sahaidak's reconstructive

plan of the whole of laroslav's Town.

Volodymyr Mezentsev

Pontifical Institute ofMediaeval Sudies

Translated from the Ukrainian by Leonid Heretz
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BOOK REVIEWS

O.V. MYSHANYCH, ed. UKRAINSKE LITERATURNE BAROKKO:
ZBIRNYK NAUKOVYKH PRATS. Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1987. 300 pp.

The concept of the Baroque was a subject of discussion at the IV

International Congress of Slavists (Moscow, 1958) and VI International

Congress of Slavists (Prague, 1968), inspiring particularly heated debate as

to its applicability to East Slavic (Belorussian, Russian, Ukrainian) literary

and artistic developments. The appearance of this volume is, therefore, a

significant event in Soviet Ukrainian literary historiography. After a long

period of relative silence on the subject, a multinational (Ukrainian,

Belorussian and Russian) group of Soviet scholars has produced a volume of

studies (15 in all) that by and large eschews polemics, concentrating instead

on informative and scholarly examinations of problems relating to

Ukrainian artistic culture of the Baroque.

Three of the studies in this academic silva rerum treat the problem of

the Baroque in the context of literary history and previous Soviet attitudes to

this subject. In “Pro ukrainske literatume barokko,” the late I.V. Ivanio

outlines the evolution of views on the study of East Slavic and Ukrainian

Baroque literature. Briefly mentioning several Western European scholars

(e.g. H. Wolfflin, E.A. Curtius) who contributed to early discussion of the

term “Baroque” in literary scholarship, Ivanio asserts that Soviet literary

historians’ reluctance to apply the term to Ukrainian literature was due in

part “to the interest in the Baroque by scholars of a formalist orientation

[doubtless a reference to D. Chyzhevsky—P.A.R.] and also, in some

measure, by nationalist circles of the Ukrainian emigration.”

He then proceeds to summarize the contributions of such Soviet

scholars as I.P. Eremin, O.I. Biletsky, S. Maslov, and D.S. Likhachev to

the rehabilitation of the term in Soviet literary scholarship, as well as to

discuss both the general characteristics of the Baroque style and its place in

the history of East Slavic literature. In so doing Ivanio points out for the

Soviet reader the errors of past criticism, particularly the view of the

Baroque as a conservative aristocratic outgrowth of the Counter-Reformation

and thus a completely alien intrusion into the history of Ukrainian literature

and culture. Agreeing with A. Morozov (“Lomonosov i barokko," Russkaia

literatura, 1962, no. 3), Ivanio develops this argument further, outlining

the extent to which Ukrainian artistic culture is permeated by Baroque

estethics.

The Belorussian scholars P.P. and O.H. Okhrimenko take up this last

theme in “Rozvytok i vzaiemozviazky skhidnioslovianskoho barokko,”
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providing an historical survey of the development of the literary Baroque in

Ukrainian, Belorussian and, to some extent, Russian culture of the

seventeenth century. They point to poetry, oratorical prose (the sermon,

polemical literature), and the drama as genres in which the influence of

Baroque esthetics is particularly noticeable, providing names of relevant or

important authors and works.

In “Ukrainske literatume barroko v ievropeiskomu konteksti,” D.S.

Nalyvaiko refines arguments made by D.S. Likhachev that “in some of its

variant forms [the Baroque] expressed the ideology of the Counter-

Reformation (e.g., the Jesuit Baroque), but in others it expressed the

progressive tendencies of the epoch” (“Barokko i ego russkii variant XVII

veka,” Russkaia literatura
, 1969, no. 2, p. 21), and by O.A. Anikst that

“the Baroque is not the decay of Renaissance unity, but its rebirth in the

new conditions of the Counter-Reformation period” (Renesans. Barokko.

Problema stilei v zapadnoevropeiskom iskusstve XV-XVIl vekov.

Moscow, 1966, pp. 232-3). Basing his discussion on these two ideas, the

Ukrainian author demonstrates the manner in which Ukrainian literature and

culture synthesized new genres and esthetic concepts with older traditions in

order to transform itself from an isolated, medieval, Greco-Slavonic culture

to one modem and open to interaction with other contemporary European

cultures. While acknowledging Ukraine’s role as a recipient of Western

cultural influence, Nalyvaiko is also quick to point out the role of Ukrainian

Baroque culture, disseminated by the Kievan Academy, in the cultural

transformation of Belomssia, Russia, and the Balkans, a fact documented by

historians of the Academy such as Z.I. Khyzhniak in Kyievo-mohylianska

akademiia (Kiev, 1981), to name but one of several such studies.

The stimulating and informative essay “Zhanr ‘vertohradiv’ u

skhidnioslovianskomu literatumomu barokko” by L.I. Sazonova is the first

of nine studies in this volume dealing with specific questions of Baroque

poetics, in this case the topos of the “garden of the mind” ( sad myslennyi ).

The Moscow-based Russian scholar surveys the popularity of this symbolic

trope against the backround of its origins from Plato through the Middle

Ages. Particularly interesting is the discussion of the esthetic principles

underlying this literary device and their manifestation in the many examples

of such collections adduced from Polish, Belorussian, Ukrainian, and

Russian authors.

In “Kyivskyi shkilnyi teatr i problemy ukrainskoho barokko,” L.O.

Sofronova outlines the essential artistic features of both “low” and “high”

school drama, dialogues and declamations, as well as full-blown independent

dramas. The author devotes much attention to dialogues and declamations,

describing their poetic stmcture, subject matter, and methods of staging. She

emphasizes the role of antithesis as an organizing principle of both plot and
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character, as well as the pre-eminence of discourse over action, and of

description over depiction in composition and performance. Concerning

school dramas, Sofronova notes that this last feature is found in full-blown

plays as well. As part of her examination of “low” Baroque theatre,

Sofronova outlines the manner in which high subject matter was treated in

works written by mendicant students {mandrivni diaky) and demonstrates the

similarities of these Ukrainian works to those of the contemporary Polish

sowizdrzai literature and such Russian works as “The Tale of Misery-

Misfortune” {Povest o Gore-Zloshchastii) or the “Kaliazin Petition”

{Kaliazinskaia chelobitnaia ). Sofronova concludes her study with brief but

provocative remarks regarding the influence of the theatre on the entire

spectrum of Ukrainian literature in the Baroque period.

The figure of Ivan Vyshensky looms large in the history of Ukrainian

literature and culture of the seventeenth century, but his place in the context

of contemporary literature and culture is difficult to determine. In “Deshcho

pro tradytsii u tvorchosti Ivana Vyshenskoho,” lu.V. Peleshenko makes a

thought-provoking contribution to our understanding of the sources of

Vyshensky’s thought and style. Agreeing with the common view that the

polemicist has more in common with Slavic medieval literature than with

the Baroque, the author points to Athonite Hesychasm as a source of

Vyshensky’s ideas and style. To prove the the first point, Peleshenko

establishes that Vyshensky was familiar with the works of Gregory of

Sinai, one of the fathers of Hesychasm, and argues that the Ukrainian

monastic shared the views of the Hesychast movement on the ability of the

individual to commune directly with the Deity and on the need for the just

man to play an active role in society. In order to document the influence of

Slavic ecclesiastical literature on Vyshensky’s style, the author cites

typologically similar passages from the Ukrainian monk’s opera and from

those of older writers, especially Grigory Tsamblak, a Bulgarian-born adept

of Hesychasm and Metropolitan of Kiev (1415-19/20), whose writings were

known among the Eastern Slavs.

V.P. Kolosova’s study, “Funktsii virshiv v ukrainskykh starodrukakh

kintsia XVI—pershoi polovyny XVII st.” provides an overview of the

heraldic and emblematic poems appearing in prose works between 1580 and

1650, examines their relationship to the text which they accompany, and

discusses their significance for the book as a product of the printer’s art. She

concludes that the function of such verses in the printed text was twofold: as

an integral part of the text this poetry was employed to praise the maecenas

who sponsored publication of the work (heraldic verse); to expand and

explain the contents (emblematic verse and verse prologues); and to allow

the author to address the reader, summing up the arguments of the work

(verse epilogue). When set off from the rest of the text by their form,
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placement on the page, or typeface, the verses served as part of the

ornamental decoration of the entire publication.

An essential feature of Baroque poetry was the literary conceit or

concetto by which the artist sought to surprise or astonish his reader or

listener. In “Barokkovyi konseptyzm poezii Lazaria Baranovycha,” R.P.

RadysheVsky documents the significance of this esthetic principle for one

of the most important figures in Ukrainian letters and church life of the

seventeenth century. By extensive analysis of Baranovych’s Polish verse

against the backround contemporary esthetic theory exemplified by the

writings of Maciej Sarbiewski and others, Radyshevsky demonstrates the

manner in which concettismo constitutes the underlying principle of

Baranovych’s artistic imagery in verse and prose.

The esthetics of the Baroque and their relation to the views and early

writing of Feofan Prokopovych are addressed by T.Ie. Avtukhovych in

“Kyivskyi period tvorchosti Feofana Prokopovycha i barokko,” in which he

argues for the essentially Baroque nature of Prokopovych ’s esthetic views

and for the Baroque nature of his tragicomedy Vladymyr (1705). Concerning

the former, Avtukhovych points out the binary nature of Prokopovych’s

thought (which he identifies as typical of the Baroque frame of mind) and his

delight over the works of Tasso as but two indications that the Ukrainian

poet stood closer to the Baroque than to Classicism. In assessing Vladymyr,

Avtukhovych argues that many elements of this work reflect the esthetics of

Baroque and not Neo-Classical drama. Among the most important of these

features are: the simultaneous presentation of three levels of meaning and

content (historical, philosophical, and political); the use of a mixed genre

(tragicomedy); the employment of contrast (binary thought) in constructing

the primary conflicts and characters; periphrasis to introduce off-stage action;

and the use of dance and the chorus.

The culture of the Baroque, like that of the Renaissance before it, was

international, owing largely to the use of Latin as a scholarly and literary

idiom. Thus, what was written in one part of Europe was accessible to

anyone, anywhere, who could read the language, stimulating thought and

creativity by persons far removed from each other. In “Ivan Velychkovsky

—

perekladach,” I.P. Betko investigates the Ukrainian poet’s translations of the

Neo-Latin English epigrammatist John Owen (ca. 1563-1622) to

demonstrate exactly this type of cross-cultural enrichment. Drawn by the wit

and artistry of Owen’s verse, Velychkovsky sought to acquaint his

Ukrainian reader not only with its content, but also with its style, thus

enhancing the creative potential of his native tradition. Betko amply

demonstrates Velychkovsky’s success by comparing his Slavonic

translations with their Latin source. The author shows that Velychkovsky

approached his task creatively, adhering closely to the original poem where
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possible, but also adapting and reworking the text to fit the spirit of the

Ukrainian literary language and tradition of his time. The result is a

revealing example of both the influence on Ukrainian Baroque literature of a

geographically distant source and the virtuosity of Velychkovsky as poet-

translator.

The eighteenth century saw the demise of the Ukrainian Baroque and

the birth of modem Ukrainian literature. In “Tvorchist loasafa Horlenka i

deiaki pytannia ukrainskoho literaturnoho barokko,” N.M. Poplavska

perceives the glimmerings of such changes in the “Bran chestnykh sedmy

dobroditelei...” (1737) by loasaf Horlenko (1705-54). The author points to a

free treatment of elements drawn from Scripture and the endowing of

allegorical figures of the Vices, Virtues, and saints with realistic human
characteristics as representing elements of low literature that stand out in

relation to the otherwise traditional Baroque features of this work. To
Poplavska these features signify the beginnings of changes (the growth of

realism) which resulted in the birth of modem Ukrainian literature.

Cultural changes of another sort, from the medieval to the Baroque

hagiographic tradition, concern lu.A. Isichenko in “Dmkovani vydannia

Kyievo-Pecherskoho pateryka iak iavyshche ukrainskoi barokkovoi

ahiohrafii.” This perceptive and interesting study examines the

transformation of the text of the Kiev Caves Patericon as it passed from its

original manuscript text to the printed editions of the seventeenth century.

The author argues that these changes reflect the difference in outlook

between the medieval and Baroque periods in Ukrainian literature and culture.

For example, the medieval bookman considered the Patericon an integrated,

unified text, not an collection of short religious tales. The seventeenth-

century editors considered each narrative an independent work and therefore

divided narratives into discrete texts, each with its own title. The artistic

unity of the original was thereby radically changed. Seeing the Patericon

stories as factually accurate narratives rather than moralistic parables, the

editors changed their order. They grouped together texts which, in their

view, described events that had occurred contemporaneously or sequentially.

Moved by this same striving for historical accuracy, the editors included

materials drawn from chronicles which added new details and perspective to

the extant narratives. They also introduced entirely new vitae (Antonii

Pechersky, Nikon, and Nestor the Chronicler, among others) into the canon

of the Patericon. Moreover, they adduced Biblical parallels and allegorical

symbols that served to expand the meaning of the text, as did didactic

introductions and conclusions. All these features of the printed texts of the

Patericon may be traced to the esthetic of Baroque hagiography as it

developed and transformed churchly prose in seventeenth-century Ukraine.
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Isichenko’s essay is followed by an example of the Baroque sermon in

“Do istorii ukrainskoi barokkovoi uchytelno-oratorskoi prozy. Kazannia

Ihnatiia Oksenovycha Starushycha na pohrebi kniazia Ilii Sviatopolk-

Chetverte[y]nskoho” by V.I. Krekoten. This contribution is a scholarly

publication of the text of the eulogy together with a detailed and annotated

introduction. The sermon is an example of Ukrainian Baroque funeral

oratory and reflects not only the rhetorical devices typical of the genre, but

also the spirit of the times. As Krekoten puts it: “...he [Stanishych] used to

the best possible advantage the opportunity to express the demands and

hopes of the ‘Mohyla party’ in relation to the rest of the Orthodox magnate

families and to paint the “image of a positive hero,” worthy of being an

example of appropriate life behaviour for Ukrainian-Belorussian Orthodox

aristocrats.” The publication of this work is all the more significant in that

it survives in only five known printed copies.

The seventeenth century saw important changes in music as well as in

other aspects of Ukrainian society and culture. Two articles in this

miscellany discuss such developments. In “Slovo i muzyka v XVII st.,”

N.O. Herasymova-Persydska examines the changing relationship between

musical and verbal art in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and the

effect of these changes on the interpretation or meaning of the lyrics, as

well as on the development of Ukrainian versification. Basing her remarks

on liturgical texts, particularly the so-called kanty, the author notes that

until the sixteenth century the structure of ecclesiastical music corresponded

to that of the verbal text, i.e., the melody corresponded to each syntagma

and other smaller syntactic units, but not to a single word. The introduction

of ever more complex melodic lines altered this one-to-one relationship

significantly. Individual words and syllables could be emphasized to evoke

nuances of meaning and emotion not possible under the older system.

Concomitantly, the stresses of each individual word or group of words were

taken into account. This change gradually undermined the syllabic system of

versification prevalent in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Ukrainian

literary verse, preparing the ground for the radical changes in versification

which took place in the eighteenth century.

The Baroque achieved perhaps its greatest and most enduring effect in

the visual arts, including engraving and book illustration. In “Slovo i

iliustratsiia. Osnovni rysy barokko v ukrainskii hraviuri,” D.V. Stepovyk

outlines ten fundamental artistic features of Ukrainian Baroque book

illustration: 1) use of a wide variety of artistic tropes, among them

periphrasis, allegory, metaphor; 2) employment of a system of images

combining mythological figures with elements drawn from the real world;

3) the tendency for book ornamentation and illustration to attempt the

fullest possible expression of the central idea or action of the verbal text;
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4) multiplicity of subject matter in a single engraving; 5) a tendency for the

elaborate framing omamention on title pages or frontispieces to overpower

the central image or title; 6) a system of positive and negative symbolic or

allegorical figures; 7) the development of a “panegyrical” engraving or plate

designed for the presentation copy or printed edition of such occasional

verse; 8) restrained use of the dynamism of movement, massivity of form,

sharp contrasts and tension; 9) great complexity of detail; 10) use of an

accompanying verbal text in verse or prose to explain the meaning of the

plate or engraving. In discussing each of these features, the author explains

not only their nature, significance, and ties to Western European art, but

their uniquely Ukrainian features as well. For example, Stepovyk contrasts

the more pronounced Western Baroque dynamism, massivity of form,

sharpness of contrast, and tension with their more restrained Ukrainian

counterparts. He closes this study by remarking that the Baroque did not

change the national essence of Ukrainian art, but only its external form, by

which means it raised the esthetic values of the Ukrainian people to a higher

artistic plane. (It is unfortunate that the author did not elaborate on the

meaning of this last assertion, for such a banal statement undermines the

effect of an otherwise stimulating and informative piece.)

The Baroque period is one of the most important in the history of

Ukrainian culture, for it witnessed a flowering in the fine arts, letters, and

scholarship. After a long period of negative assessment of the Baroque by

Soviet scholars, this volume of essays addresses some of the issues and

problems connected with the period in a positive light. The authors of the

studies provide generally interesting and at times quite stimulating analyses

of the problems they choose to discuss. But as they often are the first to

point out, there is much more to be done. Let us hope that this effort is

only the first of many succesful ones.

Peter A. Rolland

University ofAlberta

UKRAINSKA SHEKSPIRIANA NA ZAKHODI [UKRAINIAN
SHAKESPEAREANA IN THE WEST], vol. 1. Edited and compiled by Yar

Slavutych. Edmonton: Slavuta, for the Ukrainian Shakespeare Society,

1987. 96 pp.

This jubilee volume, celebrating thirty years of the Ukrainian

Shakespeare Society, is confidently marked volume 1 in the hopes that
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subsequent issues will soon follow. Unfortunately, the mixed fortunes of

the Society in the past three decades and, more unhappily, the unevenness of

this particular volume, put such a venture, however much desired, into

serious question.

A great interest in Shakespeare in nineteenth-century Ukraine

(especially by the writer and poet Ivan Franko) produced a Shakespeare

society of sorts, which, although not formalized, was responsible for

funding translations of some of Shakespeare's most famous works. With the

death of Franko, the idea of such an association faded. Although Shakespeare

was frequently played on the boards of Soviet Ukraine, no society was

formed, in part, perhaps, because of the see-saw reputation of all Western

writers, and the mixed purposes to which their works were put.

Well into the twentieth century, a number of then emigre Ukrainian

scholars, who were later to achieve fame as Slavists in the West, discovered

that they shared an enormous enthusiasm for the work of Shakespeare. Thus

in 1957, well after the upheaval that World War II brought them, Dmytro

Chyzhevsky (who became its first president), J. B. Rudnyckyj, and Ihor

Kosteckyj founded the Ukrainian Shakespeare Society {Ukrainske

Shekspirivske Tovarystvo) at the University of Heidelberg. Despite their

great desire, plans for an annual periodical (one of the subjects of the first

meeting) never materialized, although individual scholars affiliated with the

Society continued to produce scholarly studies of translations of

Shakespeare's works.

Under its second president, Constantine Bida, a major contribution to

Ukrainian Shakespeareana appeared when Bida's doctoral student, Oksana

Prokopiw, published her revised dissertation. The Ukrainian Translations of

Shakespeare's Sonnets (University of Ottawa Press, 1976).

Unquestionably the most active period of the Society has been under the

leadership of Yar Slavutych (1979-), who, since 1980, has organized annual

sessions of the Society within the framework of the Canadian Learned

Societies. With the volume under review, the dream of past presidents to

initiate a periodical dedicated to Ukrainian Shakespeareana is, at long last,

achieved.

Volume I attempts to reflect the great variety of interest in Shakespeare

and his works by Ukrainian scholars and poets. Divided into three segments,

part one includes seven articles (by Petro Odarchenko, Valerian Revutsky,

Volodymyr Zyla, Mykola Palij, Bohdan Chopyk, J. B. Rudnyckyj, and Yar

Slavutych — all scholars teaching in North America); part two translations

(of selected sonnets, songs, apocrypha), and poems about Shakespeare, or on

Shakespearean motifs; part three presents a brief history of the Society, and,

perhaps the most valuable part of the book, a bibliography of Ukrainian

Shakespeareana in the West.
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While the book is a useful overview of Ukrainian Shakespeareana of the

past three decades, its scholarly value is not even. Part one is strongest in

articles on translations of Shakespeare. Yar Slavutych's comparative study

of Ukrainian translations of the "To be or not to be" soliloquy is the best in

this section, showing a detailed knowledge of both the Shakespearean and

Ukrainian texts, as well as a poet's sensitivity to the nuances of translation.

Volodymyr Zyla's balanced, objective analysis of Teodosii Osmachka's

translation of Henry IV is, unfortunately, marred by the introduction, which

contains some errors of fact (Shakespeare's purported subtitle to this play),

and by its simplistic examination of the historical background to the works.

Petro Odarchenko's article on Shevchenko and Shakespeare, while

interesting, presents nothing new; it is a summary of already available

information without any deeper analysis of the attraction Shakespeare's

works had for the Ukrainian romantic poet Shevchenko. Odarchenko himself

is overly dependent upon recent Soviet works by Shapovalova and Vanina.

The dark, negative, cruel and macabre that apparently interested Shakespeare,

according to PaliJ, are claims hardly substantiated in his article. Bohdan

Chopyk's metrical study of sonnets and sonneteering in Ukrainian poetry is

familiar ground; it says little, however, about Shakespeare, except that his

sonnet style is still being imitated today. By contrast. Valerian Revutsky, in

his short article, makes a real contribution to Ukrainian Shakespeareana by

examining early stagings of Shakespeare, particularly perhaps the most

innovative production in the history of Shakespearean staging in Ukraine,

Les Kurbas's Macbeth (1920).

While the first segment of this volume suffers from a frequently

popular tone (Odarchenko, PaliJ, occasionally Zyla), part two suffers from a

curious organization. It begins with an odd choice: Oleh Zujewskyj's

translation of "A Lover's Complaint," about which Hallet Smith in the

Riverside edition of Shakespeare remarked, "If it is by Shakespeare, it

neither detracts from his achievement, nor adds anything to it." "A Lover's

Complaint" is followed by some excellent translations of selected sonnets

(Sviatoslav Hordynsky, Oleh ZujewskyJ, Sviatoslav Karavansky, Ihor

Kosteckyj, Vasyl Onufrienko, Yar Slavutych, Ostap Tamawskyj), which,

more logically, should have come first. The Passionate Pilgrim, another

apocryphal work, long ago accepted by scholars as the work of various

authors, should have been grouped with "A Lover's Complaint." Yar

Slavutych's translation of excerpts from The Rape ofLucrece, a magnificent

effort, and the only such attempt to date, seems oddly sandwiched by the two

apocryphal poems.

The volume as a whole seems to suffer from haste and a lack of

attention to detail, both substantive and technical. On the substantive side,

there are such oddities as the translation of The Phoenix and the Turtle into
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"Feniks i cherepakha" (i.e., turtle as reptile rather than turtle-dove), the

mysterious reference to a death-mask of Shakespeare (in the bibliography),

the inclusion of at least one non-Shakespearean title {The Harrowing of

Hell) in the bibliography, and, in its attempt to be up-to-date, a reference

made to the 1987 meeting of the Society (with an incorrectly cited paper

title) before it had actually taken place. On the technical side, at least two

styles of footnotes appear in the text, occasional typographical (including a

misspelling of Shakespeare's name) and transliterative errors (Fishbury

instead of Finsbury Fields). Finally, translations appear without the original

English titles, thus frequently confusing the reader.

Yar Slavutych's work as popularizer of Shakespeare, both as scholar and

as poet, is prodigious. Unfortunately, the volume often attempts to reach

too broad a Ukrainian audience and, as a result, includes popular, already

well-known information, rather than attempting to break new ground. As to

the concern Slavutych has with moving Ukrainian Shakespeareana onto a

broader stage, it is unfortunate that only one article in the whole volume

(Revutsky's) appears in English. If a second volume is contemplated, the

editor should consider making available to the English reader at least an

English summary of the articles, otherwise Ukrainian scholars will merely

be talking to themselves.

Irena R. Makaryk

University of Ottawa

ANNA RECZYNSKA. EMIGRACJA Z POLSKI DO KANADY W
OKRESIE MI^DZYWOJENNYM. Biblioteka Polonijna, 17. Wroclaw:

Polska Akademia Nauk, Zaklad Narodowy imienia Ossoliriskich, 1986. 223

pp.

This study of Polish emigration to Canada between the wars is also

significant for its discussion of the parallel process affecting the Ukrainian

minority which then inhabited land belonging to the Polish state. This

aspect of Reczyriska 's book is the subject of the present review. Her study

is based on the extensive literature of the subject and on both Polish and

Canadian archives. Its five chapters discuss the causes of emigration to

Canada, the statistics and structure of this phenomenon, Polish and

Canadian emigration policy, the Polish-Canadian shipping dispute, and the

emigrants' voyage across the ocean. Each chapter includes significant

observations on Ukrainian affairs.
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Discussing the causes of emigration from Poland to Canada, Reczyriska

stresses the low standard of living in the old country on the one hand and the

drawing power of Canada on the other. She describes the myth of Canada as

a land of riches, which affected Ukrainians, among others, and the myth of

Polish and Ukrainian ability to do well in Canadian conditions. Reczyriska

points out the attraction of Ukrainian communities in Canada, especially

given the failure to establish a Ukrainian state after World War I. "For

many immigrants," she writes, "there existed in Canada the possibility of

continuing political activity which was forbidden in Poland."

The most important achievement of the study in question is its

exhaustive statistical analysis. Reczyiiska's critical examination of official

Polish data (from the Bureau of Statistics and the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs) and Canadian immigration statistics, as well as estimates in the

literature on this topic, reveals numerous faults and obscurities. The skillful

analysis of emigration from the denominational and ethnic point of view

(pp. 69-82) deserves careful reading. For the years 1926-82, Polish lists of

emigrants to Canada showed 35.5 per cent Greek Catholics and 9.2 per cent

Orthodox for a total of 44.7 per cent. This figure includes Ukrainians and

Orthodox Belorussians (and perhaps also a small number of Russians). The

small number of Polish Greek Catholics and Poles who belonged to the

Orthodox church must have been balanced by the equally small number of

Ukrainian Roman Catholics and Protestants. Comparison of data on

denomination, language and place of birth of the emigrants has allowed the

author to achieve a high degree of accuracy in her findings. After

establishing three possible versions of the ethnic composition of emigrants

bom in Poland, she accepts the estimate which shows that in the years

1918-39 Ukrainians were the most numerous ethnic group emigrating from

Poland to Canada. They comprised 40.4 per cent of the whole, i.e., 59,500

people, while Poles comprised 29.4 per cent, Jews 14 per cent, Germans 7.8

per cent, Belorussians 7.4 per cent, and others 1.0 per cent. These figures

reflect the fact that most emigrants to Canada came from south-eastern

Poland (the wojewddztwa of Temopil, Lviv and Volyn), where the greater

part of the population was composed of Ukrainians.

Reczyiiska's study also offers new material about the Belorussian,

German and Jewish emigrants. Particularly noteworthy is her estimate of the

size of the Belorussian emigration, the first in scholarly literature.

Minorities (especially Ukrainians) comprised a much larger percentage

among emigrants from Poland to Canada than might be supposed from the

ethnic composition of the state (Ukrainians made up between 13.9 and 16.2

per cent of the population). In addition, Ukrainian emigration to Canada was

not proportional to the group's average migrational mobility, which was the

lowest among ethnic groups in Poland. In searching for the causes of this
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state of affairs, Reczynska finds them mainly in the Ukrainian tradition of

emigration to Canada, the attraction of existing Ukrainian centres in Canada,

and the correspondence between what Ukrainian settlers had to offer and

Canadian immigration policy.

The book also provides assessments of the age, sex, profession and

education of the Canadian emigrants. There is reference to reemigration, in

which Ukrainians played a large part, especially in the 1920s. In

Reczyhska's opinion, factors affecting reemigration might include "battles

fought at this time on Ukrainian lands and efforts to create an independent

state." The author briefly notes Ukrainian efforts to organize emigration to

Canada. The role of Osyp Oleskiv is worth mentioning, as are those of the

Society for the Protection of Ukrainian Emigrants in Lviv, the Society of

St. Raphael in Winnipeg and the initiatives of Bishop Nykyta Budka. On
the basis of documents of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the

Department of Immigration and Colonization in Ottawa, Reczynska states

that in 1924 this dignitary of the church in Canada wanted to organize, with

the help of Polish and Canadian authorities, the emigration of

approximately ten thousand Ukrainian farmers from Galicia. This issue is

probably linked with the plans of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky

concerning Ukrainian settlement in Canada and his journey there in 1921,

which is not mentioned in the study under discussion.

Reczyhska's information about periodicals published in Lviv on

Ukrainian emigration is incomplete. In addition to Ukrainskyi emigrant

(Ukrainian Emigrant, 1927-39), which is mentioned in the study, one

should also mention a fortnightly periodical of the same name, which began

publication in 1922, and its continuation. Emigrant, which began in 1923.

In the year 1929 Russkii emigrant (Russian Emigrant), probably a pro-

Russian competitor of the above periodicals, was published. Unfortunately,

except for issues for the years 1927-39, it has proved impossible to find the

above-mentioned titles, which explains their absence from the book.

Reczynska concentrates mainly on the attitude of the Polish authorities

to Ukrainian emigration, and there her achievements are unquestionable. She

demonstrates the lack of a consistent emigration policy with regard to

minorities, although there was a large number of ideas and opinions which

were never put into practice. She bases her discussion of this problem on

archival materials, although it would also have been possible to find many
interesting articles in the press, especially in Wychodzca (Emigrant) and

Ilustrowany Kurier Codzienny (Illustrated Daily Courier). She states that

immediately after the First World War the Polish authorities attempted to

halt Ukrainian reemigation (secret instructions on this issue were still held

by Polish consulates in Canada in the 1930s). Subsequently the authorities

supported Ukrainian emigration from Poland, although more with good
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intentions than organized activity. In the emigration of Ukrainians the

authorities saw the weakening of a minority hostile to the state, combined

with the prospect of land passing into Polish hands. On the other hand they

feared the strengthening of anti-Polish feelings among Ukrainians in

Canada. In 1924 the Polish Consul-General in Canada, Jozef Okolowicz,

presented a plan for increasing Ukrainian emigration from Poland to Canada
so as to "decrease the undesirable elements in Malopolska who hold anti-

Polish attitudes and provoke national antagonisms" (Okolowiczs words).

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not take any initiative at that time, but

the regional authorities in the south-eastern areas proceeded according to his

ideas.

Polish representatives in Canada did not feel up to political action

among the Ukrainian exiles, although here we must add that this type of

action occurred sporadically in the case of other Polish institutions such as

the Roman Catholic church. In 1935 the Polish Oblate J. Lopuszahski was

active in Cooks Creek, Manitoba, continuing the work of his order among
Ukrainians which had been initiated in Canada before the First World War.

Such missionary activity corresponded to the neo-Uniate action carried out

on a large scale among Orthodox Christians in Poland during the inter-war

period.

Reczyriska's work is notable for its objectivity and precision of

judgment. She treats the problem of national minorities dispassionately,

with attention to factual accuracy. Minor faults include the neglect of certain

sources (such as the works of the Soviet specialist on Ukrainian emigration

to Canada, A. M. Shlepakov). The author may, however, be excused for not

carrying out further research in the Ukrainian press and Ukrainian memoirs.

Although this would have enriched her sources, it would probably not have

significantly altered the interpretation. Among minor issues one should

mention that Canadian Ruthenian-Ukrainians also came from Yugoslavia.

However, the number of immigrants from this area was small, and this is

probably why they were overlooked by the author.

All in all, this study deserves high praise, not least because of its

contribution to research on Ukrainian immigration to Canada. It is welcome

news that Anna Reczyhska's book has attracted the attention of the

Multicultural History Society of Ontario in Toronto, which intends to

publish an English translation.

Andrzej A. Zi?ba

Jagiellonian University
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COMMISSION ON THE UKRAINE FAMINE. REPORT TO
CONGRESS. INVESTIGATION OF THE UKRAINIAN FAMINE 1932-

1933. United States Government Printing Office, 1988. xxv, 524 pp.

The staff of the Commission on the Ukraine Famine have performed a

valuable service in producing this volume, approximately half of which is

taken up with eyewitness accounts of the horrifying events in the Ukrainian

countryside in 1933. The book can be seen as a sequel and indeed takes the

story one stage further than Robert Conquest’s monumental Harvest of

Sorrow, published two years earlier. In an Executive Summary of the

findings of the Commission, sixteen points are listed. Of these, the most

startling and controversial are the following: point 14, that the famine was a

Ukrainian affair, rivalled in its intensity only by the famine in the ethnically

Ukrainian region of the North Caucasus; and point 16, that Joseph Stalin

"and those around him" committed genocide against Ukrainians in 1932-3.

Indeed, Soviet historians, who are increasingly vocal about the events

of the Famine, have already taken issue with these two points. Writing in a

January 1989 issue of Literaturna Ukraina, for example, Stanislav

Kulchytsky remarks that the findings of the Washington Commission are

inconclusive. Specifically, he can find no evidence of "ethnocide" against

Ukrainians. The point is a difficult one. It should not detract from the

remarkable human document that this volume represents. Nevertheless, it is

to be expected that critics might seize upon these two findings as the main

weaknesses of the book. The key question is: how does one define genocide?

It is not answered fully by the Ukrainian Commission. It may not have

been analyzed satisfactorily in the entire context of the twentieth century.

The facts are bleak enough. Eyewitness after eyewitness recalls the

bleak days of the famine: the arrival in villages of officials who would

search for grain with pointed sticks. Many of the accounts begin with the

revolutionary period and continue into the Second World War. They indicate

organized terror against the Ukrainian villages, as the hapless population

was reduced to eating the bark from trees or to cannibalism and the like. The

Famine Commission accepts Dr. Conquest’s figure of 7 million famine

victims in Ukraine. Two Soviet scholars have of late suggested a higher

figure of 8 million (lurii Shcherbak, the Ukrainian writer/physician and Roy

Medvedev, the noted historian).

The Commission examines the non-Soviet scholarship on the

Ukrainian Famine, post-Stalinist Soviet historiography, Soviet press

sources, historical fiction, the Famine outside Ukraine, and the American

response to the Famine. Its work is admirably thorough, lucid and concise.

This is an objective study. When criticisms appear to be merited, the

Commission does not shrink from them, witness the condemnation of what
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appears to be almost a callous indifference to the suffering on the part of a

British Sovietologist. The summing up of recent Soviet accounts is also

very useful, although of late it has become almost an impossible task to

keep pace with them, such is the plethora.

Yet one turns again and again to the eyewitness accounts. They are

presented in full down to the last stutter. And herein lies their main value.

In their unpolished frankness, they reveal the pain that these victims have

felt over five long decades of official silence on the part of Western

governments. That the Famine was known to the Italians is plain from the

appendices from the Royal Consulate of Italy in Kharkiv at the end of the

volume. Why would Western governments and the Western media prefer to

believe Walter Duranty of The New York Times rather than official

diplomatic channels? One might ask why that respected newspaper continues

to this day to hang the picture of its dubious Pulitzer Prize holder on the

wall of its offices.

James E. Mace and his team of researchers have begun what one hopes

will be many future studies of the Ukrainian Famine. With the assistance of

Dr. Myron Kuropas, they point out, the Famine is being accepted into

school curricula in the United States. One hopes that the same thing will

occur in Canada. When the Commission began its enormous task, the

Soviet Union was still refusing to disclose that there had even been such an

event as a Famine in Ukraine. Since late 1987, the archives on the topic

have been open to Soviet historians. The results thus far have not been

terribly impressive, yet the Famine is at least on the discussion table.

As a result, it is conceivable that the Famine Commission and Soviet

historians could work together to promote further study of this epochal

event. Even the question of ethnocide/genocide, which seems to be the most

important problem for future debate, would surely benefit from archival

research. At the present time, it must remain a moot point amid the tragedy

of the events of 1932-33. Dr. Mace and company have taken the Ukrainian

Famine out of its mythical past and shown it to be a grim, stark reality.

Their work is far from over, but they have made an excellent beginning.

David R. Marples

University ofAlberta
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Osyp Zinkewych and Oleksander Voronyn, ed. MARTYROLOHIIA
UKRAINSKYKH TSERKOV. VOL. 1: UKRAINSKA PRAVOSLAVNA
TSERKVA. Toronto and Baltimore: Smoloskyp Publishers, 1987. 1207

pp.

This first volume of a planned four-volume martyrology of the Ukrainian

churches is in fact the second to appear, being preceded by a volume on the

Ukrainian Catholic Church (reviewed in Journal of Ukrainian Studies, vol.

11, no. 1). It is a collection of documents both in the strict sense, such as

official church and government declarations, and in the broader sense: essays,

letters (including some by Metropolitan Lypkivsky and Volodymyr

Chekhivsky), reminiscences, excerpts from contemporary journals

(particularly Tserkva i zhyttia), photographs, and reproductions of various

publications and of letters and manuscripts. Many of these have never been

published before. Among the archives from which they are drawn are those

of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church (UAOC) in Bound Brook,

New Jersey; the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences (UVAN) in New
York; the publishers, Smoloskyp; and various personal archives. The

purpose of the volume is to collect the most important documentary sources

for the history of the persecution of the Ukrainian Orthodox and their

various churches in the present century.

As Metropolitan Mstyslav (Skrypnyk) comments in his foreword to the

book, it is impossible to recount the entire martyrology of the Ukrainian

Orthodox Church. Too many witnesses are dead; too many documents

remain inaccessible. At the same time, one must agree with his conviction

that it is important to salvage at least some of the facts.

In his introduction to the volume. Professor Arkadii Zhukovsky

(Arcadie Joukovsky) makes a number of points that give some structure to

this mass of facts and materials. In his view, the overriding theme of the

history of Ukrainian Orthodoxy in the twentieth century has been the

principle of autocephaly. This point, which is borne out by the documents,

helps to explain the difficulty of separating the church's history from that of

the Ukrainian independence movement. But Professor Joukovsky also notes

that Ukrainian governments have not always paid sufficient attention to

church matters. The Central Rada of 1917, considering religion strictly a

private matter, neglected to establish a secretariat of cults. In its indifference

to religion, contends Professor Joukovsky, the Rada left the way open for

reactionary, Russian-oriented church circles to influence the course of

events. By contrast, the Hetmanate and the Directory understood the

importance of religion and helped to promote Ukrainian Orthodox

autocephaly.
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The documents are divided into eleven sections, each preceded by a brief

preface. Taken together, these prefaces, while somewhat repetitive, provide a

good summary of the recent history of Ukrainian Orthodoxy. In places,

however, the analysis is thin: Moscow's persecutions of Ukrainian church

activists, for example, cannot plausibly or usefully be explained by mere

"hatred" for Ukraine.

The sections themselves are in chronological order interrupted, however,

by sections on certain discrete topics. Thus, sections on the rebirth of

Ukrainian Orthodoxy and the sobors of 1921-30 are followed by one on the

ideological bases and organization of the church, while those on its life and

activities from 1921 to 1936 and on the Soviet persecutions precede a

section on Ukrainian Orthodox in Poland and Romania. A separate section

is devoted to Russian church imperialism from 1981 to the 1970s; this is

followed by a particularly important section on Ukrainian Orthodoxy during

World War II. There is a gap in the chronology from 1944 to 1960. The

section on the persecution of church and believers in the USSR from 1960

to 1984, while not concerned with any specifically Ukrainian churches, is

appropriate here in that it traces Ukrainian Orthodox currents within the

Russian church. It documents the struggles over the Pochaiv monastery and

the cases of Fr. Vasyl Romaniuk and Lev Lukianenko-both open adherents

of the UAOC. The short tenth section, on public statements in defence of

the Ukrainian Orthodox Church and believers, is followed by a summary of

the status and losses of the various Orthodox churches in Ukraine from 1913

to 1986.

The documents are followed by a chronology of events from 1917 to

1986 and a most useful 38-page bibliography. Next there are some twenty

pages of photographs of twentieth-century martyrs, an index of personal

names, and an index of names and events. There is also a list of illustrations

and reproductions of documents.

The documents in this collection are varied, often revealing, at times

touching. Those from the early years of the UAOC evoke the elation and

creativity of the religious and cultural revival, as well as the insecurity,

pressure, and fear that plagued it. The writings of the autocephalist leaders

give the lie to accusations that the UAOC was a merely political grouping

with no genuine spiritual motivation. While its connection with Ukrainian

nationalism emerges clearly from these documents, it becomes equally clear

that to call it a "cover" for nationalism is a crude oversimplification: there

was a dep and intimate tie between Ukrainian patriotism and a genuinely

Christian revival that cannot be so easily reduced.

The documents are also valuable in that they provide a microscopic

picture of Orthodox life in Ukraine. They show concretely what is meant by

those overused words "martyrdom" and "persecution." Particularly relevant
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to the situation of many churches today are the documents illustrating the

UAOC's attempts to find a modus vivendi with the Bolshevik regime in the

1920s. These show the inherent difficulty of church relations with a

militantly atheist state.

A laudable contribution of this volume is the inclusion of data on the

Orthodox churches of Poland and Czechoslovakia, both of which contain

substantial numbers of Ukrainians. Furthermore, the Polish church played

an important role between the world wars in preparing the ground for the

rebirth of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in 1941-2. For students of the

current scene, the information on the large number of Ukrainians in the

hierarchy of the Russian Orthodox Church is particularly useful

Like Volume II of the Martyrolohiia, this book contains many
photographs, which make the reader's image of church life that much more

vivid. In addition to the standard portraits of hierarchs and clergy, there are

photos from the anti-religious campaign and from the labour camps of the

1930s.

Perhaps most striking, however, is the eleventh section, which includes

a register of some 500 Ukrainian Orthodox hierarchs, priests, monastics, and

laymen killed or exiled between 1917 and 1985. This is the martyrology

proper. Its tragedy is compounded by the fact that it is far from complete:

not even the names of all the bishops of the UAOC in the 1930s are known

(p. 906).

Yet if these documents evoke a sense of tragedy, they also create a

sensation of mystery. For documents cannot fully explain the remarkable

growth of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church in the 1920s, nor

its explosive revival during World War II after an apparent demise in the

mid-thirties. The fate of Ukrainian Orthodoxy may yet take some unexpected

turns.

Thus, this book is more than a martyrology. It serves also as a record

of the ideological, spiritual and organizational life of modem Ukrainian

Orthodoxy. As a reference work, it is indispensable to the student of the

Ukrainian Orthodox Church. It should also prove useful to those concerned

with church life in the USSR and with Soviet history in general. For most

such readers, an English translation would be welcome. But the most

important task has been accomplished: a substantial part of the history of

Ukrainian Orthodoxy in the twentieth century has been preserved.

Andrew Sorokowski

San Francisco, California
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/JHICTPHHCbKHX (1926-1932) (Letters of Stepan Rudnytsky to Sofiia and

Stanislav Dnistriansky [1926-1932])

Mykola Mushynka forthcoming 1990 110pp. $10.00

34 A KOBZAR HANDBOOK (Zinovii Shtokalko)

Translated and annotated by Andrij Hornjatkevyc 1989 ix, 364pp. $25.00

35 THE SOVIET FAMINE 1932-33: AN EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNT OF
CONDITIONS IN THE SPRING AND SUMMER OF 1932

Andrew Cairns

ed. Tony Kuz 1989 xxvii, 122pp. $10.00



36 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF UKRAINIAN AND SLAVIC STUDIES SERIALS
LOCATED IN THE SLAVONIC LIBRARY, PRAGUE
comp. Pavel Murasko 1990 127pp. $10.00

37 ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN COMPUTER GLOSSARY AND SHORT
GLOSSARY OF AUDIO-VISUAL TECHNOLOGY
comp. Peter Fedynsky, Tamara Horodysky, Teresa Kikena

and Richard Robin 1990 x, 30pp. $6.00

38 nEPEUlK yKPAi'HOMOBHMX MACOnMCIB, mO BH^]ABA;1MC5I HA
TEPHTOPII POCii HA nOMATKY XX CTOJ1ITT51 (Checklist of Ukrainian Serials

Published in the Russian Empire [Early Twentieth Century])

comp. Oleksandr Sydorenko 1990 18pp. $5.00

39 BI5;ilOrPA0IMHHM nOKA>KMMK HAYKOBMX HPAUb YKPAIHCbKOI
EMirPALUi 1920-1931 (A Bibliographic Guide to the Scholarly Work of the

Ukrainian Emigration 1920-1931)

comp. Petro Zlenko

ed. Edward Kasinec 1990 160pp. $12.00
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TO THOSE WISHING TO SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS

All contributions must be submitted in three copies and double-spaced

throughout. Footnotes should be placed at the end of the manuscript.

The modified Library of Congress system of Cyrillic transliteration should

be used (with the exception of linguistic articles).

In general, articles should not exceed 25 double-spaced pages, except where

especially justified by extensive documentation, tables, or charts. For

purposes of style and footnoting, the University of Chicago Press Manual

of Style should be consulted. Authors should send a short academic

biography with their submissions. Manuscripts will not be returned

unless specifically requested and postage provided. The policy of the

journal is not to consider articles that have been published or are being

considered for publication elsewhere. The editors reserve the right to edit

all submissions.

A TABLE OF TRANSLITERATION

(Modified Library of Congress)

a — a i —
i

— f

6 — b H —
i X kh

B — V K — k ^ — ts

r — h JI —
1 H ch

r —
g M — m m — sh

— d H — n m — shch

e — e 0 — 0 K) iu

G — ie n — P H ia

}K — zh P — r b -

3 — z c — s -hh y in endings

H —
y T — t of personal

i —
i y — u names only



FORTHCOMING ISSUES

Issue 26 of the Journal ofUkrainian Studies, edited by Ralph

Lindheim and Edward Burstynsky, will be a Festschrift for

George S.N. Luckyj.

With issue 27, Summer 1990, the Journal will take on a new
editorship and editorial board. David Marples will be managing

editor, and the Journal will focus predominantly on current

issues in Ukrainian and Ukrainian Canadian studies. The

Summer 1990 issue will contain the following articles:

Bohdan Krawchenko, “National Memory in Ukraine: The

Role of the Blue and Yellow Flag.”

Alexandra Kruchka Glynn, “Vera Lysenko: Portrait of a

Ukrainian Canadian Writer.”

Myroslav Shkandrij, “Prague as a Resource for the Study of

Ukrainian Literature.”

A.nna Makolkina, “ The Dance ofDionysos in H. Khodkevych




